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S-100 COMPUTER BOARDS
CPI°
CPM Computer on a single S-100 card.
Add memory card for a complete sys-
tem. $495.00

ASCII KEYBOARD & KIT
RCA VP -601, Touch Kbd. Full ASCII chr
set. $99.95
ARKON standard full ASCII
Kbd. Kit $99.95
Power supply kit (+5V) $7.95

VIDEO TERMINAL KIT
Serial 64 n 16 with selectable baud rate.
Kit $169.95
Lower case option $ 16.95
5 volt power supply option $ 16.95

S-100 MOTHER BOARD
Six slot with passive termination A6S 100
Board $24.95
S-100 Edge
Connector $5.00ea /6 for $25.00

MULLEN S-100 EXTENDER
BOARD TB -4 $69.00

SD SYSTEMS
SBC-100 $415. Expando Prom $250.
SBC-200 $450. VDB 8024 $500.
Z-80 Starter Kit $475. Versa Floppy I $350.
MPB-100 $350. Versa Floppy ll $490.
Prom 100 $275.
Expandoram I (without ram) $299.
Expandoram II (without ram) $325.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
4 x "AA" NICAD (used) ...$ 7.00

1 x Sub "C" NICAD $ 1.95
4 x Sub "C" NICAD $ 5.95
6 x Sub "C" NICAD $10.95
1 x 2 volt 5 amp./hr. lead acid with
charger $ 7.95
1 x 6 volt .9 amp/h, C91`11 ll S 5.95

special
ARKON GRAB BAGS

1 lb Capacitors $ .75 2 lbs Potentiometers $1 00
1 lb Hardware $ .50 100 Grommets 51.50
2.5 lbs Resistors $1.25 50 Trim Pots $5.00
50AssortedSwitches$5.00 30 Tantalums 55 00

ARKON KITS
All ARKON kits are complete with PCB.
Colour Video Modulator Kit $24.95
Logic Probe Kit (with case) $24.95
555 Code Oscillator Kit $ 3.95
RS 232 to TTL Converter Kit $ 9.95
BN-9 (LM 380) Audio Amp lOt $ 5.95
TRS-80, Apple 1116K Upgrade Kit $89.95
VD -1 Video Modulator Kit $ 8.95
TD -1567 Tone Decoder Kit $ 6.95
FM -2 Wireless Mike w/
Preamp Kit $ 5.95
Music Light Kit $12.95
LED Blinky Kit $ 2.95
Mad BlasterNoiseGeneratorKit $ 4.95
UT -1 Universal Timer Board Kit $ 3.95
MA 1003 Car Clock Module $19.95
MA 1023 Car Clock Module $19.95
MA 1008 (State 12 or 24 Hr.) $12.95
12V Clock Transformer $ 4.95
LCD Alarm Clock Module $29.95
ETI Sound Generator Kit $44.95
Kits by Jana PCB Included.
0-20 volt 1 ampere power supply $34.50
Xenon strobe kit $18.95
3 chnl. colour organ, 300W. $22.75

ETI PROJECT BOARDS
5 Watt Stereo $ 6.25
Fuzz Box $ 1.50
Two Tone Door Bell $ 2.25
Logic Tester $ 5.25
Stereo Rumble Filter $ 1.50
Graphic Equalizer $12.25
Expander Compressor $ 6.25
Digital Panel Meter $ 4.75
Bucket Brigade Audio Delay Line $ 5.25
Ultrasonic Switch $ 3.25
Proximity Switch $ 4.25
Two Chip Siren S 1.50
Eprom Programmer $12.25
Easy Colour Organ $ 3.75
Two Octave Organ $ 3.25
Audio Power Meter S 6.75
Simple Graphic Equalizer $ 5.25
60 Watt Amplifier $ 5.25
High Performance Stereo PreAmp..$ 9.25
Complex Sound Generator $ 9.25
Click Eliminator $ 8.25
300 Watt Amplifier $11.25
Guitar Effects Amplifier $ 3.75
Led Bar Power Meter $ 5.95
(Elemeniry Electronics)

PRINTERS
TRENDCOM Thermal
TC-200, 80 chr. $795.
TC-100, 40 chr. $595.
(Interfaces extra)
ANADEX DP -8000
Bidirectional, buffered, 80 chr. $1350.
EPSON TX -80
Dot Matrix 80 chr. $995.
Interfaces available for Pet Apple, TRS80,
IEEE, RS232

MEMORY
2102 1K 450ns static memory .... $ 1.25
2102 1K 350ns static memory .... $ 1.35
21L14 4K 450ns low power
static ram $ 7.95
2114 4K 300ns $ 8.95
2114 4K 200ns $10.45
4116 16K 200ns dynamic memory $ 9.95
8 for $72.170
1702 256 by 8 EPROM $ 4.00
2708 1K by 8 EPROM $10.00
2716 2K by 8 EPROM $ 21.95

new items
CASSETTE TAPES

Maxell UDXLI 90 min. $6.95
Maxell UDXLII 90 min. $7.45
FUJI FX1 90 min. $5.95
Sony LNX 90 min. $4.95
TDK SAC90 90 min. $6.80

COMPUTER
OHIO SCIENTIFIC
Superboard II Computer, 4K, on board . $415.00
Superboard 8K, memory expansion,
8 chips $60.00
Superboard memory expansion PCB (24K)
with data $50.00
Challenger 4P -8K, with sound colour,
10 $1,045.00
Challenger 4PMF-4P with 24K
minifloppy 810 $2,559.00

OSI, CIP SOFTWARE
Star fighter $ 8.95
Alien invaders $ 8.95
Seawolfe $ 8.95
Tank for two $ 7.95
Bomber $ 8.95
Barrierball $ 7.95
Breakthru $ 7.95

Fighter pilot $ 5.95
Killerbot $ 5.95
Lunar Lander $ 4.95
Concentrtion $ 5.95
Chess for OSI $24.95
Time Trek $12.95
Backgammon $12.95

DATA SHEETS
Graphic instruction $4.00
RS 232 for the Cl P and superboard $3.95
Joystick instruction and plans $3.95
Reverse video for the Cl P $3.95
G.T. conversion $1.00
Saving data on tape $4.00

UTILITIES
Cl P cursor control $12.95
Renumberer $ 7.95
Autoloader $ 7.9,

WE ALSO STOCK CPM!

IC SOCKETS
10°áb off orders of 20 pieces or more. Mix
or match.
+ Pins Standard Amp. Wire Wrap

8 $ .15 $ .25 $ .65
14 $ .25 $ .35 $ .95
16 $ .25 $ .45 $1.00
18 $ .35 $ .60 $1.25
20 $ .35 $ .75 $1.50
24 $ .40 $ .80 $1.60
28 $ .45 $ .85 $1.80
40 $ .65 $ .95 $3.00

REGULATOR

78L05+5V 1A
78L12+12V 1A
79L05 -5V 1A
79L12 -12V 1A
7805+5V lA
7808+8V 1A
7815+15V 1A

$ .65 7824+24V 1A
$ .65 7905-5V 1A
$1.50 7915-15V 1A
$1.50 78H05+5V 5A
$1.65 78MG+adj 5A
$1.40 78MG-adi 5A
$1.50 78GU+adj 1A

Small Medium Large LEDS
5 for $1.00
4 for 51.00
4 for $1.00

Bi Polar 2 for 51.50
Flashing Red 2 for $1.50
Jumbo Red 6 for $1.00
High Quality Green (Panel Mount) 2 for $1.00
Metal Case. Panel Mount.
Small or Large .. $1.50

Red

Green

Orange

$1.50
51.95
52.00
56.00
52.00
$2.00
$2.00

DISKETTES
8" Control Data or Wabash $6.50
8" Dysan $7.95
51/4" Control Data or Dysan $7.50

COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY
+5V at 10A, --5V at 2A. 12V at 5A, -12V
at 2A
110/220 VAC 60/50 Hz,
16" x 10'x 7" $45.00
Mail order add $10.00 per unit

SUPER S-100 XFORMER
BV at 18A for +5V supply
28Vct at 4.5A for +5V supply
22V at 4.5A for disc drives

LINEAR no s140 13741 5 65
301 9 .56 741 5 65 TL071 S 80
307 5 .75 747 5 85 TL072 51 75
308... .....3791.00 1312 52 50 TL074 52 75
311 ... .... 9 65 1314 52 50 T L080 S 75
224 41. 50 1315 92 50 11081 5 80
324 41 10 1436 52 50 01082 SI 55
339 .. . 41.00 1458 5 75 T1084 52 50
358 9 85 1488 51.95 T1489 62 95
377 .54 00 1489 51 50 71490 53 95
380... .52 10 1496 51 50 50C16 5 50
380 .5 50 1889 52 50 1526 51 20
381 82 00 2206 57 50 4530 51 50
382 .. 5180 2567 5300 4533 S145
555... 5 .60 3046 5125 4537 5165
7555. 52 00 3140 52 50
556.. 5 95 3302 5 95
565. 51 BO 3401 5 .95 CMOS566.. 51 75 3900 5125
567 51 80 3914 5595 4000 5 60
709 5 45 3915 55.95 4001 5 50
733. Si 75 4136 51 60 4002 5 50

4006 51 50 4034
4007 9 20 4040
4011 $ 70 4042
4012 4 60 4044
4013 $ 75 4046
4015 51.65 4049
4016 $ 60 4050
4017. 42.00 4052
4018 51.60 4053
4019 41.60 4060
4020 4150 4063
4021 41.50 4066
4022 51 80 4068
4023 $ 50 4069
4024 .$1.50 4070
4025 .50 4071
4026 51.90 4072
4027 5 95 4073
4028. 51.75 4075
4029.. $1.60 4076
4030 $ 50 4077
4033 52 15 4078

425 4081 5 50 74c08.. 9 75 7416
2 15 4082 5 50 74C10 9 60 7420
1 70 4085 Si 25 74C165 9150 7427
250 4086 51 95 740922 59 95 7430

1 75 4089 53 SU 4584. 51.20 7432
50 4093 Si 00 4585. 91.50 7433

1 30 4094 52 50 4532 53 50 7437
1 80 4501 53 25 4543 52 25 7440
I 50 4502 52 10 4555 51 25 7441
2 50 4508 53 50 7442
2 00 4510 $200 7447

50 4511 92 00 7448
60 4512 5:60 7451
50 4515 $550 TTL 7454
50 4516 Si 45 7400 5 .50 7473
50 4518 5200 7402 i .60 7474
50 4519 51 00 7403 4 .41 7475
50 4520 5200 7404 52.00 7476
50 4522 52 15 7405 ... S .60 7483
80 4526 $2 50 7406. .. 4 .50 7484
50 4528 51 65 7408 .S .83 7485
60 4531 SI 90 7410 5 30 7490

BO 7491
48 7492

1 10 7493
50 7495
90 74107
75 74121
63 /4122

1 10 74123
I 15 74125
I 40 74141
1 75 74145
1 65 14151

65 74153
65 74154
75 74157

1 40 74161
75 74162
60 74163

1 80 74164
1 50 74165
1 40 74175

50 74176

LS
741500
741502
741504
741S10
741514
741520
74LS27
741530
74LS32
741540
74LS73
74LS74
741575
741590
741591
74LS92
741593
7415123

$ 1.50
$ .80
$ .60
$ 3.15
$ 1.50
$ .75
$ 1.60
$ .35
$ .90
$ 1.10
$ .65
S 1.10
$ 1.20
$ .90
$ 1.95
S .95
$ 5.60
$ 1.10

74LS138
7415139
7415145
7415148
7415160
7415161
7415162
7415174
7415175
7415190
7415240
7415241
7415242
74LS243
74LS244
7415245
74LS266
7415290
74LS393

S 2.50
$ .95
$ 2.65
$ 1.45
$ 2.80
$ 2.10
$ 1.30
S 1.70
$ 1.25
$ 4.75
$ 4.95
$ 2.15
$ 2.95
$ 2.15
$ 4.00
$10.95
$ 2.95
$ 2.00
$ 3.40

5 70
5 85
5 85
51 00
5 85
5 60
51 10
51 05
51 15

5100
51 75
5 95
5 75
51 65
51 10
51 60
51 75
51 25
51 00
51 75
Sr 45
5 95

74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
14365

51 40
SI 60
51 20
5 95
51 70
51 40

CPU +
SUPPORT
CHIPS
HOHfI 5 H 95
9212 5 3115
8216 5 .i 60
0224 S H 95
1726 5 3 60
8228 5 6 35
0755 5 895

180 51.195
280A Si.' 95
0800 5 9 95
4802 S 9 95
6810 S 5 35
6871 5 8 50
185/ 5 3 30
1854 514 00
185! 3 1 95
1858 5 250
1859 5 2 50
1771 $5995
803 2513 513 95
AV 3 1015

51295
081863 5 4 00
TH1402 $ 400
75477. $ 150
682376 $1695

Send certified cheque, money order, Chargex, Master Charge ... include
expiry date, card number and signature. We process C.O.D.'s for Canpar or
Post Office. Minimum order $10.00. Add 5% (minimum $2.00) for shipping
and handling. Any excess refunded. Ontario residents add 7% sales tax. All
prices subject to change. Some items available through mail order only.



SUPERB 8 -BIT MICROCOMPUTER

AT A SPECTACULAR PRICE

MADE IN CANADA

MULTIFLEX Z80A COMPUTER
The Multiflex computer system consists
of an S-100 processor board (which can
be purchased separately and is described
below), a motherboard, and a monitor
software package.

Features of the motherboard:

* 4 S-100 card -edge connectors;
* Hex keyboard and LED display with 4
address digits and 2 data digits;

* 14 monitor function keys;
* 2000 bit per second cassette tape

interface;
* 24 parallel I/O lines (on -board PIA
uses 8255 IC);

* 2708/2716 EPROM programmer;
* 40 -chip wirewrap area for customizing;
* Optional RS -232 interface with baud
rate generator;

S-100 PROCESSOR BOARD

The Multiflex Z80A processor board is an
S-100 device designed specifically for thr
motherboard described above. As a stand-
alone unit it has the following features:

* Z80A CPU, guaranteed 4MHz operation;
* space for 2 banks of 2K bytes of RAM,
address -locatable by hardware jumpers;

* comes with 1K of RAM;
* 8 EPROM sockets for 2708 or 2716, also
jumper located;

* Jumper -selectable reset starting. address;
* Provision for on -board regulation from
standard S-100 power supplies.

$450 assembled & tested

4K MONITOR SOFTWARE
The 41C monitor which comes with the
Multiflex computer is one of the most
sophisticated on the market. Some of
the functions available are:

* Examining and modifying memory
locations, Z80 registers, and I/O
ports;

* Start -stop -continue program execution;
* Single -instruction step execution;
* Breakpoints and delayed breakpoints:
you can specify a number of times (up
to 216 or 65,536) a breakpoint must
be encountered in a program, before
the break actually occurs;

* Whole blocks of memory, from 1 byte to
all the locations in the system, can
be compared and moved;

* 2708/2716 programming routines with
automatic verification;

* relative branch offset calculation.

64K DYNAMIC RAM BOARD
This memory board can be used with any
S-100 computer. Its features are:

* Automatic on -board refresh, or jumper -
selectable response to Z80 refresh;

* any part of the board may be used, as
jumpers select which parts respond;

* up to 8 full boards may be used, each
enabled by software, for up to 512K.

BIPOLAR PROM PROGRAMMER
A bipolar PROM programmer attatchment is
available for the Multiflex Z80 computer
to program 74S-188, 287, 288, 387, 470,
471, 472, 473, 474, and 475 PROMs.

A NEW WAY TO TEST DIGITAL SYSTEMS
MULTIFLEX LOW-COST LOGIC STATE ANALYZER

Logic State Analyzers are not new in the computer industry. What's
new about the Multiflex Analyzer is its price. With comparable
professional units selling for over $5000, it starts at $349.

The Multiflex Logic State Analyzer allows you. to monitor up
to 16 points in a digital system, which carry continually
changing signals. When a specified 16 -bit pattern is re-
ceived, the unit will record the next 1023 consecutive bit
patterns so that they can be examined step by step. A
more advanced version of the Analyzer, available soon, will
also allow recording the 1023 bit patterns preceding the
trigger word. Logic State Analyzers are invaluable tools in
industry for software and hardware development, especially
for dedicated microprocessor systems. You can use the
Analyzer to monitor Data, Address, or Control lines in your
system, or any combination of digital signals, so long as
they are all stable during clock transitions.

Any number of Analyzers may be interconnected to handle more
than 16 inputs. The readout is in 4 Hex digits and also in
binary on 16 LEDs so you can read either numerical values or
examine individual bits. A further 3 Hex digits give the
"entry number" for each word (how many clock pulses after
the trigger word it occurred). Once data has been collected,
you can step through and examine it either forwards or
backwards, at either a slow or a fast rate. For convenience,
the logic polarity and clocking edge are switch -selectable.
Analyzers are available with maximum clock rates of 5 MHz
and 6.6 MHa, and all are TTL compatible.

MULTIFLEX
Exclusive distributors:

Cxceltronix
Component/ 8 Computing Inc.

319 College Street
TORONTO, ONTARIO MST 1S2

Phone 921-5295

Write, phone, or come in soon for information on all Multiflex products.

Circle No. 31 on Reader Service Card.
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FEATURES
Synthesizers 21

Tim Orr, a designer of several music
synthesizers and other electronic
music designs, describes how musical
- and not so musical - notes are
created.

Electronic Fences 35
Things have come quite a long way
since the introduction of the electric
fence in the 1930's; now you don't
even need insulators!

Solar Cells 39
Free power is not a dream, it's here
today but at a pretty high initial
cost. Our feature explains the
operation of solar cells and gives
some experiments.

Into Electronics Part 1 53
The start of a major series which
guides the newcomer through the
mystery of electronics from square
one - and maybe fills the gaps for
the more experienced.

Audio Amplifier Circuits 61

Twenty practical preamp and power
amplifier circuits using common
IC's are given by Ray Marston.

PROJECTS
Metal Locator 11

An ingenious design using an easily
constructed search coil makes use of
modern integrated circuits to over-
come the deficencies of earlier
circuits.

Linear Scale Capacitance Meter .. 29
Covering a very wide range, our
design is not hard to build and is
easy to calibrate.

Electronic Music, p.21

Electronic Fences, p.35

Solar Cells, p.39
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Into Electronics, p.53



Cover Photo: With the price of
gold at its present levels, metal
locators are more popular than

ever. See our project on page 11
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COPYRIGHT
All material Is subject to worldwide copyright protection, All
PCB patterns are copyright and no company can sell boards to
our design without our permission.

LIABILITY
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all
constructional projects referred to in this magazine will operate
as Indicated efficiently and properly and that all necessary
components to manufacture the same are available, no
responsibility whatsoever Is accepted In respect of the failure
for any reason at all Of the project to operate efficiently or at
all whether due to any fault in design or otherwise and no
responsibility is accepted for the failure to obtain component
parts in respect of any such project. Further no responsibility
Is accepted in respect of any Injury or damage caused by any
fault in the design of any such project as aforesaid.

EDITORIAL QUERIES
Written queries can only be answered when accompanied by a
self-addressed, stamped envelope. These must relate to recent
articles and not involve the staff in any research. Mark such
letters ETI-Query. We cannot answer telephone queries.

BINDERS
For ETI are available for $6.75 including postage and handling.
Ontario residents add 7% PST.

SELL ETI
ETI Is available for resale by component stores. We can offer a
good discount and quite a big bonus, the chances are
customers buying the magazine will come back to you to
buy their components. Readers having trouble in buying ETI
could ask their component store manager to stock the
magazine.

COMPONENT NOTATION AND UNITS
We normally Specify components using an International

standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar with this but It's
simple, less likely to lead to error and will be widely used
everywhere sooner or later. ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted With the

multiplier, thus 4,70F Is written 4u7. Capacitors also use the
multiplier nano (one nanofarad i5 1000pF). Thus 0.1v0 is
100n, 560000 is 5n6.. Other examples are 5.600=506,
O.5pF=op5.

Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8M ohms Is 1M8, 56k ohms
Is the same, 4.7k ohms Is 4k7, 100 ohms is 100R and 5.6 ohms
s 5R6.

PCB SUPPLIERS
The magazine does not supply PCBs but these are available
from the following companies. Not all companies supply all
boards. Contact these companies direct for ordering
information.
B&R Electronics, P.O. Box 6326F, Hamilton, Ontario, L9C
6L9
Spectrum Electronics, Box 4166, Stn 'O', Hamilton, Ontario,
L8V 4L5
Wentworth Electronics, R.R. No.1, Waterdown, Ontario LOR
2H0
Oanocinths Inc. P.O. Box 261, Westland, MI 48185, USA.
Exceltronix Inc., 319 College St., Toronto, Ontario, M5T 152
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ontario,
M5V 2A5.
Al - Electronics, 5062 Dundes St. West, Islington, Ontario M9A
189. (416) 231-4331.



16 CHANNEL LED CHASER KIT

A very familiar sight seen at discos, department stores, and
on neon signs. 16 LED's flash in sequence up -down or alter-
nate. Adaptable to 120 vac. !Extra)

Model X EK8OLC016 PRICE 522.95

16 CHANNEL MULTI -MODE LED CHASER KIT

We're proud to ado this to our line. It's similar to our 15
channel led chaser but with many extra features. There are
over 60 selectable modes. A few are: Up, Down, Skip, Pulse,
Scramble, Single Pulse, Multi Pulse and many more. An
optional 120 vac board is available. (Extra)

Model N EK8OLCM16 PRICE: $32.95

POWER SUPPORT 120

A 120 volt power board which allows you to connect regular
lamps to our LED Chaser Kits. 8 channels are supplied per
board with 150 watts per channel. They can be easily inter-
faced for 16 channels.

Model X EK8OPLC120 PRICE: 924.95

STROBE LITE KIT

Fantastic for special effects. Variable speed Xenon flash
gives you a "STILL MOTION'' effect. A real attention getter.

Model N EK8OSLOO1 PRICE: 521.95

CRYSTAL RADIO KIT

A self powered radio which uses a resonant circuit and detec-
tor for AM radio reception. An ideal project for the beginner.

Model N EK8OCR001 PRICE: x8.95

MOTOROLA
3.5 Inch Super Horn
MODEL
KSN 1005A

$11.95

LTD.

STEREO AUDIO

MIXER Kit
549.86

2 PHONO

1-AUX.

1 -MASTER

EXPANDABLE

RESP.2DHz-20KHz

5V OUTPUT

D1%DIST.

BED AUDIO DELAY LINE KIT

EXPANSION

BOARDS

AVAILABLE
SOON

A unique Special Effects Unit which gives a
variable or fixed delay of Analog Signals,
Reverb, Echo and Flanging.

MODEL NEK8OBBDO1 PRICE  969.95

1.5 to 24v POWER SUPPLY KIT

A variable Power Supply suitable for many
digital and linear applications. Delivers an
output current of 100ma. from 1.5v to 15v and
500ma. from 16v to 24v.

MODEL N EKBOPS024 PRICE 524.95

0-28 VOLT POWER SUPPLY KIT

A true 0 to 28 volts capable of delivering 1 amp continuous.
Full wave rectification, filtering and capacitance multiplica-
tion provides a clean dc source for sensitive audio and digital
work. An ideal supply for the experimenter.

Model N EK8OPS028 PRICE: 539.95

5 WATT IC AUDIO AMPLIFIER KIT

A general purpose 5 watt amplifier with Thermal Overload
and Short Circuit Protection. Because of its low operating
voltage and high power output, it allows the user to use it as
an add-on amplifier for car stereo.

Model N EK80A005 PRICE. 519.95

2x5 Inch Wide Dispersion Horn
MODEL
KSN 1016A $ 12 .95
DOMINION RADIO AND ELECTRONICS

A Division of Dreeco Electronics Ltd.
The Home of Radio and Electronic Supplies

For more information, send for a free catalogue
or visit our store at:

535 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont. M4Y 1Y5
Phone: 922-1818

A Fantastic Selection For:

The Student, Hobbyist, Engineer

Inventory of High Quality:
Semiconductors, IC's, Resistors, Capacitors,
Transformers, Chassis, Switches, Plugs,
Indicators, Relays, Opto -Electronics, Meters,
Test Equipment, Cable, Tools, Batteries,
AC Adaptors, Books, and other lines:Too
numerous to mention.

PHILIPS Three-way
12" WOOFER

DOME MID RANGE

DOME TWEETER

AD 12650/W

AD0211SQ

AD0163/T

SPEAKER
SYSTEM
12" 60 Watts

THREE-WAY CROSSOVER ADF700/3000/8

REGULARLY

172.50
OUR PRICE
$109.95 PHILIPS
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NEWS
Darkroom Timer
Heathkit announces a new microprocessor -
controlled darkroom timer kit. Priced at
$189.95 the PT -1500's programmable mem-
ory can hold times for up to nine processing
steps and an enlarger step.

The enlarger and safelight outlets are
designed so one goes on when the other
goes off. If the optional PTA -1500-3 auxiliary
outlet accessory is used to connect the timer
to an external device (such as a colour drum),
the PT -1500 turns on the auxiliary outlet
during countdowns in the process mode.

A four -digit LED display times to 99
minutes, 59 seconds or 999.9 seconds. A dis-
play switch turns off the LEDs and back-
lighting, without effecting countdowns or
memory, when you need complete dark-
ness. Also, the front panel is impervious to
darkroom chemicals, and provides touch
control of the PT -1500's functions.

The PT -1500 is available from Heathkit
Electronic Centres in Vancouver, Edmonton,
Winnipeg, Mississauga, Ottawa and Montreal,
or you can write to Heath Company, 1480
Dundas Highway East, Mississauga, Ontario
L4X 2R7.

Continuous Buzz
CGU Radio Electronics announces the Buzz
Box, a solid state audible continuity tester.
It's uses include quick checks of circuit board
foils, wiring cables, relays, transformers and
a variety of components to determine the pre-
sence of open circuits, shorts and intermit-
tent connections. Additional applications
include code practice oscillator and capaci-
tor checker.

Price is $34.95. From HRB, Box 400,
Goderich, Ontario. While your at it, ask
for their product catalogue.

Expose Yourself
News Digest is a regular feature of ETI Maga-
zine. Manufacturers, dealers and clubs are
invited to submit news releases to News
Digest, c/o ETI Magazine. Sorry, submissions
cannot be returned.

The Link Contest
We have to admit, we handed you a real
toughie, but our reader's response was tre-
mendous. The answer was, in fact, 2/ir ohms.

First prize goes to Jon Davis of Kingston,
Ontario who sent in an eleven page proof
of how he did it. Second and third runners
up were B.C. Burden of Willowdale, Ontario
and Wayne Duplessis of Verdun, Quebec
respectively. Both sent in answers of 0.64
ohms.

Special thanks to Motorola for supplying
the prizes.

Leaderscope Contest
We also held the drawing for the Leader LBO
514 dual trace oscilloscope. The winner was
Bill Paquette of Schumacher, Ontario.
Where's Schumacher? Apparently it's right
near Timmins, in Northern Ontario.

Second prize winners were M. Elliot of
Calgary, Alta. and Pierre Beaudry of Otter -

burn Park, Quebec.
Special thanks are due to Omnitronix Ltd.

for supplying our first prize.
The correct answers were: A/ no.6,

B/ no.4, C/ no.3, D/ no.1, E/ no.2, and F/
no.5.

Ayantek
Lower cost

120° K TVRO LNA.
Model AWC - 4215.

The Model AWC-4215 is specified for lower cost manufacture, yet offers the
same top performance as the thousands operating in cable systems worldwide.

Miniature transistor amplifier modules.
The GPD-200, -400, -1000 Series are in TO -12 packages, ready to operate
in a microstrip circuit upon application of DC voltage. Bandwidths are 5
to 200 MHz., 5 to 400 MHz. and 5 to 1000 MHz.

Varactor Tuned Oscillators.
The VTO-8000 Series covers 400 MHz. to 9600 MHz. in ten models. Thin
film construction in TO -8 package.

Avantek is a leader in wide -band low -noise solid state amplifiers covering
the frequency range from a few hertz to 18 GHz.

lbrpparb agencíeg l.ímíteb
rQ41 P.O. Box 8, Georgetown, Ontario L7G 4T1
;,.i,,,,,p Telephone: (416) 877-9846 Telex: 06-97500
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SUPERB 8 -BIT MICROCOMPUTER

AT A SPECTACULAR PRICE

MADE IN CANADA

MULTIFLEX Z8OA COMPUTER
The Multiflex computer system consists
of an 5-100 processor board (which can
be purchased separately and is described
below), a motherboard, and a monitor
software package.

Features of .the motherboard:

* 4 S-100 card -edge connectors;
 Hex keyboard and LED display with 4
address digits and 2 data digits;
14 monitor function keys;

* 2000 bit per second cassette tape
interface;
24 parallel I/O lines (on -board PIA
uses 8255 IC);

* 2708/2716 EPROM programmer;
' 40 -chip wirewrap area for customizing;
* Optional RS -232 interface with baud
rate generator:

S-100 PROCESSOR BOARD

The Multiflex Z80A processor board is an
S-100 device designed specifically for the
motherboard described above. As a stand-
alone unit it has the following features:

 Z80A CPU. guaranteed 4MHz. operation;
* space for 2 banks of 2K bytes of RAM.
address -locatable by hardware jumpers;

* comes with 1K of RAM;
8 EPROM sockets for 2708 or 2716, also
jumper located;

* Jumper -selectable reset starting address;
* Provision for on -board regulation from
standard S-100 power supplies.

$450 assembled & tested

4K MONITOR SOFTWARE
The 4K, monitor which comes with the
Multiflex computer is one of the most
sophisticated on the market. Some of
the functions available are:

* Examining and modifying memory
locations, Z80 registers, and I/O
ports;

* Start -stop -continue program execution;
 Single -instruction step execution;
 Breakpoints and delayed breakpoints:
you can specify a number of times (up
to 216 or 65,536) a breakpoint must
be encountered in a program, before
the break actually occurs;

* Whole blocks of memory, from 1 byte to
all the locations in the system, can
be compared and moved;

 2708/2716 programming routines with
automatic verification;

 relative branch offset calculation.

64K DYNAMIC RAM BOARD
This memory board can be used with any
S-100 computer. Its features are:

* Automatic on -board refresh, or jumper -
selectable response to Z80 refresh;

 any part of the board may be used, as
jumpers select which parts respond;

 up to 8 full boards may be used, each
enabled by software, for up to 512K.

BIPOLAR PROM PROGRAMMER
A bipolar PROM programmer attatchment is
available for the Multiflex Z80 computer
to program 74S-188, 287, 288, 387, 470,
471, 472, 473, 474, and 475 PROMs.

A NEW WAY TO TEST DIGITAL SYSTEMS
MULTIFLEX LOW-COST LOGIC STATE ANALYZER

logic Stac, Analyzers are not new in the computer industry. What's
new about the Multiflex Analyzer is its price. With comparable
professional units selling for over $5000, it starts at 5349.

The Multiflex Logic State Analyzer allows you. to monitor up
to 16 points in a digital system, which carry continually
changing signals. When a specified 16 -bit pattern is re-
ceived, the unit will record the next 1023 consecutive bit
patterns so that they can be examined step by step. A
more advanced version of the Analyzer, available soon, will
also allow recording the 1023 bit patterns preceding the
trigger word. Logic State Analyzers are invaluable tools in
industry for software and hardware development. especially
for dedicated microprocessor systems. You can use the
Analyzer to monitor Datá, Address, or Control lines in your
system, or any combination of digital signals, so long as
they are all stable during clock transitions.

Any number of Analyzers may be interconnected to handle more
than 16 inputs. The readout is in 4 Hex digits and also in
binary on 16 LEDs so you can read either numerical values or
examine individual bits. A further 3 Hex digits give the
"entry number" for each word (hou many clock pulses after
the trigger word it occurred). Once data has been collected,
you can step through and examine it either forwards or
backwards, at either a slow or a fast rate. For convenience.
the logic polarity and clocking edge are switch -selectable.
Analyzers are available with maximum clock rates of 5 MHz
and 6.6 ylH.., and all are TTLcompat tole.

MULTIFLEX
Exclusive distributors:

Oxceltronix
Components 8 Computing Inc.

319 College Street
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5T 1S2

Phone 921-5295

Write, phone, or come in soon for information on all Multiflex products.

8 ETI -OCTOBER 1980
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NEWS

Cat News
Two new catalogues available now. Cesco
Electronicls 1981 catalogue can be had for
$2.00. Your two dollars will get you 272
pages of switches, connectors, transfórmers
and anything else you could want. No listings
on semiconductors, just a two -page spread
that says they have `millions of dollars of
inventory' so you'd have to write and advise
them of your needs. You can get it from
Cesco Electronics Limited, 4050 Jean Talon
Street West, Montreal, Quebec. Phone (514)
735-5511.

Electro Sonic's catalogue No.801 is now
out. At 1166 pages, it's one of the most
comprehensive catalogues we've seen. Al-
though we're a few months late in reporting
it, we've been assured that there are lots of
them in stock. You can get one for $15.00
(it's worth it) by writing to Electro Sonic,
1100 Gordon Baker Road, Willowdale,
Ontario M2H 3B3. Phone (416) 494-1555.

Also
A 160 -page Engineering Catalogue is available
from Grayhill, Inc. DIP Switches, Keyboards,
Pushbutton Switches, Rotary Switches, Solid
State Relays and Termination Hardware are
listed in this catalogue. Each product group is
described dimensionally and electrically.

Request a Grayhill Engineering Catalogue
No. .1 from A.C. Simmonds & Sons Limited,
975 Dillingham Road, Pickering, Ontario
L1W 3B2. Phone (416) 839-8041.

Audiovision's new Catalogue (no. C2) is
now available. Some new products are featu-
red. These include a 10 band graphic equali-
zer, frequency level display 'as well as a

transistor tester, electronic lock and more.
You can order catalogue No. C2 from Au-

diovision Service, P.O. Box 955, Stn. B, Wil-
lowdale, Ontario M2K 2T6.

Calendar Date
The 1981 International Electrical, Electronics
Conference and Exposition will be held
October 5, 6 and 7, at Exhibition Place,
Toronto. Evening functions will take place
at the Royal York Hotel, the conference
headquarters.

Celebrating its 25th Anniversary, this
biennial conference and exposition will again
create an international scientific marketplace
for buyers and sellers in all aspects of elec-
tronics, with particular emphasis on tele-
communications.

Pre -registration is free for qualified indus-
try personnel; the student rate is $2.00
and non-member $10.00. Write to The Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
1450 Don Mills Road, Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2X7.

Looking Back

Simple Intercoms, Hobby Projects
A 25u, 25V capacitor (C5) is specified for the
power supply but does not appear in the
schematic. It goes in parallel with C4.

Click Eliminator, May 1980
Two minor overlay problems here. C10
at the top right corner should be Cll. Also
the R103 that appears just to the right of
RV101 is actually C103.

Also C12 and C13 were not specified, they
should be 4u7 tantalums. R23 was listed
twice, its value is 10k.

ETI-OCTOBER 1980

A Timely Notion
AP Products Incorporated introduces the
Logic Timing Recorder, a timesaving device
for charting logic timing.

The Logic Timing Recorder is an ABS
plastic board with 320 slides arranged in eight
horizontal rows. Moving vertically between
two click -stop positions the slides represent
the two logic levels of a circuit. The board is
designed to be placed on an ordinary copying
machine to make a record for the permanent
files.

AP Products Incorporated Logic Timing
Recorder, P/N 923758, carries a suggested
sale price of $44.95US. For more information
write to Weber Electronics, 105 Brisbane
Road, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2K6. Phone
(416).663-5670.

I. III :
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Optional Interface
This new extender for the Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (IEE488) provides a high-
speed, low-cost solution for extension up to
1000 meters. Operating in pairs, each unit
serializes the HP-IB information and trans-
mits it over coaxial cable or fiber optic link
to a remote unit which reconverts the serial
data to parallel HP-IB format.

Called the HP Model 37203A, the exten-
der provides information transfer at rates up
to 50 kilobytes per second. Integrity is
assured by isolating the data from electrical
interferences. Further protection is provided
by an error detection/ correction algorithm
which automatically identifies and corrects
any transmission errors.

Canadian price of the standard Hewlett-
Packard Model 37203A is $1435. Option
001, Fiber Optic Interface, is $797. You
can fmd out more by writing to Inquires
Manager, Hewlett-Packard Company, 6877
Goreway Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V
1M8.
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Babani Books from ETI 1
BP1: First Book of Transistor Equivalents & Substitutes $2.80

More than 25,000 transistors with alternatives and equivalents make up this
most complete guide. Covers transistors made in Great Britain, USA, Japan,
Germany, France, Europe. Hong Kong; and includes types produced by more
than 120 dd ferent manufacturers.

BP14: Second Book of Transistor Equivalents & Substitutes $4.80

This handbook contains entirely new material, written in the same style as
the "First Book of Transistor Equivalents & Substitutes'. The two comple-
ment each other and make available some of the most complete and eaten.
sive information in this field.

BP24: Projects Using IC741

BP47: Mobile Discotheque Handbook $5,90

The aim of this book is to give you enough information to enable you to have a
better understanding of many aspects of "disco gear', The approach adopted is
to assume the reader has no knowledge and starts with the fundamentals. The

-explanations given are simplified enough for almost anyone to understand.

BP48: Electronic Projects For Beginners $5.90

The newcomer to electronics, will find a wide range of easily made projects
and a considerable number of actual component and wiring layouts. Many
projects are onstructed so as to eliminate the need for soldering. The book
is divided into four sections: "No Soldering" Projects, Miscellaneous Devices,
Radio and Audio Frequency Projects and Power Supplies.

$4.25 BP49: Populer.Electronjc Projects $6.25

The popularity of this inexpensive integrated circuit has made this book highly
'successful. Translated from the original German with copious notes, data and

circuitry, a "must" for everyone, whatever their interest in electronics.

BP33: Electronic Calculator Users Handbook $4.25

An invaluable book for all calculator users whatever their age or cupation,
or whether they have the simplest or most sophisticated of calculators. Presents
formulae, data, methods of calculation, conversion factors, etc., with the calcula.
for user especially in mind, often illustrated with simple examples.

BP35: Handbook of IC Audio Pre -amplifier
& Power Amplifier Construction

A collection of the most popular types of circuits and projects which will
provide a number of designs to interest the electronics constructor. The projects
selected cover a very wide range. The four basic types covered are: Radio Pro-
jects, Audio Protects, Household Projects and Test Equipment.

BP50: IC LM3900 Projects $5,90

The purpose of this book is to introduce the LM3900: one of the most versatile,
freely obtainable and inexpensive devices available to the Technician, Expert

enter and the Hobbyist. It provides the groundwork for both simple and more
advanced uses.

Simple basic working circuits are used to introduce this IC. The reader should
set up each of these for himself. Familiarity with these simple circuits is essential
in order to understand many more complicated circuits and advanced uses.

$5.50 BP51: Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recording $5.50

This book is divided into three parts: Part I, Understanding Audio ICs, Part II,
Preamplifiers, Mixers and Tone Controls, Part III, Power Amplifiers and Sup.
plies. Includes practical constructional details of pure IC and Hybrid IC and
Transistor designs from about 250mW to 100W output. An ideal book for both
beginner and advanced enthusiasts alike.

This book sets out to show how electronic music can be made at home with the
simplest and most inexpensive of equipment. It then describes how the sounds
are generated and how these may be recorded to build up the final composition.

For the constructor, several ideas are given to enable him to build up a small
studio including a mixer and variousand effects units. All the circuits shown
in full have been built by the author. Most of the projects can be built by the
beginner.

8P69: Electronic Games $7.55

The author has designed and developed a number of interesting electronic game
projects using modern integrated circuits. The book is divided into two sections,
one dealing with simple games and the latter dealing with more complex circuits.
Ideal for both beginner and enthusiast.

BP70: Transistor Radio Fault -Finding Chan $2.40

Author Mr. Chas. Miller has drawn on extensive experience in repairing transistor
radios to design this book. The reader should be able to trace most of the
common faults quickly using the concise chart.

BP71: Electronic Household Projects $7.70

Some of the most useful and popular electronic construction projects are those
that can be used in or around the home. These circuits range from such things as
'2 Tone Door Buzzer' and Intercom through Smoke or Gas Detectors to Baby
and Freezer Alarms.

BP72: A Microprocessor Primer $7,70

A newcomer tends to be overwhelmed when first confronted with aritcles or
books on microprocessors. In an attempt to give a painless approach to compu.
ring, this small book will start by designing a simple computer that is easy to
learn and understand. Such ideas as Relative Addressing. Index Registers. etc.
will be developed and will be seen u logical progressions rather than arbitrary
things to be accepted but not understood.

BP 73: Remote Control Projects $8.58

This book is aimed primarily at the electronics enthusiast who wishes to expert
merit with remote control and many of the designs are suitable for adaptation
to the control of other circuits published elsewhere. Full explanations have been
given so that the reader can fully understand how the circuits work and see
how to modify them- Not only are Radio control systems considered but also
Infrared, Visible light and Ultrasonic systems es are the use of Logic ICs and
Pulse position modulation etc.

BP74:Electronic Music Projects $7,70

Although one of the m ent branches or mateur electronics, electronic
music has now become extremely popular and there are many projects which
fall into this category, ranging en complexity from a simple guitar effects unit
to e sophisticated organ or synthesiser.

The purpose of this book is to provide the constructor with a number of
practical circuits for the less complex items of electronic music equipment, in
eluding such things as Fuzz Box, Waa.Waa Pedal, Sustain Unit, Reverberation
and Pbaser'Units, Tremelo Generator etc.

NO.205: First Book of HI -F1 Loudspeaker Enclosures $3.65

The only book giving all data ror building every type of loudspeaker enclosure.
Includes corner reflex, bass reflex, exponential horn, folded horn, tuned port,
klipschorn (labyrinth, tuned column, loaded port and multi speaker panoramic.
Many clear diagrams are provided showing all dimensions necessary.

These books are specially imported from England by us. If someone has already used the form in this issue,
please write to: ETI Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Boulevard, Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1.

BP37: 50 Projects Using Relays. SCR's & Triacs $5.50

Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR si and bidirectional triodes ITRIACsI
have a wide range of application in electronics today. These may extend over the
whole field of motor control; dimming and heating control; delayed. timing and
light sensitive circuits and include warning devices, various novelties, light modu
labors, priority indicators, excess voltage breakers, etc.

The enthusiast should be able to construct the tried and practical working
circuits in this book with a minimum of difficulty. There is a wide latitude

adcomponent values and types, allowing easy modification of circuits or ready
aptation of them to individual needs.

8P39: 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects $5.50

The protects described in this book include radio frequency amplifiers and con
verters, test equipment and receiver aids, tuners, receivers and tone
controls, as well as various miscellaneous devices which are useful in the home.
This book contains something of particular interest for every class of enthusiast
- short wave listener, radio amateur, experiment's or audio devotee.

BP42: 50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits

50 interesting and useful circuitsuits and applications, covering many different
branches of electronics, using of the most expensive rand freely available

components - the Light Emitting Diode (L.E 0.1. Also includes circuits for the
707 Common Anode Display. A useful book for the library of both beginner and
more advanced enthusiast alike. -

BP44: IC 555 Projects $7.55

Every so often a device appears that is useful that o wonders how life
went on before without it. The 555 timer issuch a device. It is manufactured
by almost every semiconductor manufacturer and is inexpensive and very easily

eobtainabl
v

Included in this book are Basic and General Circuits, Motor Car and Model
Railway Circuits, Alarms and Noise Makers as well as a section on the 556, 558
and 559 timers.

BP46: Radio Circuits Using ICs $5.90

This book describes integrated circuits and how they can be employed in
ceivers for the reception of either amplitude or frequency modulated signals.
Chapters on amplitude modulated term.) receivers and frequency modulation
(f.m.) re s. Discussionon the subjects of stereo decoder circuits, the devices
available at present for quadrophonic circuits and the convenience and versatility
of voltage regulator devices. An extremely valuable addition to the library of all
electronics enthusiasts.

BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit & Components $8.95
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Currant Theory $8.95
BP64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor Technology $8.95

Simply stated the aim of these books is to provide aninexpensiveintroduction
to modern electronics. The reader will start on the right road by thoroughly
understanding the fundamental principles involved.

Although written especially for readers with no more than ordinary mathe-
matical sk ills, the use of mathematics is not avoided, and all the mathematics re.
quired is taught as the reader progresses.

The course concentrates on the understanding of the important concepts cen-
tral to electronics. Each book is a complete treatise of a particular branch of the
subject and, therefore, can be used on its own. However, latter books assume a
working knowledge of the subjects covered in earlier books.
BOOK 1: This book contains fundamental theory necessary toe develop a full
understanding of the simple electronic circuit and its main components.
BOOK 2: This book continues with alternating current theory.
BOOK 3: Follows o semiconductor technology, leading up to transistors
and integrated circuits

n

$3.55 BP65: Single IC Projects $6.55

All the projects contained in this book are simple to construct and are based on
a single IC. A strip board layout is provided for each project, together with any
special constructional points and setting up information, making this book
suitable for beginners as well as more advanced constructors,

BP66: Beginners Guide To Microprocessors & Computing $7.55

This book is intended as en introduction to the basic theory and concepts of
binary arithmetic, microprocessor operation and machine language program.
ming. The only prior knowledge which has been assumed is very basic arithmetic
and an understanding of indices. A helpful Glossary is included. A most useful
book for students of electronics, technicians, engineers and hobbyists.

BP67: Counter Driver & Numeral Display Projects $7.55

The author discusses and features many applications and projects using various
types of numeral displays. popular counter and driver IC's, etc.

BP68: Choosing & Using Your HI-FI $7.25

The reader is provded with the fundamental information necessary to enable
him to make a satisfactory choice from the extensive range of stereo equipment
currently on the market This should aid him in understanding the technical
specifications of the equipment he is interested in buying. Full of helpful advice
on how to use your stereo system properly so as to realise its potential to
the fullest and also on buying yodr equipment. A Glossary of terms is included.

NO.213: Electronic Circuits For Model Railways $4.50

The reader is given constructional details of how to build a simple model train
controller: controller with simulated inertia and a high power controller. A signal
system and lighting for model trains is discussed as is the suppression of RF
interference from model railways. The construction of an electronic steam
whistle and a model train Mutter is also covered.

NO.215: Shortwave Circuits & Gear For Experimenters
& Radio Hams $3.70

Covers constructional details of a number of projects for the shortwave enthu.
last and radio "Ham". Included are an add. in crystal filter, adding an "S"

meter in your re crystal locked H.F. Receiver: AM tuner using phase
locked loop; converter for2MHz to 6MHz, 40 to 800MHz RF amplifier. Aerials
for the 52, 144MHz bands, Solid State Crystal Frequency Calibrator, etc.

NO.221: Tested Transistor Projects $5.50

Author Mr. Richard Toerens has used his experience as electronics develop -

ent engineer to design, develop, build and test the many useful and interesting
circuits in this book. Contains new and innovative circuits as well as some
which may bear resemblance to familiar designs

NO. 223: 50 Projects Using IC CA3130 $5.50

In this book, the author has designed and developed a number of interesting and
useful projects using the CA3130, one of the more advanced operational amp
lifiers that is available to the home constructor. Five general categories are

vered' Audio Projects, R.F. Projects, Test Equipment, Household Projects
and Miscellaneous Projects.

NO.224: 50 CMOS IC Projects $4.25

CMOs IC's are suitable for an extraordinary wide range of applicaiohs and are
now also some of the most inexpensive and easily available types of ICs. The
author has designed and developed a number of interesting and useful protects.
The four general categories discussed in the book are Mulriwbratorc. Amplifiers
and Oscillators, Trigger Devices and Special Devices.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
POSTAGE & HANDLING

10 Prices subject to change without notice. ETI-OCTOBER 1980



METAL
DETECTOR
The metal detecting hobby is enjoying quite a. boom at the moment and treasure hunters are not just after gold.
Though the price of the precious metal has fallen in recent months, at around $600 an ounce it's worth going
after. Old coins and relics fetch high prices too, so there's lots to find out there ...

METAL DETECTORS depend upon
sensing one of several effects that can
be observed when a metal object in-
fluences the magnetic field surrounding
a coil of wire carrying an alternating
current. The principal effects are: the
pattern of the magnetic field sur-
rounding the coil will be altered and
the inductance of the coil will change.

The various types of metal detector
devised exploit these changes, electron-
ically detecting the alteration induced in
the coil by the metallic object. Non-
metallic objects or material can also .
affect the coil in similar ways.

There are three basic methods em-
ployed to exploit the above effects.
"Induction Balance" (IB) metal detec-
tors employ two coils. One is driven by
a modulated oscillator. The other is

connected to a detector and amplifier.
The two coils are carefully positioned
with respect to one another such that
the receiver coil picks up very little of
the energy radiated by the transmitter
coil when no metal or mineral material
is nearby. When the coils are brought
near a metal object, the field pattern is
distorted, greatly increasing the trans-
mittea energy picked up by the receiver
coil. The modulated signal is detected
and can be indicated by amplifying the
recovered modulation to speaker level as
well as indicating it on a meter. For
obvious reasons, this type of metal
detector is often referred to as a "trans-
mit -receive" or TR detector, sometimes
as an IB/TR detector. Chief advantages
are good pinpointing ability and good
depth penetration, and they are not
sensitive to small ferrous objects.
Sensitivity suffers badly in mineralised
or ironstone ground. We described an
IB/TR metal detector back in our
August '78 issue, but the problem for
the home constructor lies in correct
construction and alignment of the
coils.

Most IB detectors operate at a fre-
quency between 85kHz and 150kHz.
As they are badly affected by minera-
lised ground a technique was developed
using very low frequency to energize
the transmit coil. The 'VLF' types
operate at frequencies around 4-6k Hz,
a frequency range which penetrates all
types of soil quite well. However, they
achieve sufficient sensitivity with small
objects, hence battery . drain is quite
high, and pinpointing ability is poor.

"Pulse Induction" dectectors employ
coils in the search head that are set up
in much the same manner as the IB de-
tector. However, the. transmitter is

pulsed so that high energy bursts are
transmitted by the search coil. The re-
ceiver then compares the phase of por-
tion to the received pulse with the trans-
mit signal. When a ferrous or mag-
netic object is brought near the search
coils the phase of the received signal is
advanced with respect to the transmit
signal. The opposite occurs when a non-
magnetic conductor is brought near the
search coils. Thus, this type of detector
can effectively 'discriminate' between
ferrous and non-ferrous metals as well
as exclude ground effects - simply
by setting the detection circuitry to
exclude signals of the unwanted phase
characteristics. Thus, a "Ground Ex-
clusion" control is often featured

with these detectors. As the strength of
the received signal also varies, depending
on the 'target' object's characteristics,
this effect may also be included in the
detection process.

Clearly, a PI detector presents many
problems to the home constructor.

BFO Principles
The simplest technique detects the
change in inductance of a single search
coil. If this coil is part of the tuned
circuit of an oscillator, then comparing
the frequency of the 'search' oscillator
with a stable reference oscillator will
indicate the presence of a metal object.
This dletector is called the "Beat Fre-
quency Oscillator" or BFO type.
The two oscillators are set such that
there is a slight difference in their fre-
quencies and their outputs mixed. The
resultant will be a 'beat' frequency
which is equal to the difference between
the two oscillator frequencies. The main
advantages of this type are simple cir-
cuitry and setting up along with good
pinpointing ability. Most designs suffer
from a distinct lack of sensitivity as well
as poor tuning stability. A cunning
mixing technique and a few other fillips
can overcome these problems.

Hence, our new metal detector is a

BFO type incorporating some modern
refinements. It has proved to have simi-
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Full size print of the front panel.

lar sensitivity to our IB detector, but
is generally easier to build and set up,
there being no critical adjustments.

Design Features
Our new metal detector has three
controls: COARSE frequency adjust,
FINE frequency adjust and VOLUME
on/off. The coarse frequency control
is used initially to set the frequency
of the search oscillator, compensating
for the varous factors affecting any drift
in this oscillator (mainly temperature
and battery voltage). The fine frequency
control is then used to set the note to
a low pitch when the detector is placed
over the ground permitting compen-
sation for the effect of the ground on
the frequency of the search oscillator.

The two main design problems this
type of detector presents are the fre-
quency stability of the two oscillators
and the minute frequency change which
has to be detected.

The search oscillator we finally
used was settled on after some experi-
mentation. Our first try employed
an LC oscillator built around a CMOS
gate chip. This proved to be not as
stable as we required and we found that
trying to obtain DC control of the fre-
quency by varying the supply rail
voltage had drawbacks. After some ex-
perimentation with oscillator configura-
tions we hit on a discrete component
oscillator which we found behaved
much as we were seeking.

The search coil in the circuit we used
is the inductor in a Colpitts oscillator.
However, this particular circuit may be
a little unfamiliar to many readers. To
increase the RF current in the coil, it
is placed in the collector circuit of Q1.
Feedback is between collector and
emitter and the base is effectively at
RF ground. The frequency determining
capacitance of the tuned circuit is

'tapped' to provide feedback, C2 and
C3 performing this function. Careful
attention has been paid to the basic
frequency stability of this oscillator.
Good quality polystyrene capacitors
have been used for C2 and C3. These
have a temperature coefficient roughly
opposite to that of other temperature
influences on the frequency of the oscil-
lator. In general; the short-term stability
of this oscillator is quite good.

The particular circuit configuration
of the oscillator gave us a very useful
bonus - DC control of the oscillator
frequency over a small range. Varying
the base bias on a transistor will vary
the collector -base capacitance. In this

ETI

OFF

o

VOLUME

METAL

COARSE FINE

0

]TUNING

DETECTOR

circuit, the c -b capacitance is part of
the overall 'stray' capacitance that de-
termines the exact frequency of oscil-
lation. As the base bias is increased
the c -b capacitance decreases, increasing
the oscillator frequency. In this way,
the oscillator frequency can be varied
over a range of about ten percent. We
have provided two controls, the FINE
control providng a variation of about
one -tenth that of the COARSE control.

The search oscillator is loosely
coupled via a 47p capacitor to a fol-
lowing CMOS Schmitt trigger and
two inverters which square the output.
The loose coupling isolates the oscilla-
tor from the subsequent circuitry, fur-
ther enchancing the stability of the
search oscillator.

For the reference oscillator, we chose
to use a crystal, because of its inherent
stability. It has been argued that if an
ordinary LC circuit is used for the re-
ference oscillator it will have similar
drift characteristics as the search oscilla-
tor and the overall drift will be reduced.
In fact, the reference oscillator can be
made using a standard 455kHz IF
transformer. In practice however, the
two tend to drift at markedly different
rates. We think the best approach is to
make both oscillators as stable as pos-
sible. Hence the crystal - which is

an easily available type.
The reference oscillator is a simple

inverter' crystal oscillator built around
one gate from a CMOS quad NAND
gate IC2. This has a square wave out-
put and drives a divide -by -four circuit,
IC3, via the other three gates in IC2,
acting as buffers.

The crystal we used is a 3.579545
MHz type (NTSC chrominance sub -
carrier frequency) commonly available
from a number of suppliers. The out-
put of IC3 is at frequency of about
890kHz. The exact frequency is unim-
portant, just so long as it's stable.

Features

Good sensitivity
Excellent stability
Good pinpointing ability
Loudspeaker output
Simple construction and set-up
Tuning allows for ground
Low cost

The search oscillator operates at a
little above 100kHz, about one -eighth
of this frequency.

The secret of our metal detector's
overall sensitivity lies in the mixer
circuit. This employs one section of
a 4013 flip-flop. The reference oscil-
lator's divider output (at 890kHz)
is applied to the D input of IC4a and
the squared -up search oscillator's output
is applied to the clock input. If the
clock frequency (ie: the search oscilla-
tor frequency) changes by 1Hz, the
output beat (from the Q output of
IC4a) will change by 8Hz (see 'How
It Works ), thus considerably multi-
plying the smallest changes in oscillator
frequency.

The output of the mixer is fed to a
simple audio amplifier driving a loud-
speaker. The search and reference oscil-
lators must be well decoupled from each
other and buffered from the mixer stage
to prevent 'pulling' of the oscillators,
which would result in erratic operation,
especially when set for a low frequency
output. We have used supply line de -
coupling as well as buffer stages after
each oscillator. We also found it neces-
sary to use a separate battery for
the audio stage to prevent the very
short, but high current pulses to the
audio stage affecting the oscillators.
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0.4mm ENAMELLED
WIRE (SEE TEXT)
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100n
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FARADAY SCREEN
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POLYSTYRENE
(SEE TEXT)

C3
5n6
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R3
100k
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C4 FINE
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10k
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Fig. 1. The complete circuit of our BFO metal
locator. See text for details of the coil, C2, C3
and the Xtal.

R6
10M

XTAL
3.579545MHz

R8
4k7

RV2
100k R9
LIN 4k7

COURSE
FREQUENCY

C6 R5
100n 100R

OV

The beat frequency metal detector em-
ploys two oscillators: a very stable re-
ference oscillator and a search oscillator.
The search oscillator uses a tuned circuit
designed to be influenced by metal or
mineral objects which are brought into
its field. The two oscillators are adjusted
so they are harmonically related and fed
to a mixer. When the search frequency is
adjusted so the reference frequency fed
to the mixer is eight times the search fre-
quency, the output of the mixer is zero.
The search frequency is slightly adjusted
so that an output appears from the mixer
which is the difference between the two
input frequencies. This can be adjusted to
an audio tone.

When a piece of metal or mineral is
brought near the search coil the frequency
of the oscillator varies, which in turn
varies the output frequency from the
mixer. The change in pitch can easily
be heard from the speaker.

The reference oscillator employs a
crystal in a CMOS oscillator circuit using
one gate from IC2a. The resistor R6
biases the gate into its linear region. IC2
b, c and d, are used as buffer stages to
prevent oscillator "pulling" and to further
square its output waveform. Two flip-
flops, IC3a and b, divide the reference
signal by four to 890kHz.

PIN 14
IC2

13

12

PIN 14
IC1,4

PIN 10
1

'F B1
-1

IC4/B 9V

RESET

allb1 'W0

2131V
9

R4
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MN

B2
9V1

02

SP1

40018
PIN 7 IS OV

I
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C8
í00n

RV3
100k
LOG

3

CK

R S

111.25kHz

IC4a

h4013

o

890kHz

5

13
CK

IC3a

o

J

HOW IT WORKS

OV

PIN 7

IC3
IS OV

111

CK

IC3b p 12

10

OV

SW1

OV

The search oscillator uses a discrete
transistor in grounded base configuration,
with the search coil in the collector. Using
the coil in the collector increases the
strength of the field around the coil and
hopefully overcomes some of the losses in
the ground. Feedback is set by the ratio of
C2 to C3 from collector to emitter and
their value determines the frequency of
the oscillator. The base is grounded at RF
by C4.

By varying the bias on the transistor
the inter -element capacitances can be
varied. This varies the oscillator frequency
as the transistor capacitances form part of
the `strays' in the LC circuit. RV1 and
RV2 provide fine and course frequency
control. The resistors R8 and R9 limit the
maximum and minimum voltage on the
base to prevent over -dissipation in the
transistor or dropout of the oscillator.

The output of the search oscillator is
fed to a Schmitt trigger, consisting of
IC1a and b, where is is squared and further
buffered by ICIc and d. The search fre-
quency is then fed to the mixer.

Both oscillators are decoupled from
each other by supply line decoupling
R1-C1 and R5-R6.

The mixer consists of half a dual -D
flip-flop. The search and reference fre-
quencies are fed to the clock and D

inputs respectively. The flip-flop looks
at the reference oscillator (D) on every
positive transition of the search oscil-
lator (clock), and transfers this level to
the Q output until the next clock transi-
tion. If the two oscillators are exactly
evenly harmonically related (ie: 2nd,
4th, 6th, or in our case 8th, harmonic)
the D output- will always be the same
level at each clock pulse. The output
from the mixer at the Q pin will always
be the same - no pulses.

However, if the search frequency is
varied and the D and clock inputs are
no longer harmonically related but are
changing in phase with respect to each
other, after a few clock pulses the D in-
put will no longer be the same - the
output will change state. The effect of
all this is to produce a chain of square
waves at the Q output, the frequency of
which is eight times the change in fre-
quency of the search oscillator.

Capacitors C8 and RV2 form a differ-
entiating network which feeds a pulse to
the audio amplifier, Q2, for each out-
put transition from the mixer. Each
cycle from the mixer produces two
pulses in the speaker. If the frequency
of the search oscillator is shifted one
hertz the output of the mixer changes by
eight hertz.
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SHIELD

C3 5n6 STYRO
tlti

._

C5 47p

C1 100n

R2 1k
b , 

R4 1M

o

1

$1 : 100<

>.. -4I147 22k

Fig 2. The component siting on the PCB and connections
to other parts of the circuit.

The Search Coil
The most important characteristic of
the search coil is its size. Surprisingly
enough the actual inductance doesn't
seem to have much effect on sensitivity.
The greater the coil diameter the greater
the penetration depth, but the less

sensitive it is to small objects. As a
general rule the penetration is about
equal to the search coil diameter, while
the sensitivity is roughly proportional
to the cube of the object diameter (as
expressed as a function of the search
coil diameter). Sensitivity is also in-
versely proportional to the sixth power

PARTS

Resistors all ''/W, 5%
R1 100R
R2 1k
R3 100k
R4 1M
R5 100R
R6 10M
R7 22k
R8, R9 4k7

R5 100R

111:

C6 100

1C3

R8 4k7
R9t4k7

C8 100n

of the distance between the coil and the
object.

All this means is that if the object
size is halved the sensitivity is reduced
to one -eighth. Also, if the depth is

doubled the sensitivity is reduced to
one -sixty-fourth. It's easy to see why all
metal detectors which are designed to
pick up small objects use small coils,
(150 to 300mm diameter) and really
only skim the soil surface. If the search
coil is doubled in diameter for greater
penetration the sensitivity to small
objects falls to one -eighth. You rapidly

LIST

Semiconductors
01, Q2 MPS 6515

IC1,1C2 40018
IC3,IC4 4013

Miscellaneous
SP1 8 ohm speaker
81, B2 9 Volt battery
XTAL 3.579545 MHz NTSC

Potentiometers colour xtal
RV1
R V2
R V3

10k lin
100k lin
100k log switch pot

Capacitors
Cl 100n plastic film
C2 1n polystyrene
C3 5n6 polystyrene
C4 100n plastic film
C5 47p ceramic
C6 100n plastic film
C7 10p ceramic
C8 100n plastic film

Length of twin shielded cable, plastic pot
stand (approx. 150mm dia.), length of
steel or aluminum tube (approx. 600mm
long, 20mm dia.), length of plastic rod or
wood dowel to fit inside pipe (approx.
200mm long), 0.4mm enamelled wire, alu-
minum foil, epoxy, box to suit (approx.
105 X 125 X 75mm), three knobs, battery
clips, insulation tape, two right angle
brackets.

SP1

RV1
FINE

RV2
COURSE

+9V from B1

+9V from B2

OV from B1

and B2

RV3/SW1
VOLUME/POWER

encounter the law of diminishing
returns.

Some of the more expensive metal
detectors improve the penetration,
while retaining sensitivity, by using
a very complex arrangement of coils
which modifies the field pattern. This
can be done to some extent by making
the coil on the BFO detector oval in
shape.

We chose a round coil of 150mm
diameter to give good sensitivity to
small objects giving about 100-150mm
penetration which is easy to build, but
this is open to considerable experimen-
tation. Remember though, that if the
coil diameter is increased the number of
turns will have to be reduced so that the
search oscillator remains at the same
frequency (about 110k Hz).

Faraday Shield
If the search coil is moved around,
the capacitance between it and the
ground or other objects changes. This
changing capacitance 'pulls' the oscilla-
tor frequency and can completely
swamp out the small change in induc-
tance we are looking for. The coil
can be screened from this capacitance
effect by using a Faraday Shield around
the coil. This consists of a ring of
tubing, or in our case - a wrapping of
aluminum foil, around the coil but bro-
ken at one point so it does not make a
shorted turn. This shield is then con-
nected to the common supply rail (OV)
on the oscillator.
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Construction
We have attempted to use commonly
available mechanical and electronic
components so that construction of this
project is as easy as possible. The search
coil is mounted on a 165mm diameter
plastic pot stand which may be pur-
chased at hardware stores and nurseries.
The electronics is mounted inside a sim-
ple aluminum box attached to a stem
made from a length of tube which ex-
tends down to the search coil and serves
as the handle. Connection to the search
coil is via a length of shielded cable. The
controls mount on one side of the box
housing the electronics. Which side you
mount them depends on whether you
are right or left handed. The speaker
mounts on the end of the box facing the
operator. As can be seen from the
picture, the handle was made with an
upwards bend at the end which you
grip. This balances the instrument rea-
sonably well, avoiding arm strain.

Construction should commence with
the electronics. Mount the components
on the pc board, taking care with the

1: Having wound the coil as described, wrap
it with two layers of insulation tape.

orientation of the transistor (Q1) and
the ICs. Do not substitute another type
of capacitor for the polystyrene types.
The crystal specified comes with flying
leads and may be soldered in place.
Don't use too much heat though, solder
quickly and you will avoid possible
damage to the crystal.

The next step is to make the stem.
The easiest way is to take a length of
25mm diameter PVC tubing about
850mm long and make a bend about
100mm from one end for the grip.
To do this, heat the point of the bend
over a flame (not in the flame) until
it softens and then carefully bend it
about 60° from straight.

A length of aluminum tube may
also be used for the handle. The bend
for the grip can be made by first flat-
tening the point of the bend somewhat
with a hammer then placing the short
piece in a vice and carefully making the
bend. A section of wood dowel or
plastic tube should be placed between
the search coil and the end of the metal
tube to keep the mass of metal about

2: Next wind the Faraday shield using two
strips of aluminium foil, leaving a break where
the coil ends come out.

3: Wind tinned copper wire over the shield, 4: Cover the whole coil assembly with two
passing the end out where the coil leads more layers of insulation tape.
pass out.

5: Press the assembled coil into the rim of
the pot stand, terminate the wires as des-
cribed and epoxy the coil to the pot stand.

200-250mm away from the search coil.
A piece of wood dowel of the right size,
jammed in the end of the aluminum
tube, is generally the easiest way to go
about it.

We used a small aluminum box which
comes in two pieces. We drilled a hole in
either - end of the 'bottom' of this
box so that it could be slipped over the
stem (see accompanying photograph). A
nut and bolt was used to secure it to the
stem on the side 'below' the grip. The
small speaker is mounted in this part of
the box, before it is secured to the stem,
on the end which faces upward toward
the operator. A small hole is drilled in
the opposite end and a grommet in-
serted. This permits entry of the cable
to the search coil.

The pc board and controls are
mounted to the 'lid' of the box. Posi-
tion the controls on the side that
suits your handedness. Our model was
made for right handed operators.

Now for the search coil. This is

wound so that it can be tucked inside
the rim of the up -turned plastic pot
stand. First make a cardboard former of
the appropriate, diameter. Roll a strip of
heavy cardboard around the rim such
that it fits loosely and tape or staple it
securely (to avoid it popping open at an
awkward moment).

Lift the former off the pot stand and
then wind the coil onto this former as
per the details given in the parts list.
Leave a short length of wire spare on
each end to make the connection. Tie
the coil up with a few lengths of string
at various places and then slide it off
the former. Now wind two layers of
insulation tape around the coil, leading
the two ends out at the same place.
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Next, wind the Faraday screen. Cut
some aluminum kitchen foil into strips
about 15mm wide and wind this around
the coil to make two layers but leaving a
small gap about 5mm to 10mm wide
where the coil ends come out. It is very
important that the two ends of the
Faraday shield do not connect as this
would make a 'shorted turn' and the
coil would not work as intended.

To secure the foil tightly around the
coil, and to make connection to the
shield, wind a length of tinned copper
wire around the shield with about a
10mm pitch (ie: about 10mm between
successive turns). The end of this wire
is taken out at the same place as the coil
connections.

Now wind another two layers of in-
sulation tape around the whole assem-
bly. Drill a 3mm hole in the side of the
pot stand and then press the coil down
into the rim with the connecting wires
adjacent to the hole. Pass the wires
through the hole. Pour quick -setting
epoxy over the coil to hold it in place.

The search head is mounted to the
stem using two right-angle brackets and
a bolt passed right through the end of
the stem. Small pieces of metal here
don't seem adversely to affect the op-
eration of the detector.

Solder the coil connections to the
twin shielded cable, the Faraday shield
connecting to the cable's shield, and
glue the cable and wires underneath the
pot stand to hold them rigid. If you
wish, the 'underside' of the pot stand
may be completely filled with epoxy.

Internal view of the metal detector electronics showing general placement of the
major components. We mounted the pc board using some 12 mm spacers, nuts and
bolts. The speaker mounts on the box 'lid'.

Wind the cable around the stem to
keep it mechanically rigid and pass it
through a grommeted hole in the box.
Terminate the cable to the pc board.

Using It
When the construction is complete,
turn on the detector, advance the fre-
quency knob. You will hear a number
of 'heterodynes' or beats, one being
very strong. This heterodyne is the one
commonly used, the other being odd
multiples of the reference signal beating
with multiples of the search oscillator.
You may find that some of these
weaker signals are more sensitive to
buried objects than the stronger one.

Set the fine frequency control to
midrange and set the course frequency
control to near the strong heterodyne
with the search head held away from
the ground. Lower the detector to the
ground and you will notice a frequency.
shift. This is the effect of the ground
and will vary between different types of
soil. Use the fine frequency control to
set the beat to a low pitch and sweep
across the surface. A metal object will
cause a change in the pitch which is
clearly audible.

The ear is more sensitive to changes
in pitch at low frequencies than at high
frequencies and thus it is best to adjust
the fine frequency control to a low
pitch that can be heard at a comfor-
table volume from the loudspeaker.

Theoretically, the frequency of the
search oscillator should increase when a
non-ferrous object comes within range

of the search coil and decrease when a

ferrous (or diamagnetic) object is with-
in range. This effect is difficult to detect
in practice as eddy. currents in ferrous
materials swamp the effect and they re-
act much the same as non-ferrous
metals. However, some minerals may
show the effect. With the search oscilla-
tor set on one side of zero beat, metal
objects near the search coil will cause
the pitch to increase, while magnetic
minerals will cause the pitch to de-
crease. With the search oscillator set
to the other side of zero beat, the oppo-
site will occur.

You could try a few experiments
to show up this effect.

Enough theorising. In general opera-
tion, try to keep the search head a
constant distance from the ground and
sweep from side to side in a regular
pattern. The right technique is easily de-
veloped with a little practice.

There are a number of books on me-
tal detecting available and these show
the sort of techniques the successful
treasure hunter employs.

Help your
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT:
8 -PAGES OF DESIGNERS CIRCUITS

A recent introduction to ETI is the Design-
er Circuits page. Next month we'll be giving
you a real bonus: an 8 page supplement
crammed with tested circuits drepared by
professional designers.

PROJECT DAEDALUS

'Fly me to the stars' isn't just a song, it's the
dream of some people. Although the nearest
star is over four light years away, a group of
scientists have designed a star -ship using
known technology. Next month we report on
this venture: Project Dae,dalus.

At the
time of go-

ing to press, the
articles mentioned

are in an advanced stage
of preparation. However, cir-

cumstances may result in changes
to the final contents of the magazine.

NOV 1980
CASSETTE DECKS AND TAPES ATTENUATOR DESIGN

Gordon King looks at the popular field
of tape recording and describes how it works
and the technicalities of modern systems.

GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER

A project for the musician, an amp spec-
ifically designed for guitar practice which
includes all the features you'd expect from
a professional design.

THE WEIN BRIDGE
This circuit arrangement has a number of uses
in electronics, especially in the area of audio
oscillators, yet the way that this circuit
actually works needs some explanation; we
do that next month.

SURVIVAL
An easily built electronic game where you
match your skills against those of an IC!

Not a subject to stir most of us from our
arm -chairs, but there's a lot more to atten-
uators than a couple of resistors in some
applications. Next month Ray Marston
considers attenuator design and gives several
practical circuits.

I DENTIMAT
How do you protect a computer from
unauthorised access? Many ways have
been dried with varying degrels of
success but now there's Identimat, a tried
and tested Canadian system which requires
a full palm -print from the operator; Roger
Allan reports.

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL

A state-of-the-art project that enables you to
turn on and off any electrically powered
device using a remote control transmitter.
The circuit uses infra -red as the data link and
has a useful range of about 10 metres.

Be sure of your copy, take out a subscription TODAY and take advantage of our 'Special' Offer.
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SINGLE IC
ORGAN
This single monophonic organ (ie it
can only produce one note at a
time) is intended to be used with a
stylus operated keyboard. This can
be made using printed circuit tech-
niques, or it can be made from
stripboard etc. if preferred. In fact
anything that will provide the
necessary 25 connection points
will do. The organ covers two
octaves including semitones; one
either side of middle C. It utilises a
556 dual timer IC which contains
two 555 type timer circuits, both of
which are used in the astable
(oscillator) mode in this circuit.

The right hand section of the
circuit is the actual tone generator
and its output feeds a miniature
speaker via DC blocking capacitor
C5. The frequency of operation is
determined by C3, R3 and which-
ever of the 25 presets (RV5 to
RV29) is selected using the stylus
and keyboard.

Each preset is tuned to a dif-
ferent note ranging from the C
below middle C (130.81 Hz) at
RV5 to the C above middle C
(523.25 Hz) at RV29. The presets
are adjusted to the correct notes by

aural means using pitch pipes or a
tuned musical instrument to pro-
vide the reference notes. When the
stylus is not connected to the key-
board the oscillator circuit is not
complete and no output is pro-
duced.

The tone generator produces
a straightforward rectangular
waveform which is not particularly

Cl
100u
10V

R1
4k7

1

t'

etc

musical. Results can be consider-
ably enhanced by slightly
frequency modulating the tone
generator to produce a tremolo
effect and a richer sounding out-
put. It is an easy matter to do this
and it is merely necessary to couple
a control signal to IC1 pin 1 1 . The
low frequency modulating signal
(about 4Hz or so) is generated by

the other section of the 556. This
has its output loosely coupled to
the tone generator via R4 and
tremolo on /off switch SW 1 . The
squarewave output of IC1a would
give a rather abrupt tremelo effect
and so C4 is used filter out the high
frequency harmonics on the signal
so as to give a much smoother and
pleasant tremolo effect.

A Bb B

K VBOARD
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WATER ALARM
This simple water detector circuit
can be used in such applications as
a rain alarm, cistern overflow
alarm, or just to indicate when the
water in a bath has reached the
required depth.

The circuit really consists of two
sections; an electronic switch and
an audio alarm generator. Q1 is
used as the switch, and under
normal conditions it is cut off,
supplying no significant current to
the alarm generator circuit which
forms its collector load. The sensor
in Q1's base circuit merely consists
of two pieces of metal insulated
from one another. However, the
sensor is arranged so that when the
rain, bath water, or whatever
touches the sensor, it bridges the
two pieces of metal. Although pure
water is a very poor conductor of
electricity, the water in practical
applications is likely to contain
small amounts of impurities which
will be sufficient to make the water
conduct reasonably well. Thus
'when water is detected by the
sensor, the resistance it exhibits
falls to a relatively low level
(typically a few kilohms), biasing
Q1 hard into conduction. Virtually

LM380N TOP VIEW

e

2N1893BASE
VIEW

SENSOR

R1
1k0

Cl
í00u
10V

Q1
2N 1893

the full supply voltage is then sup-
plied to the alarm circuit, and the
alarm sounds. R1 is a current
limiting resistor which prevents Q1
from passing an excessive base
current if a short circuit or very low
impedance should appear across
the sensor.

An LM380N audio power
amplifier device (IC1) is used to
generate the audio alarm signal. It
is made to oscillate by using C3,

C2
100n

C3
6n8

R3
47k

R2
2k2

6

IC1
+ 14LM8380N

C4
100u
10V

LS1
8-40R

ON/OFF

BY1
9V

R3, and R2 to give frequency
selective positive feedback bet-
ween the output and non -inverting
(+) input of the device. The circuit
oscillates at approximately 600
Hz, and provides an output of a few
hundred milliwatts to a miniature
loudspeaker. This gives a reason-
ably loud and penetrating sound.

Under quiescent conditions the
circuit consumes less than one
microamp, and so even with con-

+

tinuous use the battery wil have
virtually its shelf life. Wi h the
alarm sounding, the current con-
sumption increases to about 30 to
100 m'A. (depending on the
speaker impedance). Note that C2
should be mounted physically
close to IC1.
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There's NEVER been a better time to
take out a subscription to ETI.

NEVER.
We've already put up the cower price

for newsstand sales and it won't be
long before we have to do the same
with subscriptions, especially when
you bear in mind that it's two years
since the rate was reviewed.

But for this month at least our rate
remains an inflation fighter. Not only
that, but as an encouragement to
people to act NOW, we'll send you
quite free -of -charge one, or both, of
our brand spanking new specials; you
have a choice with a one year sub but
you'll get both if you opt for two
years.

Nor could we make it easier for you.
Just fill out the prepaid reply card
facing page 48; you may use your
credit card for payment or even ask
us to bill you!

Offers like this don't happen very
often and it expires on November 7th,
1980, so act NOW

Renewals: If you're a subscriber
already and want to take advantage of
this offer, clip the appropriate coupon
and send it with your payment. You
may renew early if you wish put your
payment MUST reach us by November
7th to qualify.

ki

The 'Specials' which are being offered
Hobby Projects
100 pages $3.95
First published Summer 1980. Contains 23
straightforward projects most of which have
never appeared in the magazine including
Stereo Amp,, Audio Mixer, Scratch & Rumble
Filter. Constant Volume Amp, Graphic Equal:,
ser, Envelope Generator, White Noise Effect,
Unit, Linear Scale Ohmmeter, Intercom, Drill
Speed Controller, LED Tache, Parking Meter
Timer, Electronic Organ. Touch Switch, Elea
Ironic Dice, Siren, Simple Receivers:

1' ONE YEAR

SAVE 33x vi4ijs'
Choose ONE of our new 'Specials' as a gift. I

(Total savings $10.95 - that's 43.8%!) 1

Use the card in this issue to order but
if it is missing, or if you are renewing
early, clip this coupon and send it
with payment or your credit card
number with expiry date and sig-
nature to:
Subscriptions Dept., ETI Magazine,
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto,
Ont., M4H 181.
Please tick below your choice of
gift:
E Hobby Projects E El. Cct Design

1
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NOV. 7th, 1980

1

1

1

1

1

1
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CIRCUITELECTRONIC ILIV

14
Electronic Circuit Design
92 Pages $3.95
A collection of major articles on various aspects
of circait design including CMOS. Audio
Amplifiers, Power Supplies, SCR's, Op Amps.
Using tke 3080 and Temperature Control. A
large number of useful circuits are given but the
emphasis is on guidance and how to tackle
design for yourself.

r TWO YEARS

SATE 38 11'I.iJS
We'll send you BOTH of our new 'Specials'.

(Total savings $23.90 - that's 47.9%!)
Use the card in this issue to Jrder but
if it is missing, or if you are renewing
early, clip this coupon and send it
with payment or your credit card
number with expiry date and sig-
nature to:
Subscriptions Dept., ETI Magazine,
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto,
Ont., M4H 1 B1 .
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SPECIALLY SELECTED TAB & SYBEX TITLES BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE ETI BOOK SERVICE
To get yours, fill in the order form in this issue or write to ETI Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Boulevard, Toronto, Ont. M4H 1B1.
Master Handbook Of 1001 Practical Circuits
TAB No. 800
Master Handbook Of 1001 More Practical Circuits
TAB No. 804

$18.30

$18.35

Hera are IC and transistor circuits for practically anything and everything -
with ALL the date needed to put them to work. The ideal schematic source
book for all active technicians. engineers, experimenters, amateurs - for anyone
who must occasionally or regularly construct or adapt electronic circuits for
any purpose whatsoever. You'll find any circuit you're ever likely to need in the
pages of this rich volume. The schematics are classified according to general
apollution. and the Sections themselves appear in alphabetical order.

99
TAB N

Testo.
8

Equ05ipment Projects You Can Build
$11.75

Here's the A to Z guide you need to build all sorts el electronic lest equipment
-fromsimple signal tracer to sophisticated modularrerl 50 MHz counter -
and virtually everything in between. Here are voltmeters and ammeters, see
citance esistan0 and impedance m rsfor solid.state corn
ponentsmdigital rvolt metes, calibrators and frequency standards. signal genera
tors, frequency counters, oscilloscopes, and a variety of R lest equipment. The
variety is incredible and almost endless virtually every test instrument you
could possibly want to build for yourself. It's perfect for the hobbyist'- and
indispensable for the professional because you can incorporate each one - or a

combination of several mtn your work bench senor or other gear.

The Power Supply Handbook
TAB No. 806 $11.75

A complete one stop reference to, the hobbyist and engineer. Contains high
end low voltage supplies as well as mobile and hxed omits. Everything you need
to keep your project perking with the right volts and amps

Build Your Own Working Robot
TAi No. 841

Digital Interfacing With An Analog World
TAB No. 1070 $12.35

Are you looking for ways to really put boor microcomputer to work? This book
tells you how to go about it - how to convert energy produced by pressure,
force. position, temperature, etc. into an electrical voltage or current that your
microcomputer can deal with. It's for the user who views the microcomputer as
a bit oL hardware to he applied, and who views software as either a simple set
of instructions to make the machine go or. more importantly, as a valid substi.
tote for hardware. It presents information, in handbook style. for of

microcomputersmputers who want to design a desire) or system with a microcomputer
atat its heart.

Very simply, this hook is for the microprocessor/computer user who wants to
use the machine to measure certain conditions, or to control external devices.

e Complete Handbook Of Robotics
TABTh No. 1071 $10.90

Create your own robot? All the information you need to build a walking, talking
friend and companion or a helpful servant appears in this book!

Your robot can take on any forms and operate in any way you choose.
Every possible option is covered in minute detail - including light. sound, heat,
and proximity sensors, minicomputer "brains" and mom.

Whether you want a robot for a experimenting, fora security application or
o perform some task suitable for a !smart" machine, all the ideas you need are

packed into this book

Artificial Intelligence
TAB No. 1076 $11.55

Artificial intelligence is the branch of computer science devoted to program.
mina computers to carry out tasks that, if carried out by human beings, would
require intelligence. Here is a book that deals with the entire subject of artificial
intelligence. It describes what we consider intelligence where computers are
concerned, and presents an interesting sit mary of the step'bn.step advancement
of computer complexity toward the rudiments of humamtype intelligence.

$8.55 Illustrated io ovary Of Microcomputer Terminology
TAB N 1088 $11.85

Hare are complete instructions - plans, schematics, logic circuits, and wiring dig
grams for building Buster. Not a protect for novices.s. Buster is a sophisticated
experiment in cybernetics. You build him in phases, watch his personality
develop as you add progressively more advanced circuitry to his mainframe. The
first of this three.phasa robot, Buster I, is "leash.led" and dependent on his
master for decision -making, you create the "animal" and give him wheels.
steering capability, and the capacity to "understand" your basic commands.
Phase II makes Buster more independent. Now he has a basic brain he can use to
decide when he's need of a battery charge, or trapped into a physically
binding situation he can't get out of.

57 Practical Programs & Games In Basic
TAB No. 1000 $11.55

From arithmetic progression to statistical permutations to one arm bandits, here
e 67 practical, useful and fun programs designed to help you really put your

minicomputer to work,
Game programs nclude blackjack, one-arm bandit, craps, and two space

war games. Math and accounting programsinclude compounding, ºtraightline
depreciation, statistical permutations, instant derivatives, and solutions for
integrals - even a whole section of geometric solutions for mortermday Eucbds.
Foe history buffs, there Is a Day.of the Week program for any date back through
1753. a

Each program begins with an introductory paragraph describing its cape
Males. end continues with a typical program sequence and flowchart All
programs will run on any fInanny print BASIC

Tower's International Transistor Selector
TAB No. 1010 $9.85

Here are transistor substitutions, outline diagrams, terminal identificatia
manufacturers' codes end specs for more than 13,000 devices made in the U.S.,
Japan, Europe, and England. This ultracomplete reference -guidebook is
absolute MUST for anyone who deals with transistors or the equipment In which
they're used makes it as easy to locate transistor substitutes for Japanese
and European imports as for mass -market U.S. consumer electronic products.
Contains info on device ratings, characteristics, case and terminal identification,
applications, manufacturers and addresses, and voltage ratings - collecsor-to,
base, collector to -emitter, and emitter to base.

A oar's Guide To Computers & Microprocessors - with pro acts
TAB to. 1015 - $9.70

Here's a plain -English introduction to the fascinating world of the microcom
puler - its capabilities, parts, functions, and programming and how ymi can
have n your own home. Numerous projects, using actual computer parts,
demonstrate the operation of a computer and lead to the assembly of a working
minicomputer capable of performing any useful functions around the homeanmoff ice.

A typical family -sired computer, with video screen, printer, and keyboard,
is fully described.

How To Design, Build & Test Complete Speaker Systems
TAB No. 1064 $11.85

II you've always wanted to hurld your own speaker system, here's a brok
crammed with everything you need to know to do it right the first timer
It co aiety of reedy -to -build speaker system protects, from simple
speakevin aces setups to complex multidriver systems, plus all the informs
ti on even a beginner needs to design and build his or her own.

This clear guide shows you exactly how a speaker works, how its power. and
resonance are attained, and how speakers may differ from one another. It's
as thorough a book as you'll find on the complete srdaect of speakers, speaker
systems, and enclosures.

This reference hook contains clear and detailed explanations for nearly 4000termsmcurrently used the exploding field of microcomputers.
having trouble understanding the "burr" words, the jargon, the tech.

cal language fo the computer crowd - and the domain of the personal com-
puter in particular - will find this authoritative reference book of terminology
absolutely indispensable

OSCAR: The Ham Radio Satellites
TAB No. 1120 $7.75

If you want to get in on one of the hottest new frontiers in amateur radio, this
book is for you. It's your thorough guide to communications via the Orbital
Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio (OSCAR) satellites. If you think amateur radio
is fun now, wait till you see what can be done by using satellite communications.
This easy to -read manual will tune youone the latest trend in ham radio,
and at the same time

in
show you all the details you need to start your own ama.

teur earth station.

The Active Filter Handbook
TAB No. 1133 $9,75

A designers and users guide to the theory and applications of active filter
circuits.

For anyone interested in electronics, this handy one -stop guide to modern
filter technology will prove valuable. It introduces filters and their purpose,
compares different filters end covers LC passive filter operation, op amps, But-
terworth filters, Chebyshev filters, loss pass filters, high pass filters, etc. This all
inclusive manual offers coverage of electronic math and basic electronic theory
also. Cannot be beat for a complete and practical discussion and examination of
filter techniques.

Antenna Data Reference Manual
TAB No. 1152 $11.75

Since the antenna system has a large influence on what you get out of a ham
or CB station or get into a shortwave or an AM/FM receiver, best results are ob

vsly achieved with the best possible antenna. This book will show you how to
make and install hundreds of antennas, among them hall -wave dipoleº, inverted

verticals, yagis, quads, deltas, FM broadcast, end CB antenna and trans.
mission line, plus limited space and hidden antennas. Included are precise
specifications for a huge variety of different designs tuned to work on most ama,
teur, marine, international broadcast, AM/FM broadcast and CB bands_

TheGiant Handbook Of Computer Projects
TAB No- 1169 $13.75

If microcomputers have caught your interest, or if you've been through the
ready-made hardware routine, you're ready for this book. It's a huge collection
of readyto-use information designed for the enterprising hobbyist who wants
more flexibility -, and practicality - than that offered by systems assembled for
the mass market.

Model Radio Control - 3rd Edition
TAB No. 1174 $9.75

This all new and complete revision will thoroughly acquaint you with everything
you need to know about model radio control - how it works, how to design a
system, how to install it, and how to operate model airplanes,cars, boats, toys or
virtually anything by radio control. Starting out with fundamental RC concepts,
the author takes you through all the latest and most modern equipment. in
chiding coding and coders relays, suPerregeneretive re s, decoders, power

r

control circuits, servo motors, tone.operated and proportional control systems
and muchmorel

If you want to keep up with the changes in radio.controlled modeling, or p
you want to get in on the ground floor of the hobby, this lucid guide should tie
part of your library.

21 Custom Speaker Enclosure Projects You Can Build
TAB No. 1234 $11.75

If you really want to get some truly great sounds out of your audio system, this
unique new book shows you 21 good ways to do it. From simple closed -boa sys
toms to complex omnidirectional speakers, you get complete descriptions, design
and construction details for 21 build -it -yourself projects - virtually every kind
of audio speaker you could want. You can pick and choose you own project -
from the simplest to the most advanced ... for home or car, stereo or quad ...
even fora van or RV

How To Build Your Own Self -Programming Robot
TAB No. 1241 . $11.75

This is a [rarghtforward how-to book about machine intelligence - a practical
guide that shows you how to build a robot capable of learning how to adapt to
changing circumstances in its environment. The unique little creature described
in this book, named Rodney. can pick up signals and stimuli from his environ-
ment and develop perceptions lust like humans and higher animals do. Yet Rod.
nay is fully trainable, and his "personality" can be altered and molded by human
intervention All in all, Rodney is in a class by himself, and re a most remarkable
and fascinating machine - he can program himself to deal with the problems
of the moment and devise theories for dealing with similar problems in the
future. Yes, Rodney is pelf -programming, and as a result no two Rodneys behave
exactly the same way. In fact, if you wipe out his self -generated memory, he'll
develop another one that's somehow different from the first

An,lntroduction to Personal & Business Computing
SYBEX C200 $10.75

This Is a basic introductory text on microcomputers. Its main goal is to answer
the question.. "What do I need for ... ?" in specific detail. No previous technical
background isassumed. The author addresses progressively all the essential
topics of interes o the microcomputer user (as opposed to the designer!, How a
system works. Which modules are required for which function. How much
memory is needed. Which perpheral used. The cost The software.
Differences between existing ms omputers. Is a mini -BASIC sufficient? The
real cost or a business system. Its limitations, Can you really manage a mailing
list on a floppy disk Packages and other programs. The traps for the hobbyist.
Application techniques. New systems and facilities.

The book is designed to educate the reader in all the aspects of a system,
from the selection of the microcomputer to the required peripherals. No corn.
purer background is reported.

Programming the 6502
SYBEX C202 $18.75

An educational text designed to teach you programming from the ground up.
Already one of the most successful programming books ever published, it has
been revised and expanded at both the low end and high end of the spectrum
The range of programming concepts and techniques presented is such that It
addresses the needs of virtually every programmer interested rn using the 6502
microprocessor, from beginner to expert.

WV/MArogramming the Z80
SYBEX C280 $20,75

This book has been designed both as an educational text and as a self-contained
reference book. As such, it can be used as a complete introductory book on
programming, ranging from the basic concepts to advenud data structures mani-
pulations.

It also contains a comprehensive description of all the Z80 instructions as
well as its internal operation, and should provide a comprehensive reference for
the reader who is already familiar with the principles of programming, but
wishes to learn the Z80. All concepts are explained in simple yet precise terms,
building progressively towards more complex technique.

Programming the 28000
SYBEX C281 $22.75

This book was designed as both an educations text and a self-contained reference
manual. This book presents a thorough introduction to machine language
programming from basic concepts to advanced programming techniques.
Detailed illustrative examples and numerous programs show the reader how to
write clear, welhorganieed programs in the language of the 28000.

over 113 illustrations, a thorough index, and 5 appendices, Programming
the 28000 is an indispensable text for engineers, students. POP'11 users and any,
one interested in learning machine language programming skills.

6502 Appljcatjons Book
SYBEX 0302 $18.75

This book presents practical applications techniques for the 8502. You will build
a complete home alarm system, including lire detection, es well es an electronic
piano. a motor speed regulator, a time.ofday clock, a simulated traffic control
system, and a Morse code generator. You will also design an industrial control
loop for temperature control, including analog-to.drgrtal conversion. and your
own simple peripherals from paper -tape reader to microprinter.Truly

the "input output" book for the 6502, it includes more than 50
exercises designed for testing yourself at every step.

6502 Games Book
SYBEX 6402 $18.75

This book is designed as an educational text on advanced programming tech.
moues. It presents a comprehensive set of algorithms and programming tech-
niques for common computer games. All the programs are developed for the
6502 at the assembly language level_

Thereader will learn how to devise strategic suitable fm the solution of corn.
plex problems, typical of those encountered fn games. He/she can also use all
the resources of the 6502, and sharpen his/her skills at advanced programming
techniques. All the games presented in this book can be played on a real board
(the SYM), and require a very small amount of additional components.

All prices include postage & handling. Prices subject to change without notice.



SYNTHESISER
The mysteries of electronic music and music synthesisers are unravelled for you in this
feature by Tim Orr.

Electronic music of one form or another has been around
for almost as long as electronics. In fact, I have seen a
complete music synthesiser built in 1926 which used
only two tubes. Fifteen years ago electronic music was
produced by studios that contained lots of special
purpose electronic processors, mixing discs, tape
recorders, reverberation units, and then it all changed!
Someone (several people claim that it was themselves),
decided to pack most of the electronic processors into
one unit, so that an integrated system for electronic
music production in one box was obtained. This device,
known as the synthesiser, took EM out of the studio and
on to the stage, and since then things have just pro-
liferated. The pioneers of EM were Moog and ARP in the
States and EMS (Peter Zinovieff and David Cockerell) in
England. Now there are very many companies through-
out the world producing synthesisers although it is fair to
say that very few of them are producing new and
interesting ideas. In fact it is quite difficult to define what
devices are in the EM area, because'it has been merged
with professional audio (studio) processors and musical
(generally guitar) effects devices.

Voltage Control
The fundamental concept that makes synthesisers what
they are is that of voltage control. Voltages that are
generated control the pitch of the oscillators, they
control the harmonic structure of the sound kenabling
dynamic filtering), they control volume and many other
parameters. A typical synthesiser system is shown in
Fig.1. A conventional musical keyboard is used as the
interface between the musician and the machine. When

Fig.1. Block diagram of a typical synthes-
iser, the text explains the abbreviations.

KEYBOARD

PITCH

SLOW
OSCILL/
ATOR

GATE

SAMPLE
AND

HOLD

VCO

NOISE

VCF

AD

VCA

i OUTPUT

ADSR

a note is pressed, two signals are generated, á pitch
voltage and a gate voltage. The keyboard would
generally be tuned so as to produce semitone tuning,
that is twelve notes per octave, each note spaced at
intervals of one twelfth of the square root of two!!
What this means in terms of voltages is +1V per
octave or 1/12V per semitone. This voltage is used to

The EMS JKS Sequencer

control the pitch of VCO's, (voltage controlled oscilla-
tors), and the resonant frequency of VCF's (voltage
controlled filters). The pitch voltage is stored in a device
known as a sample and hold. This is an analogue
memory that is controlled by the gate voltage. When the
gate is high the unit 'samples' the pitch voltage and
when it goes low the unit 'holds'. The gate merely tells
the synthesiser that a note has been pressed, which in
this case triggers off two waveform generators, the AD
(Attack Decay) and the ADSR (Attack, Decay, Sustain,
Release). The AD sweeps the VCF producing dynamic
filtering and the ADSRgenerates an amplitude enve-
lope.

The sound generation process is as follows. The
musician selects a note. This tells the VCO what the pitch
must be. The waveform from the VCO is filtered by the
VCF, but the filtering is controlled by the AD waveform.
This could make the sound go AH -OW-00 or even
00 -0W -AH. The filtered sound then passes through the
VCA which gives it an envelope that is controlled by the
ADSR. Fast attacks give the sound a percussive quality,
slow attacks a 'backward' quality. There is also a slow
oscillator for generating vibrato and swept filtering
effects and a noise generator for producing, pitchless
sounds, such as 'explosions. All the parameters are
controllable via potentiometers (about 16 in this case)
and so an enormous range of effects can be synthesised.

Controlling It
Most synthesisers are monophonic, that is they produce
only one note even if several are pressed. Generally the
keyboard selects the highest note played. This is simply
done by passing a constant current through a series
resistor chain, (Fig. 2). A voltage is picked up on the
pitch bus which is linearly proportional tó the highest
note pressed. This voltage then passes through an
analogue switch (Q1) which is controlled by the gate
signal. When a note is pressed, the gate is high and the
switch is ON. The pitch voltage charges up Cl. When
the keyboard is released the gate voltage goes low, the
switch turns OFF and the pitch voltage is held on C 1 . A
voltage follower (IC1) is used to buffer this voltage to the
rest of the synthesiser. A FET op amp is used because
this doesn't discharge the capacitor Cl. A portamento
control (RV 1) has also been included. This allows the
player to glide rather than change instantly from one
note to the other.

A musical keyboard is the most common control
medium for the player, but conventional instruments
have many other types of control. These include levers,
valves, tension bars, dampers, percussive devices,
string tensioners, elongatable resonators, air pressure
sacks, etc. It is not practical to include all of these
controls into one synthesiser, although some of them do
appear in various machines. For instance there is a
'wind' synthi and several drum and guitar synthesisers.

Two common types of controls are the XY joystick and
the pitch bend wheel. The performer can play keyboards
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with one hand and operate a control with the other. For.
instance the pitch bend wheel can be used to bend notes
just like a guitar player does by stretching (bending) the
string.

The primary generator in a synthesiser is the VCO.
This produces the fundamental waveform which the
synthesiser manipulates. It is usually controlled by a
manual knob so that it can be tuned to other instruments
by the keyboard voltage and a voltage control input. If a
slow sinewave is injected then vibrato effects (frequency
modulation) can be produced. Most VCO's are logarith-
mic in response. That is a control voltage increase of
+1V will increase their frequency of operation by one
octave (double). Thus a control voltage change of 4V will
change the frequency by a factor of 24 which is 16.
Generally most VCO's have a wide range of operation,
often greater than 1000 to 1, although for musical
purposes a range from 100 Hz to 1.6 kHz is sufficient. If
the synthesiser has more than one VCO then they can be
arranged to produce a musical chord. This chord can
then be controlled by the pitch voltage from the key-
board, producing a very rich- musical sound. It is,
however, possible to produce interesting sounds from a
single VCO.

The waveforms typically generated by a VCO are
sawtooth, triangle, squarewave, (sometimes with a
variable mark/space ratio) and sinusoidal. These all
have different harmonic structures which characterise
them, (Fig. 4.). A sawtooth can be constructed out of a
sinewave at frequency fo, plus a smaller one at 2fo plus a
smaller one at 3fo, plus a smaller one at 4fo etc. These
are known as harmonics and a sawtooth has an infinite
series of even and odd harmonics. The squarewave has
only odd harmonics (fo, 3fo, 5fo, 7fo). A triangle
waveform, which is, in fact, just an integrated
squarewave has only odd harmonics, but they die away
faster than those of the squarewave.

A squarewave with an uneven mark / space ratio has a
mixture of both odd and even harmonics. This can o
produce some very interesting sounds if the mark/space
ratio is slowly modulated by a control voltage. The
sinewave has no harmonics, it is a pure sound and is
generally not very interesting.
Voltage Controlled Filters
VCF's are used to manipulate the harmonic structure of a
signal. They can selectively enhance or reject a particular
frequency. By changing their resonant frequency they
produce dynamic filtering. Your mouth is also a dynamic
filter and this is one of the reasons for the popularity of
synthesisers, that is the pseudo human quality of many
EM sounds.

A typical VCF is a lowpass filter. It has a signal input
and an output. The VCF has a manually controlled Q
factor (resonance) and break frequency. Also the break
frequency can be voltage controlled. If the VCF with a
high Q is used to filter a low frequency squarewave it is
possible to discriminate the individual harmonics that
were discussed earlier. As the resonant peak of the filter
passes over the harmonics, they are selectively
amplified. This process is known as ringing or chiming
the harmonics and produces the characteristic synthes-
iser 'swept filter' sound (Fig. 6). If an Ad wave form is
used to sweep the VCF then a wide range of filter sounds
can be generated.

A more elaborate filter structure is shown in Fig.7.
This is the universal filter and only appears in larger
synthesiser systems. The controls are the same as
before, but there are four outputs, lowpass, highpass,
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Fig.2. Signal processing in a simple
monophonic synthesiser.
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Fig.3. Two common controls - the xy joystick and the pitch bend wheel.
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bandpass and bandstop (notch). These all have the same
resonant frequency and can be used to further increase
the range of filtered effects.

Another type of filter that has been recently intro-
duced is the flanger, Fig.8. This is a recursive filter that
works on the time delay rather than the phase delay
principle. A bucket brigade delay line is used to delay the
input signal. The original and delayed signals are then
added together, their amplitudes being equal. Thus,
when the two are in phase, they add up but when they
are 180 out of phase they cancel out completely. This
produces a notch, or rather a series of notches which is
called a COMB filter response. These notches are equally
spaced on a linear frequency scale, their spacing being
controlled by the delay time. The shorter the delay time
the fewer are the notches. There is also a feedback path
around the unit. This makes the filter much more 'peaky'
and the effect of the filtering greatly pronounced.
Flanging is similar to the effect on jet engine noises that
can be heard as they fly over head.
Contour Generators' produce the VCF sweep and the
amplitude envelope of the waveform that comes out of
the synthesiser. They are generally initiated and termin-
ated by the gate voltage from the keyboard. Firstly the
AD waveform. When the keyboard is pressed, it starts on
an exponential charging curve which has an attack time
constant determined by the setting of the ATTACK knob.
When the keyboard is released the waveform discharges
back to where it started from with a time constant set by
the DECAY knob. This AD waveform is used to sweep the
VCF and sometimes in simpler systems to generate an
envelope waveform and even to modulate the VCO.

The ADSR is a similar process to that which occurs in
some keyboard instruments. A note is played which then
decays away with its natural time constant, but when the
note is released the strings are damned and the note is
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Fig.7. Using a low pass filter, with a Q of 5 to "ring" the
harmonics of a square wave.

100Hz

muted. This system has three time constants, an initial
attack, a decay and a release. The ADSR is able to
synthesise these three time constant parameters, but it
also has a sustain level control, thus enabling infinite
sustain as long as a note is pressed.

In conventional stringed keyboard instruments time
constants are proportional to pitch of the note, low
frequency notes have long decay times and vice versa.
Also the harder the keyboard is hit the louder the note
(keyboard dynamics) and the sharper the harmonic
structure. It is possible to synthesise all these effects but
with the present state of the art it is still rather complex
and expensive. Most synthesisers go for the simple
solutions as shown in Fig. 10.
Voltage Controlled Amplifier
The job of the VCA is to produce a signal which is the
product of the audio signal times the contour signal. This
type of unit is known as an amplitude modulator or a two
quadrant multiplier. When the contour voltage returns to
zero, the output of the VCA is zero.

Another type of modulator is a four quadrant multi-
plier some times known as a ring modulator. This has
two inputs and produces an output which is the true
arithmetic product of the inputs.

Ring modulators are typically used to manipulate
natural sounds. If speech is used as one input and a low
frequency (50-100 Hz) oscillator as the other, the
ring -modulated output sounds rather mechanical, just
like a 'Cylon'. What the ring modulator is doing is
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OUTPUT

A typical electronic music synthesiser - the Transcendent
2000. AUDIO

INPUT

producing two mixed outputs from the two inputs. If the
two inputs were two sinewaves of frequencies fx and fy,
then the output is made up of two sinewaves mixed
together of frequencies f(x+y) and f(x-y). These are
known as the upper and lower sidebands respectively.

Frequency Shifter

A frequency shifter acts similarly to the ring modulator
except that it separates the upper and lower sidebands.
This enables a natural sound to be shifted up or down in
frequency. The process is known as single sideband
modulation in telecommunication jargon. The overall
effect is to make a harmonic sound in -harmonic. This is
because all the harmonics will be shifted by the same
frequency increment and so will lose their integer
relationships.

The frequency shifter uses an oscillator that generates
sine and cosine waveforms. The audio signal to be
processed is passed through a dual phase shifting
network such that two outputs in phase quadrature
(always 90' apart) are generated. The audio signals and
the sinewaves are multiplied together by two ring
modulators, the outputs of which are added and sub-
tracted to produce the 'down' and 'up' shifted outputs.
The amount of frequency shift is the frequency of the
quadrature oscillator.

Envelope Followers
When processing natural signals, from speech or a
guitar say, it is sometimes desirable to have a voltage
that follows the envelope of the signal. This can then be
used to control VCA's or VCF's or other devices. A simple
envelope follower is shown in Fig. 14.

The input signal is full wave rectified by a precision
rectifier and then lowpass filtered. There are lots of
problems with this method. If the filter is set too high
then there will be lots of ripple on the envelope output. If
it is set too low, the unit will be slow to respond and may
even miss short signals. Perhaps the best system would
be one that uses a true RMS detector which can now be
bought in an IC.
Spring Line Reverberation
Synthesised sounds can very rapidly become uninteres-
ting. This is partly due to the unchanging quality of their
sound. Listen to a sustained note on a flute or a single
piano note. There are lots of interesting things going on
all the time. The pitch might be wobbling (also the
amplitude). The harmonic structure will be changing.
There will be, in the case of the piano, sympathetic
resonances in the neighbouring strings. One way of
reintroducing interest into synthesised sounds is by use
of artificial reverberation.

The spring line reverberation unit is a small
mechanical device that finds use in electronic organs,
practice amplifiers and synthesisers. The unit consists of

Jr
fo FREQUENCY

OUTPUT

Fig.8. The flanger - a recursive filter
working on time delay.

Fig.9. A COMB filter.

BP

fo FREQUENCY

aEYa s, F.

two long (10 inch) springs connected together at each
end. At one end there is an electromagnetic driver, and
at the other a magnetic pick up. The input signal is
amplified and drives the driver coil. This causes the
springs to vibrate and these vibrations propogate down
the length of the springs. The pick-up coil receives these
vibrations, the signal from which is amplified and mixed
with the original. The result is a reverberant quality to
the sound output.
Pitch Extractor
Several companies have recently introduced guitar
synthesisers. These are synthesisers that are controlled
by the normal controls of the guitar. In these cases, the
guitar has been greatly modified so that its strings and
frets act as various forms of electronic contacts. Thus it is
possible to control a synthesiser from a guitar. There is,
however, another way'of doing this and that is by using a
pitch extractor. This uses an unmodified guitar and
analyses the signal from the pick-up. It performs various
electronic processes on the signal so that the fun-
damental note is extracted, which is then converted into
a control voltage that can drive a bank of VCO's say. If an
envelope follower and a VCA are used as well then a
tracking chord with the amplitude envelope of the guitar
signal can be synthesised.

The problems of pitch extraction are numerous and
possibly will never be properly solved, but to date there
are several devices on the market which work quite well.

Sequencers
Sequencers are used to generate a repetitive rhythm or
to memorise a relatively long passage of music. They do
this by storing the control voltages necessary to resyn-
thesise it. A digital sequencer memorises a musical
melody that is 'played in' via a conventional keyboard. It
remembers the pitch voltage and the gate signal as a
function of time. Various controls such as 'record, play,
stop, recirculate, transpose sequence', are usually
available. One such machine, the EMS JKS, is shown
above. Note that the keyboard is a 'touch' rather than a
mechanical device.

An analogue sequencer is shown in Fig. 18. The
sequence is programmed in on a series of pots. The
electronics are usually very simple, a counter -decoder or
a multiplexer is the usual solution. Also, as there is no
keyboard, the parts costs are kept low, but it does suffer
the problem of being more complicated to program.
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Channel Vocoders
The Vocoder is a recently introduced piece of EM
equipment for processing speech and natural instru-
ments. The concept of vocoders is quite old but it was
not originally intended for anything other than telecom-
munications. The machine has two inputs, one fo-
speech and one for excitation and one output. It analyses
both inputs into lots of different frequency bands and
then combines them into one output. This output has the
articulation of speech and the line spectrum (the har-
monic structure) of the excitation. If speech and an
electric organ (excitation) are used, then the vocoded
output is a 'talking organ'. The organ speaks and yet
retains the sound structure and melody of the original
organ. The vocoder can do other tricks like time com-
pression and expansion, freezing sounds, changing
peoples vocal characteristics. It can also operate on two
instruments combining them to produce a new one.
Fig. 20 shows a commercial unit.
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'EMS VOCODER 2000

Computer Manipulation and Synthesis
Originally EM was produced in studios and a lot of it was
done by tape tricks. Synthesisers now produce most EM
and some machines have a very high level of technology
in their design. Computers have also produced EM for
quite a while, but these have been large expensive
installations. Using a computer it is possible to synthes-
ise all the sounds or to use the computer as a sound
processor. Apart from the computer there is no real
hardware at all. All the processing is done using the
computer program (the softwave). Natural sounds are
introduced to the system via an ADC (analogue to digital
converter) and sounds produced by the computer leave
via a DAC (digital to analogue converter), Fig. 21. By
using computer techniques it is possible to manipulate
sounds in new and interesting ways. I heard one such
manipulation whereby a piece of music performed on a
saxophone gradually transmitted itself into a violin.

Perhaps as microprocessors get larger and faster we
will see a growth in microprocessor EM peripherals.

Technology has got a firm grip on the music and EM
industry, but the sounds generated are still almost totally
dependent on the skills of the operator. To bear this out I
can cite the following example. In the last few years I
have designed seven synthesisers, two vocoders, six
guitar effects units, one sequencer, one frequency
shifter, two guitar amplifiers, one quadraphonics effects
generator, a pair of high quality converters for computer
music ... and I still can't make any music!
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ALARMS

Basic Alarm
Photo Intruder Alarm
Intruder Alarm
Photo Electric Relay
Low Temperature Lights out
Temperature Sensor
Coolant level
Water Level
Electronic Lock
Car Battery Watchdog
Simple Car Alarm
Simple Lock

AMPLIFIERS A
PREAMPLIFIERS
High Input lmpeciance
High Impedance Buller
Low Output Impedance
High Input Impedance
Low Frequency Extender
Virtual Earth Preamp
ICTapa Head Preamp
Simple Stereo Tape Player
2 5 Watt
20 Watt Slave
10 wan
Loudspeaker Microphone
Voltage Controlled Amp
Wide Band Amplitier
Video Power Amp
Broadband Amp

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

Fuzz Box
Guitar Fun
Fun Box
vin Waa
Disco Autorede
Simple Autotade
Information Transfer

Tv
Optical

Sound
Pulse

koiheillonar
Cracklelree Potentiometer
Voltage to Frequency
Sine to Square Wave
Premsion AC to DC
Voltage Processor
Universal Meter
Double Precision
Fast Hall Wave
Simple Chopper
Noise Rejecting SCR Trigger
Phase Snifter

SIGNAL GENERATORS

Simple
Variable Duty cycle
Fast Edge
PET
Improved Mullivibralor
Variable Duty cycle
Stable R C
Cheap (CMOS)
Simple TTL ATAL
Uncritical KTAL
Puse
Zero Crossing
Simple Pulse
Needle Pulse
Steele Linear Sawtoom
Zener
Noise
Pink
Simple Relaxation
Triangle with independent Lope
Exponential
»derange etor
Multiple Waveform
Linear Sweep
Step Frequency

7.00 Siren
Simple Siren
Ship Siren
Two Tone

ray Siren
Kolak Starek Z Cars
Sound Etteots
Sound Erases

FILTERS

Bandease
Low a High Pass
Selection Notch
Bandpasa
Cartridge EC/ A Rumble
Hum Stopper
Tees Hiss Reduction
Simple Crossover

DIGITAL
Thermometer
Heeds or Tails
Binary Calculator
Voltmeter
Seven Segment to Decimal
Dve
Random Binary
CMOS Die
Multiplexer Hints
Learning mory
CMOS Clock
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Simple Transistor SCR
SCR Tester
Crystal Check
Crystal Checker
Good. Bed Battery Tesler
Battery Tesler
Op -Amp Tester
Op -Amp Checker

heap Logic Probe
ludible TTL Probe
Audible Slow Pulses
Logic Probe
Logic Analyser
I and O Display Probe
Simple High Impedance
Voltmeter
Audio/ME Tracer
Thermocouple Thermometer
Metering Stabilised supplies
Simple Frequency Meter

FLASHERS

Dancing Lgnls
Low Frequency Stricv,
F leaner
Ultra Simple

POWER CONTROL

LDR Mains Control
Floadlamp Control
Zero Crossing Sync
Train Controller
Low Dinetentiel Thermostat
Simple Temperature Control
Full wave SCR Control

DETECTORS a
TIMERS a DELAYS COMPARATORS

Low Standby Drain
7.1 Timer
Sell Triggering Timer
Pulse Timer
Pula, Delay
Voltage Controlled Monostable
Sequential Relays
Door Chime Delay

SWITCHING

Touch Triggered Bistable
Touch Sensitive Switch
Electronic Switch
Sound Operated 2 Way
SPST Switch Flip Flop
Two Signals on one Wire

INDICATORS

Line -,-Light
3 Step Level
Light Level
Bargraph Display
Fuse Failure
Blown Fuse
Back Up Lamp
DC Lamp Failure
FM Tuner Station
Current Flow
Disco Cue

AUTOMOBILE

Brake Lamp Failure
Courtesy Light Delay
Simple Hazard Light
Light Extender a Reminder
Four Way Flasher
Headlamp Dipper
Wiper Delay
Suppressed Zero Voltmeter
Rev CounterTachometer
Auxiliary Battery

POWER SUPPLIES

Constant
Temperature Stab.ant

Voltage Controlled
Precision Voltage Divider
Dual Polarity
Simple Balanced
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TEST

Diode Checker
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Zener Check
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Quick JFET Test
Current Gain Teller
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Window Detector
Peak Program
Positive Peak
Reaction Comparator

RADIO FREQUENCY

Crys11 M
100 kHz Marker
RF Voltmeter
RF Detector
LED RF Indicator
RF Amplitier Protection
FET-Red o
Op -Amp Radio

MISCELLANEA

Phase Locked Loop
Touch Doorbell
Phase Lock Control
Audio Mixer
Virtual Earth Miser
Plop Eliminator
Loudspeaker Protection
Digital Capacitance Probe
Digital Tape Recorder Adaptor
Breakdown Diode Substitution
Dual Function Charger
Dual Mode Amp
Capacitor Substitution
Electronic Capacitor
Speeding Up Derlingtons
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'brislor Sensitivity
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TIPS
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For sale; B&W Bass/Midrange DW 200/2
and 200/4, also KEF T27 tweeter. Cabinets
for Mac MC26, and HK Citation 11 preamp,
also Marantz WC -1-1-U cabinet. Fairchild
240 mono tube preamp. LAMB power supply
LPS10-24A. Tel. (416)-532-0296, Box 157,
Stn. V, Toronto M6R 2V5.

Needed, F-8 Microprocessor - Cartridges,
Cassettes, Information - APL/S Cassette
for F-8 Video - Brain accessories - printer,
interface, disc interface etc. G. Subasic
PH 275-6139 or write; G. Subasic, 567
Minette Circle, Mississauga, Ont. L5A 3B9.

Shortwave for sale - RF2200 Panasonic
high calibre 8-band/FM/AM. All accessories
included. As new. Will sell $190., lists over
$300.Chris Cottier, Apt 1116, 411 Duplex
Ave. Toronto. 416-482-2103.

Wanted; schematic for U.S. Navy CCT-46076
Receiver, part of RBM3 equipment. John
S. Zyla, Box 100, Minton, Sask. SOC 1TO

For Sale: Telstar Arcade (colour) with car-
tridges No. 1, 2 and 4. Has gun and two
extra paddles. Asking $160. Jerome Erker,
Box 482, Macklin, Sask., SOL 2CO.

Wanted: Heathkit Et -3400 Microprocessor
trainer only
in kit or assembled, also Radio Shack TRS-80,
Level 11 16K with integral keyboard, power
supply, video monitor and cassette recorder.
All in good condition. Please write: Roland
Dumont, 731 Jacques Berthiaume, Ste -Foy,
Quebec, Canada G 1 V 3T2.

Computer nuts!!! For sale: Cosmac Elf.
Plus accessories. Bargain, must sell. Contact
Grant Shellborn. Dept. ETI 26095 Lougheed
Hwy. R.R.No.1. Whonnock B.C. VOM 1S0
Phone: (604) 462-7470

Swap: 4A 8V reg. Single voltage power
supply, Homebrewed. Short proof, LED,
fuse switch etc. Adjustable 5-15 VDC, prime
parts and schematic. Would like trade for
COSMAC 1802 Superbasic software pref. on
cassette or will consider best offer. Write to
R. Levesque, 125 Principale, St. Andre de
Kam. P.Q. GOL 2H0

Cosmac VIP micromputer VP711 for sale.
$275. fully functional contact Joseph, 4
Cobbler Cr. Downsview. (416) 661-1872

l
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JEC

L1iEAR SCALE
CAPACITANCE METER
A simple, inexpensive
piece of test gear.

MOST PEOPLE take resistance measure-
ments for granted, but capacitance is

another quantity that the experimenter
needs to know (what about that box of
colour coded beasties you've never
used?).

As in any piece of test gear, calibra-
tion is a major problem. We have
eliminated this by using a linear scale
and with our ultra simple calibration set
up.

Ranges
The unit will measure capacitance from
5pF up to 1uF in five ranges with a X10
facility to extend the top range to
10uF. Full-scale values for each range
are: 100pF; 10nF (0.01uF); 100nF(0.1
uF and 1 uF extended to 10uF with
the X10 switch.

The X10 switch actually works on
all ranges and is handy when checking
capacitors that over -range when a par -

Specifications
Capacitance ranges (full scale)
Accuracy
Calibration
Supply voltage
100p, 1n, 10n, 100, 1u-to 10u on X10
5%, estimate to 2% on meter scale
from internal capacitor, 2%
9V trom battery

ticular range is selected, so that the
appropriate range can be readily found.

Different ranges can be provided by
selecting different values for the range
resistors R7 to R11. For example 47pF
to 0.47uF (in five ranges), 4.7uF with
the X10 in, could be obtained by
changing R7 to 470R, R8 to 4k7 etc.
However, the meter scale would need to
be recalibrated. As it stands, the scale
reads capacitance directly.

The meter scale provides divisions of
5% and the actual capacitance value can
be estimated to about 2% or so, once
the unit is calibrated. Overall accuracy
will depend on the meter and the
calibration capacitor accuracy.

Design
A pulse oscillator, 01, running at a
pulse repetition frequency of about
1kHz, triggers a 555 timer IC which is
connected as a monostable multivi-
brator. The 555 in this configuration
will produce a pulse at its output, pin 3,
having a period determined by the
values of the range resistor selected and
the unknown capacitance. The lower
the value of the unknown capacitance,
the shorter the duration of the output
pulse from the 555. Conversely, the
higher the value of the unknown capa-
citance, the longer the duration of the

output pulse.
The output pulse is passed through a

moving -coil meter which will integrate
the pulse waveform. The reading on the
meter will thus be directly proportional
to the ratio of the time the output pulse
is on to the time it is off, resulting in a
linear relationship of capacitance to
meter reading. A low value of capaci-
tance connected to the 'CX' terminals
will produce a short duration pulse and
thus a low meter reading, as illustrated
on the accompanying diagram.

The output pulse of the 555 swings
between values of about 2/3 of the
supply voltage ('high') and 1/3 of the
supply voltage ('low'). Thus, the meter
needs to be returned to a voltage of
about 1/3 of the supply, otherwise cur-
rent would flow through it contin-
uously. Conveniently, this voltage is set
by a pot on the front panel which
serves as a 'zero set' control. The meter
is calibrated by varying the resistance
in series with the meter, rather than
having preset range resistors. This results
in better accuracy and requires only one
preset control. The CAL. position on
the range switch is for occasional
checking. Any significant variation in
the calibration will generally indicate a
low battery.
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Construction
Start your construction with the pc
board making sure that the integrated
circuit is the right way around. Take
care also with the transistor and UJT
orientation. Capacitors Cl and C3
determine the overall accuracy of the in-
strument and should be close tolerance
types. Some suppliers carry a range of
close tolerance silver mica or polystyrene
capacitors. Alternatively, if you have a
friend or employer with a capacitance
bridge you can select one close to the
required value (1n) from standard
tolerance types. The range resistors
R7 to R12 should also be close tole-
rance (2%) types.

All other components, including the
X10 range resistor, are mounted on the
front panel. Mount the smaller switches
and terminals first, followed by the po-
tentiometers and last of all the meter.
The resistor R14 is wired from the posi-
tive meter terminal to one of the con-
tacts on the range switch, SW3.

The printed circuit must be mounted
so the lead length from the Cx terminals
is as short as possible to avoid stray
capacitance. Mount the pc board to the
bottom of the case just behind the ter-
minals and use tinned copper wire to
make the connections making sure that
the wires are well spaced from each
other and well away from the rest of
the circuit. Wire each connection from
the board to the components on the
front panel carefully to avoid errors.

When the construction is complete
check all the wiring but don't assemble
the lid to the box yet. Switch to the 1n
range and turn the instrument on. Ad-
just the ZERO SET pot and see that the
meter pointer varies about the zero scale

R5
10k

Q2

R4
1208

reading. If it doesn't, check the PCB
and panel wiring. If all is well, set the
control so the meter pointer is on the
scale zero mark. Then, switch to the
CAL position and the meter pointer
should move up the scale. Adjust the
CAL trimpot on the pc board, RV1, so
that the meter reads '1'. Switch to any
range and you're ready to go!

You will find that stray capacitance
affects the meter zero reading on the
100p scale. Simply adjust the ZERO
SET control so that the meter reads
zero before taking a measurement on
this range. You'll find that once the in-
strument is zeroed on the 1n range, the
higher ranges will not require further
adjustment of the zero set.

In use, occasionally check the cali-
bration. If grossly in error, your battery
is about to go flat. A No.216 battery
should give quite a long life as the unit
draws 50-60mA. If you operate the unit
from an AC adapter, one rated at 6Vdc
output should deliver more than 8V at
this low load, which is perfectly ade-
quate.

Remember that any devices used to
grip the leads of capacitors being
measured will add stray capacitance and
you will neeed to compensate for this
by readjusting the zero set control.
However, this will only have to be done
on the 100p and 1n ranges as the added
capacitance will be negligible on the
higher ranges.

The 'X10' switch is primarily in-
tended to extend the 1u range to 10u,
although it is useful on the other ranges
- when a capacitor being measured
over -ranges you can assess whether it is

just above the range selected or many
ranges up in value.

1

8 4 6 7

2 IC1 3

_C2
-"tOn

RV1
10k
CAL

R6
1k5

1mA
FSD

R7
1k

R8
SW2 1000p 10k

R9
tOn 100k

R10
100n 1M

CAL

R11
10M

R12
1M

1

OV

C3
1n R13

2% 1k5

o
I. 

SW1

LED1

R14
12R SW3

w RV2
500R

ON

T
9V BATT

Schematic for the Capacitance Meter.

PARTS LIST

Resistors all Y:W,*S% (except R7-
R12)

R1 560k
R2 470R
R3 1 k5
R4 120R
R5 10k
R6 1k5
R7 1k 2%
R8 10k 2%
R9 100k 2%
R10 1M 2%
R11 10M 2%
R12 1M 2%
R13 1k5
R14 12R

Potentiometers
RV1 10k min vert mounting

trim pot
RV2 500R lin pot

Capacitors
Cl 3n3 2% tolerance - see

text
C2 10n
C3 1n 2% tolerance - see

text
C4 100n

Semiconductors
LED1 TIL22OR or similar LED

Q1 2N2646, 2N2647 uni-
junction

Q2 2N3904

IC1 555 timer

Miscellaneous
M1 1mA FSD meter 60 mm

square

SW1 SPST miniature toggle
switch

SW2 one pole six pos wafer
switch

SW3 SPST miniature toggle
switch

SKI, SK2 ... screw terminals

l

PULSE
OSCILLATOR

LOW Ox

r
LOW METER
READING

IGN VALUE
WI

f
HIGH METER
READING

I I

666 OUTPUT PULSES

666 OUTPUT PULSES

TIME

The unknown capacitance, Cx, determines
the width of the output pulses from the 555
rnonostable. The meter integrates these pulses
to produce a reading which is directly propor-
tional to the unknown capacitor's value.
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HOW IT WORKS
A unijunction transistor, Q1, is connected
as a relaxation oscillator with a frequency
determined by R1 -Cl. The frequency of
oscillation in this instance is about 1kHz.

Pulses of about lus duration are
produced across R4 each time the UJT
"fires". The resistance between b2 and bl
of the UJT reduces to a low value each
time the emitter conducts. Much of the
charge stored in Cl is "dumped" across
R4 for the short duration that the e-bl
junction of Q1 conducts.

The narrow pulses across R4 drive the
base of Q2 via R3, which serves as a base -
current limiting resistor..The pulses cause
Q2 to conduct for the same duration, that
is, about lus, and negative -going pulses
from the collector of Q2 drive the
"TRIGGER" input of the 555 timer, ICI.
This is connected to operate as a mono -
stable in this circuit.

When IC1 receives a trigger pulse at
pin 2, the flip-flop is set, releasing the
short circuit across Cx and driving the
output, pin 3, high. The voltage across the
capacitor then increases exponentially for
a period that depends on the value of the
unknown capacitance Cx: The period is
determined according to the formula:

t = 1.1 RrCx
- where `Rr' is the range resistor, and `Cx'
the capacitor being measured.

At the end of the period, the compa-
rator inside the 555 resets the flip-flop

which in turn discharges the unknown
capacitor, Cx, and drives the output to its
low state.

This cycle is repeated each time a
negative going trigger pulse appears at pin
2 of IC1.

Thus, as the range resistor value (Kr) is
t"ixed, the ON/OFF ratio of the output
voltage will be determined by the value
of the relaxation oscillator frequency and
trigger pulse duration.

The current measured through the
`load' resistor on the output (R6) of IC1
will thus be directly proportional to the
value of the unknown capacitor Cx.

The meter, M1, measures the current
through R6, the meter inertia `averaging'
the current.

As the voltage at the output pin swings
between about 2/3 of the supply voltage
and less than 1/3 of the supply in its `high'
and `low' states respectively, the dc offset
is compensated for by returning the `load'
current through an offset voltage deve-
loped across RV2 via R13 from the supply
rail.

Zero -setting is accomplished by making
RV2 variable. A calibration control is
provided by making a portion of the load'
resistance variable - RV1 here.

The `x10' switch simply reduces the
sensitivity of the meter, allowing measure-
ment of a high output pulse -on to pulse-
óff'ratio.

to LED1 ANODE

to M1 (+) and R14

1

RV1 CAL R1á -k5
.
..

to SW2 FLAT ON SIDE OF
CASE OR SHORT
LEAD.

pos 1 pos 2 pos 3 pos 4 pos 5 pos 6

CAL N

Q2 R5 10k
é CI: - #

,rr

--
R3 1k5 `r

b
e

R1 560k
b2

Q1 b1..
Cl 3n3 styro

The component overlay.

C4 100n

C3 in
styro

-~to SW1 (+9V)

Same -size reproduction of the pc board
artwork.

PROBLEMS? NEED PCBs? Before you write
to us, please refer to 'Component Notations'
and 'PCB Suppliers' in the Table Of Contents.
If you still have problems, please address your
letters to 'ETI Query', care of this magazine.
A stamped, self addressed envelope will en-
sure fastest reply. Sorry, we cannot answer
queries by telephone.

-to CX TERMINAL
rand SW2 WIPER

 OV from BATTERY
OV to CX TERMINAL

OVtoRV2

Help your

1-EART
FUN]

Perform a
death -defying

act.

Eat less
saturated fat.
Give Heart Fund CO
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The Fun of Electronics

You were told when you bought it that this was a sensitive
`receiver. Our tests show that you've gone and hurt its feelings.

The manual says that for better performance you might try
adjusting the calibration pots at the back.of the set.

I'm telling you Mr. Schwartz, There's nothing wrong with
your set -that's the kind of stuff they're putting on TV these
days.

Geiger

j

I just can't seem to tune you in properly - your voice is still
coming over with a "Donald Duck" quality to it.

Of course it doesn't work. How do you expect it to work if
it hasn't got any wires in it?

It's a new device for measuring RPM's; You stick your finger
in whatever it is that's rotating, and this thing measures how

`long you scream.
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New from NRI! 25"color TV that
iones by compúter,programs an
entire evening's entertainment.

Just part of NRI's
training in servicing TV,

stereo systems, video tape
and disc players, car
and portable radios.

Only NRI home training prepares you

so thoroughly for the next great leap forward

in TV and audio...digital systems. Already,

top -of -the -line TV's feature digital tuning,

computer programming is appearing, and new

digital audio recording equipment is about to
go on the market.

NRI is the only home study school to

give you the actual "hands-on" training you
need to handle servicing problems on tomor-

row's electronic equipment. Because only NRI

includes this designed -for -learning, 25"

diagonal color TV with electronic tuning,

built-in digital clock, and computer pro-

grammer as part of your training. With this

advanced feature, you can pre-program an

entire evening's entertainment...even key lock
it in to control children's viewing.

Exclusive
Designed -for -learning Concept

The color TV you build as part of NRI's

Master Course looks, operates, and performs

like the very finest commercial sets. But behind

that pretty picture is a unique designed -for -

learning chassis. As you assemble it, you per-

form meaningful experiments. You even intro-

duce defects, troubleshoot and correct them as
you would in actual practice. And you end up

with a magnificent, big -picture TV with ad-
vanced features.

Also Build Stereo,
Test Instruments

That's just a start. You demonstrate

basic principles on the unique NRI Discovery

Lab;") then apply them as you assemble a fine

AM/FM stereo, complete with speakers. You

also learn as you build your own test instru-

ments, including a 5" triggered sweep oscillo-

scope, CMOS digital frequency counter, color

bar generator, and transistorized volt -ohm me-

ter. Use them for learning, use them for earn-
ing as a full- or part-time TV, audio, andvideo

systems technician.

Complete, Effective Braining
Includes Video Systems

You need no previous experience of any

kind. Starting with the basics, exclusive "bite -

size" lessons cover subjects thoroughly, clearly,

and concisely. "Hands-on" experiments rein-

force theory for better comprehension and

retention. And your personal NRI instructor is

always available for advice and help. You'll be

prepared to work with stereo systems, car

radios, record and tape players, transistor

radios, short-wave receivers, PA systems, musi-

cal instrument amplifiers, electronic TV

games, even video tape recorders and tape or
disc video playbacks.

Send for Free Detailed Catalog
Mail the postage -paid card today for our

free 100 -page catalog with color photos of all

kits and equipment, complete lesson plans,
convenient time payment plans, and informa-
tion on other electronics courses. You'll also

find out about NRI's new Computer la chnol-

ogy Course that includes your personal mi-
crocomputer. Or Complete Communications

with 2 -meter transceiver. If card has been
removed, write to:

R
NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Centerrl r
330 Progress Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario MIP 2Z5
or telephone 416-293-1911



Oscilloscope Probes -Worldwide
CANADA'S
DISTRIBUTOR OF COLINE
PROBES OFFERS YOU THIS
PARTIAL LISTING AT
PRICES HARD TO BEAT.

ORDER
DIRECT AND
SAVE...
SEND CHEQUE OR MONEY
ORDER UNLESS AN
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT.
PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING.
ONTARIO RESIDENTS
INCLUDE PROVINCIAL
SALES TAX.

B C S LIMITED
ELECTRONICS

980 ALNESS ST. UNIT 35
DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO

(416) 661-5585 M3J 2S2

X10 Oscilloscope Probes
P100 12P150
`,per fELJt ion Specifu. icon

4;.

$33.15

SP100 Oscilloscope Probe

$47.35

This passive probe inoorpotate's a three.
position slide switch in the head and has a
able length of 1.5 metres. The spec,fication
as follows.

Position xl
Bandwidtn
Input Resistance 1Mr> (oscili o scope

input)
40 pF. Plus
oscilloscope capacity
600 Volts D.C.
!including Peak A.C.;
1.5 Metres

Input Capacity:

W.irkicgVoltage:

Cable Length:
Position Ref.
Probe tip grounded via 9M1 1 resistor.

so4)tusrenfi input grounded
Position r 10

D.C. to 100 MHz
anose ccnds

D.C. to 10MHz
litp4;

fi

with c ,;r

iri} .1:t

res:sta! ,..r (-WI r
1%)

Input C 11.5 pF-when user:
with oscilloscopes
which have a 30pF
input capacity

Compensation Range. 10-60 pF
Working Voltage: 600 Volts D.0

Pon iur+irg Peak A.C,.)

ReSi

44.50

1P20
X1 Oscilloscope Probe

$38.85

$24.65

Specification
Bandwidth:
input Resistance:

Input Capacity:

Working Voltage:

D.C. to 20MHz
1MSt (oscilloscope
input)
47 pF. Plus
Oscilloscope input
600 Volts D.C.
linoturi¡us Peak A.0

Circle No_17 on Reader Service Card.



FEATURE

ELECTRONIC
FENCES
Things have come a long way since the 1930's when
electric fences were first used-now you don't even need
insulators! Jim Essex reports.
WHEN "JAKE" HALLMAN first came
up with the idea for containing his
cattle on his farm near Kitchener by a
single electric wire strung on insulators
in the early 30's, he couldn't foresee the
changes he'd bring to modern farming.
Now, you don't even need insulators!

"Jake's " idea was a crude device,
it's true; but the basics are still the same
today - even if refinements have led to
the solid state version, essentially a low
impedance device but still having the
"kick" of the old high -voltage rigs. Even
at the beginning, "Jake" respected vol-
tage and what it can do; not as so many
novices have done since - connecting
raw hydro to wires in an attempt to
produce foil for

Don Stapells, Chief Engineer at Hall -
man's Manufacturing who incidentally
have captured about 90% of the electric
fence market in Canada and who still
use "Jake's" basic idea on their battery
operated model - has nothing but con-
demnation for people who think an
electric fence is nothing more than elec-
tricity connected to a wire. He has sat
on several boards of law hearing cases of
people who - unwittingly - have elec-
trocuted someone in their zeal. Stap-
pells says he's for anything which will
help farmers to a safer use of the
electric fence. He claims there's too
much misinformation and not enough
information and this led him to accept
a Government representative position in
the field. He is an expert witness (Fe-
deral) to do with standards, as well
as advising insurance companies on the
hazards of "amateur" equipment and in-
stallations. You've likely read about
some cases, yourself; an example

OFF CLO
BLU

BLK. _ern 8R
S

6V HígLK
"Hotshot"
3attery

RED

o.5ia0oV

CONTACTS

RED
FENCE

A295-1
LIGHT ASS'Y.

5.6K GROUNDYEL

A350-1

Mel Perkes monitors his "fencers" on his farm in petersburg, Ont. three at
a time. He carries a spare (not shown) - just in case.

comes to mind of the zealous neighbour
- determined to keep kids from his
garbage can - who wired it to the
hydro. He was responsible for killing a
young boy! Another strung a wire
around his newly sown lawn and con-
nected it to the hydro in series with
an electric light bulb. He killed his
mother-in-law (it was never established
whether or not it was intentional).

Another case involved a man who de-
signed what he called a "weed chop-
per': The fence was so "hot", it would
literally singe the weeds as they grew up
along the fence line, not to mention
keeping cattle in - which is what it was
meant to do. He was tried and convicted
in local court (Kitchener) and wasn't
allowed to build them anymore. His de-
fence was that he needed all that power
because he said "the farmers are always
grumbling that there isn't enough power
in the ones they've got to go any more
than half a mile': Hardware stores
selling the units were fined $100. The
judge reminded the builder that only
devices with a certain electrical output
were permitted for sale - "and / have to
uphold the law".

Fig.1. A basic battery model fencer.

on 3ATTERY DELUXE
MODELS ONLY

on BATTERY SPECIAL
MODELS ONLY

According to Stappells, the law is

specific. No unit must be connected
direct to hydro, and AC, if used, must
be severely limited. This is beacause AC
allows the muscles to "relax", resulting
in a person's hold being maintained
after grabbing a wire - and they can't
let go. It's the current which does the
killing, not the voltage, and there's
plenty of that in Hydro!

Stappells sites a Prof. Dalziel in
California who's an expert on shock.
For example, Dalziel has shown a

Caucasian female, 4 to 7 years of age,
is most susceptible to shock --and AC
is seven times more lethal than DC!
The notorious "Wisconsin Fence",
nothing more than a 100W bulb in series
with Hydro (or a 60 watt if you wished
more resistance) was an example of a
complete lack of responsibility, but at
one time were popular ín the U.S.

Stappells points to the difference
in a properly designed "fencer". These
do not. emit AC but rather a series of
DC pulses at a predetermined interval.
AC - if used - cannot exceed 10mA to
a fence and preferably 5mA. The
Kitchener lawbreaker's electric fence de-
livered 20mA - more than twice the
danger level. Stappells said there are still
some around and warns all it takes is
one to kill. Although some AC units are
considered safe, these rarely exceed
5mA and are good for only a few hun-
dred yards. Insurance people don't like
AC fences as they claim they're more
hazardous and susceptible to fires where
cob -webs in barn installations, for ex-
ample, are easily ignited when insulation
breaks down, when the control box is
inside.
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By comparison, Stappells' firm
makes only fencers which emit a DC
voltage - and these give out short
"bursts" . This allows the recipient time
to release his or her hold if they in-
advertantly happened to touch an
electric fence. The brief "kick" is

sufficient to remind them not to do it
again: the same goes for cattle.

The basic fencer circuit shown in Fig.
1. is a simple primary induction coil,
"timed" by a balance wheel, usually
once per second and inductively
coupled to the secondary. Each time the
contacts close, it induces a pulse into
the secondary, which, stepped -up,
charges the fence with a DC pulse of
about 500 microseconds at approxi-
mately one second intervals. Through
observation they've found cattle won't
be husbanded with a pulse repetition
rate of only one every two seconds nor
will they move if too frequent. There-
fore, a median rate of about 1.3 seconds
- with each individual pulse duration
has been found the best. This "Balance -
Wheel" unit can be operated from a DC
source such as a hot shot battery, for
about 6 months continuous duty in the
field. The 5.6k resistor monitors the
"fence" and if current becomes exces-
sive, the voltage drop across the resistor
ignites the neon bulb (usually about
70V) causing it to flash brightly, indi-
cating a short on your fence. The
battery models are mounted in a

weather-proof case which also houses
the battery and protects both from the
weather. Most farmers today use line
operated models - transformer iso-
lated - which allows them to mount
them in the barn - out of the weather
and where they can more easily be
monitored.

A typical set-up is a farm in Peters-
burg. Mel Perkes - who believes in
electric fences so much he has all his
operation under electricity and doesn't
use a conventional wire fence, has three
mounted on a wood panel where he can
check them all at a glance. The Hydro
mains is isolated after gmng through a
step-down transformer where it's recti-
fied, replacing the battery - and it's
safe. The balance -wheel operation is

Rear view of conventional "fencer"
4111 using the balance wheel for timing

and pulse interruption. Note "wheel"
in foreground.
The business -end of the "Super Hornet". .. .

the solid state module eliminates
the bulky "balance wheel" as used
in earlier models.

essentially the same for hydro or battery
supply. A typical outdoor "fencer" is
shown - with the "Ballance-
wheel" and electrics shown.

The trend to hydro operated "fen-
cers" brought about the concept of the
fence that needs no insulators. Al-
though, as Stappells points out, the
saving of insulator costs is insignificant,
but the idea of no insulators is a catchy
one and has caught the market's ima-
gination. Now, you can wind your single
strand wire around any wooden post
and have your fence working - up to
two miles! As for the claim by un-
knowing farmers you need "gobs" of
electricity to control cattle at the "end
of the line", Stappells points out they
now make fencers good for up to 25
miles - without the danger of killing
anyone.

Using the formula W/secs = 1/2CV2,
Stappells found you can get a rea-
sonably low -voltage, high current burst
which is essentially low -impedance and
hence the classic insulator is no longer
required. This circuit produces a pulse
of roughly 200 microseconds every
second. A special toroidal tranformer
and capacitor were designed to accom-
modate this. Jake's first units sold
for about $30.00 and came complete
with battery, 5 insulators, accommo-
dating four corners and a spare - and
50 feet of wire to get you started.
He built about 300 a year. Today, the
units - both battery operated and elec-
tric - don't cost too much more - at
around $50.00 each and they turn out
22,000 units a year of all types. The
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Fig.2. An A.C. powered fencer.
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Fig.3. Hallman's Manufacturings solid
state fencer.

new "Super Hornet", low impedance,
solid-state unit is pictured. Note the tra-
ditional "balance -wheel" is missing,
solid state electronics now does all the
work.

With improved safety has come wider
use of "electric fences". Clarkson
Boucher; an apartment dweller in
Brampton, Ontario, incensed at multi-
tudes of pigeons roosting on his outside
porch, decided to do something about
it. He strung four wires along the base
of the inside floor, with a single wire
running around the perimeter. A single
layer of mesh chicken -wire guarantees
a good "ground", serving as earth where
the floor is devoid of the usual ground.
A slight contact with anyone of the
wires and the pigeons "take off". He has
no droppings to clean up now, making
his porch once more attractive. Another
man, concerned about a blue heron
taking his prize gold -fish in his outdoor
pond in British Columbia solved his pro-
blem by surrounding it with an electric
fence.

Farmers find them ideal in hilly loca-
tions, where conventional rigid fences
won't follow the contours too readily.
A strand or two of electric fence is in-
expensive and can easily be adjusted
to conform to the terrain where the
rigid fence - when pulled taut for ex-
ample - allows no sag, leaving openings
under which small cattle can easily
crawl. Although insulated steel stakes
are available - allowing easy installation

a popular arrangement is with the or-
dinary steel "T" bars commonly used
for supporting snow fences. Handy in-
sulators now available slid conveniently
onto the "T", allowing you one, two
or three strands as necessary. These can
also be adjusted up or down to suit.

Increases in battery costs are making
hydro operated units prominent.
Whereas 16 years ago, 80% of the units
sold were battery operated now 70%
are line operated with only 30%
battery.

You can be assured of complete pro-
tection and government approved design
by looking for the UL or CSA stamp of
approval on each unit. Most are
equipped to withstand lightning - pro-
viding it's not a direct hit on the unit
itself.
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ORION
Electronic Supplies Inc.

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
INDUSTRIAL - EDUCATIONAL - COMMERCIAL - HOBBYIST
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New!VP111 $129.50
Microcomputer.... Assem bled  and tested
Features
 RCA 1802 Microprocessor
 'K Bytes static RAM
Expandable on -board to 4K
Expandable to 32K Bytes total
 512 Byte ROM operating system
 CHIP 8 Interpretive language or
machine language programmable
 Hexldecirnal keypad
 Audio tone generator
 Single 5 -volt operation

START WITH ORION FOR
A NEW ERA IN THE WORLD

OF ELECTRONICS
We have the most complete selection

of electronic components.
Full line of TTL, CMOS, Linear,

ICs, Computer Interface, Support Chips
and CPUs.

SIEMENS
DISK DRIVE *SALE*

FDD 100-5 Single 5" $425.75
FDD 200-5 Double 5" $597.75
FDD 100-8 Single 8" $649.75
FDD 200-8 Double 8" $1175.75

Visa/Master Charge add 3%
 Please send more information on

Siemens disk drives.

3, .,1L J'. ".'n1 .' _.r _klulaIor
 Cassette interlace -100 Bytes/ sec
 Instruction Manual with 5 video game
listings, schematics. CHIP -B, mach man

Ideal for law -cost control applications

Expandable to lull VIP capability with
VP -114 Kl
'User nee. orgy connect carats wooded) a
5. 'or peer suppy an. speaker

VP -6O1 $98.75
VP -611 /4 -Key. Typewrites

Formal Plus Separate 16 -Key
Numeric Keypad for Fast Entry

VP -61l
$114.95

128 character, fully encoded,
ASCII, alpbanumerlcs. Positive light.

touch keys - two user -definable.
ODeration from single 5 Volt supply.

40 Lancaster Street West
Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9

(519) 576-9902
Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,
Money Orders accepted. CODs, shipping
& insurance extra. Write for our FREE
catalogue!

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card.

TSC
Serving The
Technician
Since 1971

- Tuners are
our only
business.

Tuners are cleaned ultrasonically,
checked on new Wavetek sweep
equipment for gain, bandwidth,
oscillator tracking and AFC diver-
gence. Shaft repairs a specialty.
Affiliated with Tuner Service Cor-
poration, Bloomington, Indiana.
Only new parts are used, meeting
manufacturer's specifications.

$16.95 VHF UHF Varactor
Same day service.
One year warranty on workmanship and
materials on tuner repairs.
Please do not send mounting brackets.

TUNER SERVICE Co. of CALGARY
P.O. Box 5823

Station "A"
Calgary, Alberta T2H 1 Y3

(403) 243-0971

r t%a..
1 /I/piifil'I %%/.

Now you too can afford to experience
and enjoy the exciting, almost no -dis-
tortion sound of the latest Class "A"
amplifiers with unique circuit designs
you can only find in expensive brand
name products.

BUILD YOUR OWN AND SAVE!
No.1000 250W maximum, (85W R.91.5 per

channel) Stereo Dynamic Bias Class "A"
Dual Differential Fully Complementary
Preamp. and Power Amplifier with
Speaker Protector and Power
Supply $189.50

No.920 70W R.M.S. per channel Stereo Class "A"
OCL DC Preamp. and Power Amp. with
Built-in Mic Miner, Speaker Protector and
Power Supply $138.50

No.7777 130W R.M.S. per channel Stereo FET
Super Low T.I.M. Dynamic Class "A"
Power Amplifier with Speaker Protector
and Power Supply $169.50

No.100A 100W maximum (35W R.M.S pet
channel) Stereo Dynamic Bias Class "A"
Dual Differential Pure Complementary
Power Amplifier with Speaker
Protector $75.50

No.1200 120W R.M.S. single channel DC FET
Super Class "A" Power Amplifier with
Super Low -Noise Matching Pair FET
Differential Output 196.00

No.I000P DC Class "A" Professional Stereo Preamp.
with Regulated Power Supply... $84.50

Add 5% for postage and handling (no
charge on orders of $200.00 or more).
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax. Send
cheque or money order. Master Charge
or Visa accepted.

PHONE ORDER (MASTER CHARGE
OR VISA ONLY): (416) 499-0401

FREE CATALOGUE:
AUDIO VISION SERVICE

P.O.Box 955, Station B
Willowdale, Ontario M2K 2T6 J

You'I save money,
have fun, and learn
by building it yourself
- with easy -to -assemble
Heathkit Computers.
See ell the newest in
home computers, video
terminals, floppy disk
systems, printers and
innovative software.

If coupon is missing, write
Heath Company, 1480 Dundas
Highway East, Mississauga,
Ontario L4X 2R7

Send to: Heath Company, EV1080
1480 Dundas Highway East,
Mississauga, Ontario L4X 2R7
Send my free Heathkit Catalogue now.
I am not 3urrently receiving your
catalogt.e.

Name

Address

City Province

3F0380 Post.Code

Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card. Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card.
Circle No.44 on Reader Service Card.



HICKOK MX SERIES DMM's
World's Fastest Troubleshooters

MX333 $295.00

MX331 $249.00

Compact size, unique shape and
easy -to -read -from -almost -any -angle
sloped display facilitates use as a
hand held, bench top or belt mounted
instrument.

VARI-PITCH, audible signal on
MX333 provides instant indication of
the resistance, voltage or current
measured for quick and easy trouble-
shooting. The audible response is
instantaneous and proportional to
the reading.

 0.1% Basic Accuracy
 LCD Display In Unique

Wide Vue Case
 Uses Single 9V Battery
 Compact Size. Rugged

Construction
 Superior Overload

Protection
 Exclusive VARI-PITCH

Audible Output (MX333)
 Fast LOGI-TRAK Logic

Function (MX333)
 20Q Range (MX333)

LOGI-TRAK function on MX333
combines the features of a high per-
formance logic probe and voltmeter in one
convenient function. Use any 10:1 high
frequency scope probe to measure all
logic signals and DC voltages from 10mV
to 20V. Audible tone output identifies
logic Hi's, Lo's, pulses as narrow as 5
nsec as well as marginal and faulty logic
states and pulse trains.

Duty and EST (Vlsa) accepled.
Unl. r. dtl Pt sales tax. SM1lpp n9 Exlra.

®ROCERS eketteekleANtneetrltd.
P.O. Box 310, 595 Mackenzie Avenue Units 1 8 2
Ajax. Ontario L1 S 3C5 Tel (416) 683-4211

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS: MX331 and MX333
DC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 200mV to 1000V full scale.
RESOLUTION: 0./mV, ACCURACY: ±0.1°° + 1 digit.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1OMO, OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
1000V DC or peak AC + up to 6kV transients all ranges.
AC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 200mV to 1000V full scale,
RESOLUTION: 0.1mV, ACCURACY: ± 1% + 2 digits, 45 Hz
to 1kHz, t5% + 5 digits to 5 kHz, INPUT IMPEDANCE:
10mO, OVERLOAD PROTECTION: 1000V DC/750 RMS.
RESISTANCE (7 RANGES): 200 to 20M0 full scale except no
200 range on MX331, RESOLUTION: 0.010 on MX333. 0.10
on MX331, ACCURACY: 0.1% + 1 digit except 0.2°%° on
2000, 1°%a on 2OM0, and 3% on 200 ranges. OVERLOAD
PROTECTION: 500V DC on RMS all ranges plus 2A fuse on
200 range. TEST VOLTAGE: Low power, 0.25V max of
full scale.
DIODE TEST (1 RANGE): Measures forward voltage drop
across diode and transistor junctions at 2mA nominal current.
AC/DC CURRENT (5 RANGES): 2mA to 10A full scale.
RESOLUTION: 1NA, ACCURACY: ± 1.2%t + 1 digit DC.
±2.5% + 1 digit AC, OVERLOAD PROTECTION: 250V 0t
2A all ranges except 10A, max 15A on 10A range.
VARI-PITCH (MX333 ONLY): Variable pitch proportionate to
reading, off at open circuit. Increasing frequency as
resistance approaches "0" on ohms function. Increasing
frequency as input increases on volts and current functions.
RESPONSE: Instantaneous (less than 100 msec.)
LOGI-TRAK (MX333 ONLY): 0-20V range using Hickok SP -7
(not incl.) or other 10:1 scope probe. HI /L0 INDICATION:
High or low audible tone, PULSE INDICATION: Audible
"chirp" plus lighted colon on display, MIN PULSE WIDTH:
5 nsec typical, MAX FREQUENCY: 80 MHz, ACCURACY:
±0.25°/° + 1 digit + probe accuracy INPUT IMPEDANCE:
10MO, INPUT PROTECTION: 300V DC or RMS.
GENERAL: Dimensions: 2.2 x 6. 7x6 in. (5.6x17x15.2 cm);
Weight: 22 oz. (.7 kg): Power: 9V battery (incl.) or Hickok AC
adapter: Battery Life; 200 Hrs. typical, Temperature. 0-50°C
operating, -35 to +60°C storage. INCLUDES. Deluxe
safety test leads, battery, manual and belt clip.

ACCESSORIES

SP -7 10:1 Divider Probe for Logi-Trak Input
TP-20 (C or F) Temperature Probe

$50.75
$72.50

VP -14 RF Probe (0.25V to 40V rms) $50.75
VP -40 40KV DC Probe (0 to 4OKVDC.) $56.00
CC -4 Deluxe Vinyl Carrying Case $23.00
RC -3 AC Adapter $12.50

Circle No. 18 on Reader Service Card.

CHALLENGER 1P
SERIES 2

Ohio Scientific Microcomputer
e NEW program selectable 24X24 char-
acter display or 12X48 character display
(Up to 32X32 or 16X64 with video
monitor)
" NEW sound, music and voice output
via a D/A converter.
" NEW switch selectable audio cassette,
300 baud modem and printer interface

included.NEW easy expansion to colour display,
joy sticks, AC remote control and much
more.
* NEW durable high impact shell over
a solid aluminum RE shielded chassis.
" Self contained personal computer
style keyboard, video display interface,
BASIC in ROM and large system expan-
sion capability.
" 18K total RAM/ROM with 8K of
program workspace, expandable to 32K.

CH' SERIES 2 $697.00
C1P SERIES 2 with 32K RAM
and Mini floppy $1 890.00
NEW COLOUR DISPLAY COMPUTER
C4P 8K RAM $1,040
C4P MF 24K RAM, MINIFLOPPY..... . $2,550
C8P 8K RAM, 8 S1..42117

$1,340
C8P DF 32K RAM, DUAL 8" FLOPPIES

$4,250

 Ontario residents add 7% Sales Tax.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Master Charge or Visa accepted. Shipped
collect by any method you specify.

D.C.B.E LECTRON ICS
333 Denison St. Unit 3, Markham,
Ontario L3R 2Z4 (416) 495-1599

Sink your teeth into that pet project
you've been longing to put the bite on.
Get a pcb from SPECTRUM and let
the power flow.

SPECTRUM ELECTRONICS P.O. BOX 4166 STN D, HAMILTON,
ONTARIO,CANADA, L8V 4L5
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SOLAR CELLS
Energy derived from fossil fuels - the world's major source of energy today - was originally provided by the
sun, converted by photosynthesis with an efficiency of about 0.025%! Compared to modern solar cells, which
have an efficiency around 12%, we're on a real loser with fossil fuels. However, at the moment, they're con-
venient - but they won't always be so.

Here is a short guide to solar cells, their uses and abuses.

WE HAVE ALL become vitally con-
cerned about our energy resources, and
rightfully so. Most people see the energy
crisis in terms of paying more for a tank
of gas, but the implications run much
deeper than that. Just think how many
commodities are based on the oil in-
dustry - the pen I use to write this with
is plastic, the table top is plastic veneer,
even the carpet is synthetic - all made
from petroleum products.

A very large percentage of our busi-
ness trade is in oil -based products eg.
clothing, photography, medicine, and
household goods, to mention just a few.
In fact, Western economies are based so
heavily on oil products that, if anything
suddenly happened to the supply, most
western nations would collapse.

An enormous amount of energy is

radiated by the sun. It is, in fact, our
primary energy source. On a clear day
the Earth receives about one kilowatt of
solar energy per square metre on its sur-
face. About 30% is reflected back into
space, 47% is converted into heat, the
rain cycle uses another 23% (which can
be tapped to provide hydro -electric po-
wer in suitable mountainous areas).
while wind, waves and convection cur-
rents account for about 0.25%.

The remainder, about 0.025% (!),
is stored by photosynthesis in plants.
It is this energy that eventually goes
to make coal, oil and shale oil. The en-
ergy derived from petroleum which we
use so extensively today is the accumu-
lation of this trickle of energy into
photosynthesis over millions of years.
No wonder it's running out!

In fact it has been estimated it would
take six million years of photosynthesis
to provide us with an extra six months
of coal and oil!

Solar energy can be harnessed in
many different ways. Hydro -electric
power is a result of the rain cycle; ther-
mal gradients in tropical oceans have
been used in an experimental generating
station off Cuba as long ago as 1929;
wind power is showing promise with ex-
perimental generating stations using
large windmills and solar collectors have
been devised to capture some of the
heat which would otherwise be re -

radiated and lost, converting it to hot
water for domestic and commercial
heating.

What Solar Cells Offer
Solar cells offer a much brighter future
( . . . pardon the pun) as a source of
electrical energy. Firstly, they provide
energy in a clean, transportable, con-
venient form - electricity. The pre-
dominant source of energy for electrical
generation today comes from fossil
fuels and hydro -electric schemes. A very
few generating schemes use hydro -
thermal energy from natural hot springs.

Secondly, solar cells can provide en-
ergy very close to the point of consump-
tion without requiring the transmission
of energy across a distance or replenish-
ment of fuel. Very handy in isolated
locations.

Thirdly, they're relatively efficient
... and they have a long life.

One shouldn't forget, too, that they
are made from one of the most com-
mon substances on Earth - silicon.

To date, the most extensive use of
solar cells has been in space. They have
been employed as power sources for
satellites for many years. Research
has improved the efficiency of solar
cells over the years, and the position
is likely to improve steadily with con-
tinuing research.

Solar power satellites are currently
being studied (see ETI, Sept. 79). It is
proposed to assemble huge solar cell
arrays in space and beam the energy
back to Earth via a high power micro-
wave transmission, enormous antennas
("rectennas") on Earth converting the
microwave energy directly to electricity
for distribution.

Terrestrial use of solar cells has ex-
panded rapidly in the last few years.
Remote telecommunications installa-
tions seem to be making the greatest use
of the advantages offered. Some radio
amateur VHF repeater stations employ
solar cells to maintain charge in storage
batteries used to power the installation.
They are also used to charge batteries
on ocean-going yachts. So you can see
that hobbyists as well as professionals
have been getting into the act.

Pic 1. An experimental solar panel. This one,
Solarex No. 9994, can deliver 3, 6 and 9
volts at 50 ma. It can be used for powering
small radios such as the one shown, or for
recharging batteries. The mirrored 'wings'
concentrate the sunlight for great efficiencly.

Solar Cell Characteristics
The voltage/current characteristics of a
typical single solar cell are illustrated
in Fig. 1. Power output contours are
also shown.

At low levels (relatively high load
resistance), output from the cell will be
pretty nearly a constant voltage -
around 0.55V to 0.6V - depending on
the amount of energy received. If the
load is increased (by reducing the load
resistance), output current (and load
power) will increase in proportion until
a point is reached where the output
voltage rapidly 'turns over', dropping
sharply if the load resistance is further
decreased. In this region, the load cur-
rent will remain virtually constant.
Maximum power output, for a given
level of energy falling on the cell, occurs
at the 'knee' region of the characteris-
tics.

The performance of a solar cell de-
pends on the spectral distribution, of
the irradiation impinging on it, thus,
the amount of power per unit area
falling on a solar cell is not a measure
of the total irradiation. The term
insolation is used to specify both ,he
amount of power and the spectral dis-
tribution of radiation falling on a solar
cell.

The relative spectral response of a
typical solar cell is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Part of the efficiency loss in solar cells
results from the fact that their spec-
tral response does not match the spec-
tral output of the sun. Further energy is
lost in the unused excess of energy of
the absorbed photons. Conversion effi-
ciencies at an insolation of 1kW/m2
(100mW/cm2) for typical solar cells
ranges between 8% and 12%.
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Figure 1. Typical voltage/current character-
istics of a solar cell. (Sensor Technology, type
C200.

Solar Cell Arrays
The most convenient way to obtain
power from solar cells is to mount a
number of them in a array and connect
them so as to provide a useful voltage
at some convenient current or power
rating. Accordingly, manufacturers
make 'panels' of solar cells, constructed
by encapsulating individual cells in sili-
con resin between two plates of glass,
generally with an extruded aluminum
surround for the edge, with the cells
connected in series. The glass plates are
chemically hardened (tempered) and
made very smooth to reduce the build
up of dust or other residues. This is

especially important where the panels
are used in remote locations.

Since most of the energy falling on
the panels is converted to heat and lost,
the panels have to be able to concuct
the heat away by convection (primarily)
or conduction. Some panels are pro-
vided with a sturdy cast aluminum
frame at the rear which serves as a heat
dissipator for the array.

High temperatures on a solar cell
panel have to be avoided, otherwise
damage may result. Although individual
cells can withstand quite high tempera-
tures before they suffer structural dam-
age, the resin potting compound cannot.
Excessive heat induces strains in the re-
sin, causing it to tear away from the sur-
face of the cell, leaving a gap, and de-
composition of the resin due to ex-
cessive temperatures can cause dis-
colouration. The results of these two
effects combine to attenuate the light
falling on the cell, decreasing its effi-
ciency.

It is important that solar panels are

40

used within the Safe Operating Area
Range (SOAR) given in manufacturers'
data. Most panels are designed so that,
when used singly - for charging a

storage battery, for example - they can-
not be damaged. Series and parallel
connection requires care to avoid ex-
cessive dissipation in particular cells.
Notes on avoiding problems are given a
little later in the article.

Load Considerations
Operating solar cell arrays into a fixed
load resistance is not ideal since, at
different levels of insolation the output
voltage and current will vary and thus
the maximum power output point
varies. Thus, the optimum load resis-
tance should be different for dif-
ferent levels of insolation. If a secon-
dary battery (an accumulator - such as
a lead -acid or nickel -cadmium type) is
used as a load, this problem is largely
overcome.

As an example, let's examine the
characteristics of a typical solar panel
(Fig. 3.). It delivers a maximum power
output of almost 10 watts at a peak in-
solation of 1 kW/m2 into a load resis-
tance of 20 ohms. At half that in-
solation level (500W/m2 ), power in a 20
ohm load would only be 2.9 watts. For
a 12 volt accumulator (see the 'battery
load line'), power delivered to the bat-
tery at peak insolation would be a little
under 10 watts, but at 500W/m2 inso-
lation it would be 4.8 watts.

For this reason, solar panels are
manufactured with the correct num-
ber of cells to charge a (nominal) 12V
storage battery (33 in the MSP23A20).
The solar cells are able to work at near -
optimum efficiency and the storage bat-
teries can provide peak demands of the
power -consuming equipment and bridge
overcast periods and night time when
the panel receives little or no energy.

Series Connection Of Solar Cells
Any number of solar cells may be
connected in series to give a desired out-
put voltage. There are however, some
points to remember. If all but one of
the cells are in shadow, the irradiated
cell will not be able to overcome the
barrier potentials of the shadowed
cells (since all their barrier poten-
tials are in series) and no current will
flow. Taking that a little further, suffi-
cient cells in a solar array must receive
irradiation so that the barrier potentials
of the remaining cells can be overcome.
In the extreme case, what happens when
only one cell in an array does not re-
ceive sufficient irradiation? The irra-
diated cells will then force a current
though it and the cell will develop a
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Figure 2. Relative spectral response of a

solar cell. Efficiency would be better if
the response matched the Sun's output
more closely.

reverse voltage across it and thus dissi-
pate power. The actual dissipation will
depend on the amount of shadowing.
If the irradiance to shadowed cell in-
creases, the power dissipated will
increase as more current will be able to
flow through it, but until the cell can
produce the same current as the others
- by receiving the same irradiation -
it will remain reverse-baised.

The maximum dissipation of a

cell is limited by its area. As a guide,
the dissipation should be less than the
maximum power received at an insola-
tion of 1kW/m2. For example, if the
area of one cell is 26 cm2 the maximum
dissipation is 2.6W. For the Sensor
Tech. C200 (characteristics given in
Fig. 1.), which has an area of 20cm2,
maximum dissipation is 2.0W.

An effective way of limiting the
dissipation is to place a protection
diode across each cell to short out any
reverse voltage across the cell. This is a
rather expensive solution and is unnes-
sary if the cells are used to charge
a battery as the constant voltage charac-
teristic of the battery will limit the
maximum voltage which can be deve-
loped across any one cell. This is ano-
ther reason why solar panels are de-
signed to feed a storage battery. If how-
ever, several panels are connected in
series a protection diode must be con-
nected across each panel to limit the
maximum reverse logic.

Parallel Connection
If cells are connected in parallel to
supply a higher current the voltage
across each cell will obviously be the
same. However if one cell receives
less insolation than the others, the
shadowed cell will be biased into its
forward region and current will be
forced through it from the other cells
receiving full insolation.

In the worst case one cell in a paral-
lel -connected array will be shadowed

Continued on page 71
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If you're looking for trouble,
you came to the right place.

( (.

When you're testing circuitry,
you need the best trouble-
shooter around: The AP Test Clip.

It's made with a
narrow nose
shape that
allows for easy
attachment on
high density
boards. Nail -
head pins
that keep
probe hooks
from sliding
off ends. Open
nose design that per-
mits probe tip access
to DIP leads. And
a contact comb that fits
between DIP leads, eliminating
any possibility of shorts. All these
little design differences add up
to the ultra -reliable, safe, quick
DIP troubleshooting you need.

ti1 1

r r ra-f,111

You can buy AP Test Clips in
22 standard or connector -
compatible models in 11 sizes.
(They're also available with

long, head-
less test lead
pins for at-
tachment to
AP jumper
cable assem-

TC 40
blies.) And
every one is
made with
highest
quality
engineering -
and industrial -
grade mater-

ials for long life and reliability.
So don't go looking for trouble
until you've contacted your AP
PRODUCTS distributor and
ordered AP Test Clips - the best
little troubleshooters around.

A P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
1359 West Jackson Street
Painesville, Ohio 44077
1216) 354-2101
Circle No. 23 on Reader Service Card.

Call the A P PRODUCTS
distributor nearest you.

ALBERTA:
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Calgary, (403) 287-0520
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Edmonton, (403) 454-5254
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Red Deer, (403) 346-2088

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Kamloops, (604) 372-3338
ANCRONA
Vancouver, (604) 324-0505
ACTIVE COMPONENTS SALES CORP.
Vancouver, (604) 438-5545
INTEK ELECTRONICS LTD.
Vancouver, (604) 324-6831
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Vancouver, (604) 291-1441
HYGRADE RADIO LTD.
Victoria, (604) 385-2411

MANITOBA:
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Winnipeg, (204) 786-8481
W.E.S. LTD.
Winnipeg, (204) 683-1260

NOVA SCOTIA:
F. JACKSON ELECTRONICS
Armdale, (902) 876-2920

ONTARIO:
JAI ENTERPRISES
Brantford, (519) 759-6011
SAYNOR ELECTRONICS LTD.
Don Mills, (416) 445-2340
ACTIVE COMPONENTS SALES CORP.
Downsview, (416) 663-5563
SEMAD ELECTRONICS
Downsview, (416) 663-5650
B & R COMMUNICATIONS
Dresden, (519) 683-6147
A-1 ELECTRONICS
Islington, (416) 231-4331
ORION ELECTRONICS
Kitchener, (519) 576-9902
C. M. PETERON
London, (519) 434-3204
ACTIVE COMPONENTS SALES CORP.
Ottowa, (613) 820-9471
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALERS CO., LTD.
Ottowa, (613) 746-4413
AUDIO SERVICE CENTRE, INC.
Thunder Bay, (807) 345-7334
ARKON ELECTRONICS
Toronto, (416) 868-1315
EXCELTRONIX COMPONENTS &

COMPUTING INC.
Toronto, (416) 921-5295
WATERLOO ELECTRONICS SUPPLY LTD.
Waterloo, (519) 745-9421
GENERAL ELECTRONICS
Willowdale, (416) 221-6174

QUEBEC:
ACTIVE COMPONENTS SALES CORP.
Montreal, (514) 731-7441
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALERS CO. LTD.
Montreal, (514) 769-8861
IRISCO DU QUEBEC INC.
Quebec, (418) 647-4422
J.L. ORDINATEUR LTEE.
Rimouski, (418) 724-6800
PRODUIT ELECTRONIQUES EN GROS

(ST JEAN) CIE. LTEE.
St. Jean, (514) 348-4961, 861-5217
PRODUIT ELECTRONIQUES ELKEL LTEE.
Trois-Rivieres, (819) 378-5457

SASKATCHEWAN:
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Regina, (306) 525-1317
CAM-GARD SUPPLY LTD.
Saskatoon, (306) 652-6424

FOR MAIL ORDER CALL:
(416) 921-5295
(514)731-7441
(519) 432-8625
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and the rest will receive full light. All
the energy from the irradiated cells will
be dissipated in the shadowed cell and it
will heat up. For this reason individual
cells should not be connected in
parallel.

When solar panels, or chains of
series -connected cells are connected in
parallel, the dissipation in a shadowed
panel will be equally divided between
each of its cells.

Solar Panels In Series & Parallel
For higher voltages and higher cur-
rents a number of solar panels can be
connected in a series -parallel combin-
ation. To limit the dissipation in any
panel a matrix is used as shown. With
the MPS 23A20 panel, for example, the
matrix must be three series by two
parallel. Protection diodes are still re-
quired across each panel to limit the dis-
sipation in individual cells; Fig. 4. shows
how.

Figure 4. Matrix connection of a solar panel
to imporve output. Note protection diodes.

Pic 2. Motorola's MSP23A20 solar module
can produce 20 Watts of peak power. Dim-
entions are 355x660mm.

Figure 3.Characteristics of Philip ' 3PX47A solar panel.
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SILICON SOLAR CELL -
HOW IT WORKS
A SOLAR CELL can be
considered as a large -area silicon
diode. Because it consists of a
p -n junction, the junction will
have a barrier potential associated
with it (harking back to your
diode theory) when no radiation
falls on the cell. There will be an
excess of electrons on the n -side
of the junction (supplied by
donor atoms from the doping
material), some of which will
diffuse across into the low
electron density region on the A-
side of the junction. This
diffusion leaves ionised donor
atoms ('holes') which create a

positive space charge in the n -

region close to the junction. The
electrons which diffuse into the
p -region will find acceptor atoms
and will no longer be free to roam.
This creates a negative space
charge near the junction. That's
how the barrier potential comes
about. But, you won't be able to
measure it.

The barrier potential, VB, can
be thought of as a contact
potential. If contacts are made to
the p -region and the n -region
(with the same metal) and a high

Q contact grid

n - type silicon

junction

p- type silicon

Cutaway view of a typical solar cell.

impedance voltmeter connected,
no voltage will be measured. The
contact potentials will cancel.
Looking at the diagram, with no
light falling on the cell, VB will
typically be -0.7 V, VC1 +0.5 V
and VC2 +0.2 V. Hence, you
won't read a thing on the meter.

If the cell is now irradiated
with light, electron -hole pairs will
be generated in the junction
region, separated by the field
associated with VB, the holes
being forced to the p -side and

0 contact

the electrons to the n -side. i.e.:
they move across the junction.
Consequently, the barrier
potential will fall considerably, to
say 0.1 V!

However, the p -contact will
then be at a potential 0.6 V above
that of the n -contact. Now, you
can measure this! With sufficient
irradiation, electrons charge
across the junction from the
p -region to the n -region - via
a load and round again if you
want the solar cell to do work.

VC1

Thus, convential current flow will
be from the p -contact (which
becomes the positive terminal)
to the n -contact via a load. The
maximum current obtainable is
approximately proportional to
the level of irradiance and the
area of the cell.

Conversion efficiency of solar
cells ranges between 8% and 15%,
typically 10-12%, under a

standard solar irradiance of 1 kW/
m2 (100 mW/cm2). It is limited
by three main factors: firstly,
only part of the Sun's available
spectrum is used: second, the
absorbed photons have an unused
excess of energy and lastly, some
of the electron -hole pairs created
are lost through recombination.

Representation of a solar cell
showing the contact and barrier
potentials. VB falls considerably
when light falls on the junction.
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Continued on page 71.



THE PICTURES ON OUR
SCREEN CAN...

SAVE YOU TIME!
SAVE YOU MONEY!
SPEED REPAIRS!

Mfg] L<<crninimii« i)[*

APPLICABLE TO ALL ELECTRONICS

Computers/Peripherals
Telephones/Microwave
Radio and Television
Business Machines
Aircraft and Missies
Electronic Controls
Radar
Medical Electronics
Video Games
Vending Machines
Process Controls
Automotive Electronics
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HUNTIRON TRACKER
A unique troubleshooting instrument
designed especially for service and
repair of solid state devices and cir-
cuits,.

TESTS "IN -CIRCUIT"
Accurate, effective, in -circuit testing
with shunt resistances as low as 10
ohms.
CURRENT LIMITED
Testing circuits within the instrument
protect devices from damage through
an inverse application of voltage and
current.
TESTABLE ELECTRONICS
Huntron Tracker will test a broad range
of discrete sold state components and
IC'S:

Diodes and diodes back-to-back
Transistors of all types
LED'S...display optics
PETS and JI-FET'S
Op amps
Seleniums, Zeners; Unijunctions
IC packages:

Digital oranalog
Hybrids or monolithics
DTL-TTL RTL ECL
MOS and C-MOS
RAM-ROM-PROM-EROM

Electrolytics
Gate control switches

TESTS ANALOG OR DIGITAL
CIRCUITS
Fully applicable to either, Huntron
Tracker is exceptionally useful in
troubleshooting POWER SUPPLIES in
the lower impedance ranges.

REAL AID TO TECHNICIANS OF ALL
LEVELS
Beginning and trainee level technicials
quickly begin to improve output and
work. flow. Top technicians couple past
experience with unique concepts to
find and repair the really tough pro-
blems with greater ease and less
headaches.
CUT COST...SPEED REPAIRS
Our customers report cost savings of
30...40...50%. Turnaround times can be
shortened.

Exclusive Canadian Distributors:

CYPRUS PRODUCTS INC.
7117 TISDALL ST., VANCOUVER, B.C. V6P 3N2

(604) 327-8814
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sindair Multimeters
Repeatable Quality at Unrepeatable Prices!
Take advantage of this super special offer of
professional quality DMMs.

Telephone Orders (416) 787-1448
r \

DM235

$69.95
PDM35
Hand-held 3/ digit LED Multimeter
1% basic DCV Accuracy
16 ranges: DC/AC Volts. DC Current, Ohms.
Resolution 1mV / 0.1nA / lohm
Ranges to 1000V / 100mA / 10M
Battery operated (PP3) or AC Adaptor
Complete with test leads and carrying pouch

$109.95 r
Bench/Portable 3' digit LED Multimeter

/
0.5% basic DCV Accuracy
21 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms
Resolution 1mV / 1NA / lohm
Ranges to 1000V / 1A / 20M
Battery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete with test leads

r ~loll
.

r
$194.95

DM350
Bench/Portable 31/2 digit LED Multimeter
0.1% basic DCV Accuracy
34 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms
Resolution 100jV / 1nA / 0.lohms
Ranges to 1200V / 10A / 20M
Battery operated (4 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete with test leads

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

 ----

D M450
Bench/Portable 41/2 digit LED Multimeter
0.05% basic DCV Accuracy
34 ranges: DC and AC Volts and Current, Ohms
Resolution 10NV / 0.1nA / 0.01 ohms
Ranges to 1200V / 10A / 20M
Battery operated 14 'C' cells) or AC Adaptor
Complete with test leads

$239.95

90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL METERS!
please send me

PDM35 Hand-held DMM @ $69.95 S
DM235 Bench/Portable DMM @$109.95 S
DM350 Bench/Portable DMM @$194.95 S
DM450 Bench/Portable DMM @$239.95 $
AC Adaptor for PDM35 @ $14.95 S
AC Adaptor for DM235 @ $14.95 S
AC Adaptor for DM350 @ $14.95 S
AC Adaptor for DM450 @ $14.95 S CITY PROV CODE 1

Leatherette case PDM35 @ $9.95 $
Carry case DM235, 350, 450 @ $32.95 $ SEND TO: GLADSTONE ELECTRONICS

Shipping/Handling at single rate per order: $ 5.00' 1736 Avenue Rd. Toronto M5M 3Y7Ontario residents add 7% Sales Tax: TOTAL$ 1

SPECIAL PRICING AVAILABLE AT SINCLAIR DISTRIBUTORS COAST -TO -COAST 1

I enclose
 Cheque Money Order OMaster Charge Visa
(Allow 2 - 3 weeks clearance time for personal cheques)
Credit Card No. Exp. Date
NAME

STREET 1

J
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POWER SUPPLY
Whether you need a lab power supply, a CB or ham base station power supply or a car battery charger, this
project from Ashley Kimber is about the simplest solution you can find.

THIS CIRCUIT was originally sub-
mitted to us by Ashley Kimber. We
liked it so much we subsequently
decided to build one ourselves.

The power supply's main virtue is

that it gives excellent variable perfor-
mance at high current with only one IC.
Only a minimum of additional parts are
required to get it going. The power
supply is capable of delivering 5A
at voltages from 5 to 24V. The IC is
protected against both current and
thermal overloads.

Mr. Kimber claims this to be a 'Mur-
phy Proof' power supply. We have to
agree.

Construction
The circuit is quite straight forward and
consequently there is no PCB. If you
feel that 5A is too hefty for your
purposes, you might consider IC1's
smaller brother, the uA78G. This IC
costs considerably less and will deliver
1 amp into a load.

Start construction by locating the
major components, T1, C1, IC1 (and
heatsink), RV1, and M1. IC1s heatsink
should be mounted with its fins orien-
ted vertically for maximum cooling.
Connections should be made with wire
no thinner than 18 gauge.

The smaller components can be
attached to their larger brothers and
the wiring completed.

IC1 comes in a T03 case with four
pins. The heatsink should be drilled
to accomodate the extra pins. Make the
holes large enough to slip insulating
tubing over the connections. The heat -
sink you use will be largely decided by
the intended application. High cur-
rent, low voltage operation will require
a larger heatsink than other modes.

In general, IC1 should not be called
upon to sink more than 50W. If this is
the case, reducing the input voltage will
keep the device running cooler.

IC1 requires no insulation from the
heatsink. However, make sure you use
an adequate amount of silicon grease
between it and the heatsink; this baby
can get hot!
Using It
After assembling all components check
your wiring carefully, in particular make
sure that the connections to IC1 are not
shorted to ground.

If all is well, plug the power supply

120V AC

Note: IC1 is uA78GKC

Fig.1. The circuit of the power supply.

Fig.2. Additional arrangement when using the
power supply as a battery charger.

7A

1N3880R

. . BATTERY
TO BE
CHARGED

in and turn it on. Rotating RV1 should
cause the output to vary between 5 and
24VDC. The output should drop to zero
shortly after power is removed.

This power supply also makes a
useful battery charger. If you plan to
use it for this purpose, the circuit
in Fig. 2. should be incorporated
to prevent damage to the battery or the
power supply in the event of an impro-
per connection.

HOW IT WORKS
The 18 VAC output from f1 is rectified
by BR1 and filtered by Cl and C2. R1 is
used as a bleeder to drain Cl when power
has been removed.

The unregulated DC is then applied to
pin 1 of ICI and the regulated output
appears at pin 2. RV1 is used as a poten-
tial divider to provide feedback to pin 3.
No matter what RV1 is set at, ICI will
endeavour to keep the voltage at RV1's
wiper at 5V. Consequently the closer the
wiper is to ground, the higher the output
voltage.

C3 is used as a bypass capacitor to im-
prove transient response.

If you use the circuit as a battery
charger, some form of protection against
reverse connection is required. If a battery
is improperly connected to the circuit in
Fig. 2. (ie: positive to ground), the diode
will conduct and put a complete short
across the battery. Under these conditions,
the fuse will blow and effectively remove
the battery from the circuit.
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Resistors
R1 3k3

Capacitors
Cl 2 300u
C2 1u0
C3 100n

PARTS LIST

5%, W

electrolytic
tantalum
polyester

Potentiometers
RV1 1k 2W

Semiconductors
BR1 200V 6A
IC1 uA 78GKC
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If you
need:

printed circuit
boards and
connectors

drafting aids
*breadboards
PCB chemicals
Electronic chemicals

send for our
complete catalogue
today!

Miscellaneous
T1 24V 5A
M1 30V panel meter
F1 1A
SW1 toggle switch
case (254 x 178 x 100mm), binding, posts,
heatsink, line cord, fuse holders, hardware,
etc.

P.C. PRODUCTS
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Please send me a copy of your I njectorall Catalogue and Price List.
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Address
City
Prov. Postal Code

omnitronix ltd. rr
2056 TRANS CANADA HWV
DORVAL, QUE. H9P 2N4
Tel: (514) 683-6993

UNIT 7, 6295 SHAWSON DRIVE
MISSISSAUGA, ONT. L5T 1H4
Tel: (416) 678-7170
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Inside and rear view of our
foolproof power supply.
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Our new 1980 catalogue lists circuit boards for all your
projects, from good old Veroboard through to specialised

boards for ICs. And we've got accessories, module sys-

tems, cases and boxes - everything you need to give your
equipment the quality you demand. For your free copy
circle no. 16 on Reader Service Card.

10 ELECTRONIC PACKAGING SYSTEMS LIMITED
vv Retail Department

P.O. Box 481, Kingston, Ontario K7L 4W5.
Telephone: (613) 384-1142.

Dealers invited. Circle no. 4 on Reader Service Card.
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10 to 30 MHz oscilloscopes with more
performance
and reliability

than you
ever thought

possible.

It's easy to see why LEADER
oscilloscopes are now specified more
than ever. More performance and
quality for less cost ... with immediate
deliveries from stocking
distributors. They come with
the best two-year warranty in the
industry... backed by efficient
factory service .

A full -range of reliable,
medium bandwidth

oscilloscopes.
LEADER's oscilloscope line includes 11
models, single and dual trace versions,
for bench or field use. All models offer
comprehensive triggering controls, TTL
compatible Z-axis modulation, front
panel trace alignment control and
convenient, color -keyed front panel
layout. Probes are furnished with most
oscilloscopes and options include probe
pouches, carrying cases, front panel
covers and rack mounting adapters.

30 MHz delayed sweep -
NE

LBO -515B is a compact, precision
oscilloscope at a moderate price. Using
a PDA 4 -inch CRT with parallax -free
internal graticule, it features 5 mV
sensitivity and delayed sweep for
viewing and measuring complex
waveforms. Also has 120 ns signal
delay, trigger hold -off and x -y
operation at full sensitivity.

30 MHz with signal
delay - $1585.

LBO -520 combines a 11.7 ns rise time
with 5 mV sensitivity and 120 ns signal

The
surprisi

leader.
delay lines. Has single shot triggering,
X10 sweep magnifier and bright, sharp
PDA CRT Triggers to 50 MHz.

20 MHz dual and single
trace - $1100., $865.

LBO -508A and
LBO -507A give you
versatility at low cost.
Rise time is 17.5 ns
with 1 Mfg (35 pFd)
input impedance.

20 MHz battery/ac
portable - $1350.

LBO -308S provides lab performance
and high reliability in field service

applications. Sensitivity is 2 mV
with a complete set of triggering
controls and 18 sweep ranges to
0.1 us/div. with X5 magnifier.
Compact, lightweight with 3 -inch

rectangular, internal graticule CRT.
(Optional 2 hour internal battery pack is
recharged during ac operation.)

Two-year warranty.
Evaluation units.

A history of high reliability permits
LEADER to provide a generous 2 -year
warranty. . backed by factory service.
Call or write for:

an evaluation
a catalogue
the name or your

nearest franchised
distributor

additional information

scilloscopes, frequency counters
function generators, video and
audio instruments...a LEADER

instrument for almost every need.

10 MHz with 1 mV
sensitivity - $895.

LBO -514 has both vertical and
horizontal X5 magnifiers. Sensitivity
is from 1 mV/cm to 10 V/cm. Sweep
speeds from 0.2 s/cm to 0.1 us/cm.
Auto or normal triggering. Z-axis
modulation. (Single trace version,
LBO -513, $775.1

Automatic or external
triggering, X5 sweep
magnifier, 10 mV/cm osensitivity and add/
subtract modes.

When Quality Counts

LEADER
Instruments Corporation

REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY:

omnitronix ltd..I*'1;
2056 Trans Canada Hwy.
Dorval, Quebec.
H9P 2N4
(514) 683-6993
Telex: 05-822692

Unit 7, 6295 Shawson Dr.
Mississauga, Ontario.
L5T 1H4
(416) 678-7170
Telex: 06-968653



Specials
From ETI,

Specially ForYou
$3.95

$3.95

Hobby Projects

A compendium of over twenty-five projects
that we've never published in the magazine.
All Hobby circuits use readily available
components, making these the ideal project
for the novice and experienced constructor
alike. Projects include Tantrum preamp
control unit, Starburst light show, Shark
game, LED Tachometer and 21 more!

Electronic Circuit Design
Why be a slave to someone else's circuit
design when you can design your own?
Electronic Circuit Design contains over twelve
articles covering such diverse topics as digital
electronics, op amps, temperature control,
SCRs and more! A 'must' for anyone
interested in Electronic Circuit Design.
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If you would like more information on the products or
services mentioned in the advertisements:

1 Fill in the attached card with your name,
address, etc.
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The Eyes Have It
JOSI IS ONE of the few practicing
witches around these days. That, and I
think she's a communist. Used to be a
Methodist. I don't hold it against her,
though; I used to be an alchemist. Poli-
tics makes strange bedfellows and
usually gets one of them pregnant in
time.

Her primary concern these days
seems to be in keeping her paranoia
down to a manageable hugeness. "I'm
being watched," she was saying the
other night, "Like, I get that feeling all
the time now."

"Ya, I get that feeling a lot too. Like
the other day at the airport wearing that
vampire outfit ..."

"It's more than just that," she

intoned, (and here I was thinking she
was intone deaf), "I think the govern-
ment has, y'know, a file on me or
somethin'." Her voice dropped to a

whisper. 'I think they've got a tap on
my phone."

"How do you know?" I whispered
back. The walls had ears. Also several
noses. She had really weird wallpaper.

"I can hear voices when I pick up the
receiver."

"What're they sayin'?"
"I dunno. It's hard to make out,

y'know ... "
"What do you think they're sayin?"
"It sounds like; 'Hey, Joe, she's

talkin' again. Turn on the tape re-
corder.' "

I pondered this momentarily. "Yes,
it sounds like somebody's tapped your
phone. Or they think you're Margaret
Trudeau."

"Ya. And another thing. There's this
great humungeous lens stickin' outa the
window across the lane, lookin' right at
my place."

"Is that the place out back?" I

inquired.
"Ya."
"That's Max's dive." Max is my

neighbour. A wee bit abnormal, Max is.
If you come by at about six in the

WHAT'S
ON
Steve Rimmer looks at TV surveillance equipment.

morning, you might catch him out in
the yard with a Black and Decker drill
and a big box of bit extenders searching.
for oil. "Is this here lens about - oh,
yea big around and attached to an old
grey TV camera that looks like it was
used to shoot the Milton Berle show?"

"Uh, ya." she said "Does this mean
Max works for the heat?"

"No, Max swiped that outa my
garage about a month ago. If you were
to do your sunbathing on the other side
of your roof for a few days, I'm sure
he'd put it back." The mighty mind of
Max had finally brought peeping Toms
into the electronic age.

As night fell, and,the windows of the
neighbourhood began to dance with
the flickering of 25" colour consoles,
she began to suggest that I really didn't
believe that she was being checked out
by the powers that be. Clearly, this was
untrue. After all, we are all under
surveillance. Or, didn't you realize that
either? You see, for every two of us,
there is one of them. And for every
two of them, there is one them -them, to
keep them honest. And then there are
even tighter elites of triple-thems and
quad-ruple-thems, penta-thems, and de-
ca-thems, finally all answerable to the
national head snoop. I'll leave you to
figure out who that is.

Now, you may be thinking that, if
all this is true, our civil liberties are
being invaded, our human rights dis-
patched, 1984 has surely come and
we are no longer names but just num-
bers. There are bugs in our bedrooms
and we have no secrets. Shortly the in-
formation will be used to run out lives.
Well, it's nothing to really get bent out
of shape over. The move is purely
economic, not social. It's not a plot, or
a scheme.

It's a government make-work project
(so it'll never actually do anything).

Surveillance Video
Those big, two-colour signs that read,
"Warning! These Premises Protected

Electronically!", with a picture of a

long-haired fellow getting busted,
sketched behind the lettering ... yes,
they really strike fear into the hearts of
would-be crooks and other little nasties.
Check it out; it's two in the morning,
and two bearded undesirables, probably
on drugs, (one is probably Max) are
prowling around the periphery of the
establishment of a respectable local
businessman. Knowing that his wife's
in Florida and he's downtown trolling
the bars, they can be pretty sure that
the place is unguarded. They begin
investigating possible places of entry.
Then they notice . . . the sign. Sud-
denly, they begin to tremble in their
North Star joggers. Their palms get,
sweaty. Their faces become ashen pale .
... not easy to see through shoe polish.
They begin to whisper about the argus-
eyed, unsleeping, sentinel within and
the virtual impossibility of escaping its
steely gaze. Their nerve disappears into
the cracks of the parking lot. They
huddle transfixed, realization dawning
upon them that, once again, their vile
and nefarious lives have been thwarted
by the hand of truth, clean living and
marital infidelity.

Fortunately, one of them notices
that the brand name on the sign is a
phony. Ya, the old man would be too
cheap to pop for a surveillance system.
All he bought was a couple of these
signs from a mail order place in Ver-
mont. Their nerve returns and they
clean the place out. I do so love happy
endings.

The first rule of surveillance is that
you can't bluff people like this any
more. You have to have equipment,
even if you don't have it hooked up.

Surveillance systems begin, naturally
enough, with surveillance cameras. Ten
or fifteen years ago, these would have
been simply "general purpose" vidicon
types, designed for everything from
guarding the family jewels to filming
high school drama classes. However,
over the span of time, they have evolved
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COLUMN
into quite sophisticated, dedicated in-
struments. One of the big advances
has been the introduction of a new type
of pick-up tube, called the Newvicon,
replacing the Vidicon in many appli-
cations. There should be a chart around
here somewhere, showing the relative
sensitivity of this tube as compared to a
standard Vidicon. Not only can it deal
with much less light but its spectral
response is considerably different, with
a shift toward the infrared. This means
that it can "see" areas of heat, even in
the absence of visible light. It can
operate in as little as 0.05 footcandles
of light, as opposed to about one
footcandle for the standard tube.

Panasonic's WV -1000A series magic
eyes are illustrative of this generation
of systems and they're illustrated in Fig.
1. The lower one is a Newvicon type.
Aside from these two, there is also a
1000AD model, the "D" standing for,
yes friends, dummy. The AD model has
considerably less sensitivity to light than
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A comparison of the spectral sensitivities
of standard videocons and Panasonic's
Newvicon.

do its functioning counterparts, but this
is at least partially compensated for by
its substantially lower power consump-
tion. It comes with a choice of three
types of pick-ups; Vidicon tube, New-
vicon tube or inner tube. It is supposed
to deter our friends with the klepto
complexes of a few paragraphs back ...
although the dummy sign was too.

In many applications, the cameras
are installed in the splendid exterior
vastness of the true North, strong and
twenty below. If left to their own
devices, most of which say right on their
spec sheets they don't work below
freezing, they would soon close their
little glass eyes and do some heavy
hibernation 'till spring. These being the
just and righteous facts (brothers), the
manufacturers on high, or whatever
they get on to think these things up,
devised some pretty elaborate environ-
mental enclosures to seal the cameras up
in. These range from simple boxes with
glass fronts to one of my favourites,
illustrated in Fig.3., which has built-
in thermostat to control its internal fan
and heater, a sun shield, defroster, and .

... get this ... a teeny, tiny windshield

/f/!//1/ f/////

Fig.1. Two typical surveillance cameras.
The one on top is a WV -1000A and the
one below, the WV 1050A, is a Newvicon unit

wiper. It also has a big mother heavy-
duty support structure, because it
weighs about thirty pounds empty.

Actually, these enclosures suggest
one of the few practical applications for
surveillance video in the average home
. . . unless of course you're excessively
paranoid and want a camera to eye the
silver or the cookie jar. Many pool
owners hang a few in with the bug

Fig.2. How to keep
your camera happy.
This enclosure for
Panasonic has provisions
for a tilt/pan mechanism,
wiper unit, heater/
defroster and a sunshield.

zappers and plastic Japaness>s lanterns so
as to be able to keep an eye on the kids
without having to stay glued to the sun -
deck. The monitor can be couched in
the kitchen, den, or other conditioned
locale. The versatility of the system can
be further enhanced by adding a PA,
with the mike beside the monitor. With
this, you can scream "Marcia. Stop
throwing the cat off the diving board.
You know it gets caught in the filters ..
.!" without leaving your chair.
Switchers
In the more sophisticated - i.e. expen-
sive -surveillance systems where there
might be two diving boards and any
number of cats . . . and more to the
point, great seething hordes of battle -
weary, hard-bitten cameras, dealing with
the signals produced by the electronic
eyes may be far more demanding than
the actual production thereof. If a large
area is to be covered, several dozen
cameras may be involved. If the number
of personnel required to watch the out-
puts of these things is to be kept within
the confines of economic practicality
. . . after all, there's no point in having
surveillance if it costs more than any-
one could reasonably rip off . , some
method of compressing the number of
lines in must be found. Alternately,

some of the human functions must be
relegated to non -humans. That's mac-
hines, as opposed to the Liberal party.

The most practical way of reducing,
say, a dozen images into three or four
monitors is by using time division multi-
plexing. If you're not trying to confuse
someone, this means that you look at
one picture for awhile, and then at
another, and then at the next one and
so on. The techniques for doing this ...
it seems simple enough now but it won't
in another minute or two ... are largely
dependent upon the type of surveillance
and the desired coverage involved. How-
ever, all have the common aspect of a
device called a switcher.

A very simple type of switcher can
be seen in the WV -900 monitor, in Fig.
4. It is comprised of the three buttons
on the right side of the set, just below
the power switch. The set has three, in-
stead of just one, inputs, and the
buttons allow the operator to select
which one will be shown. This arrange-
ment is elegantly compact but leads to a
few hassles. It requires that the hairy

Fig.3. The Panasonic WV -900 CCTV monitor
has facilities for monitoring up to 3 cameras.

brute watching the box either sits very
close to the screen, which taxes the
eyes and blurs the brain even more
than watching TV for eight hours a
night usually would, or keep moving
back and forth to change "channels".
Humans, being a relatively lazy lot when
not themselves under surveillance, one
might expect that many operators
would leave the thing switched into one
line for extended periods of time with
the result that portions of the protected
area are, in fact, not protected at all. A
sad state of affairs, this. Someone could
come and steal the other two cameras.

One solution to this is the external
video switcher which can be mounted
in a rack conveniently located chair -
side. This can be the same rack where
you mount the PA for screaming at
the kids, if you still have an aquatic
application in mind. Switchers come in
denominations of six and twelve input
lines and by grouping these together,
any number of inputs can be handled.
They also come in both passive and
active designs. The passive ones, which
are relatively cheap, are simply sets of
switches in metal cases. The active
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systems contain buffer amps, which per-
mit the inputted lines to be looped out
again, to be sent on to other devices for
additional processing. We'll get to that
in the fullness of time.

The manual switchers still have one
major drawback in common with the
simple, set -mounted switcher discussed
a moment ago ... this being that they
require a manual (or womanual) with
sufficient motivation to keep switching
them. Fortunately, the technology that
produced the self -scanning CB and the
electronic roulette wheel have made
even this gruelling physical exertion un-
necessary. It is no longer necessary to
hire people with the dexterity to
operate the buttons for we now have
automatic switchers. Even a gorilla can
use one.

The present approach to automatic
switchers has turned up quite a clever
bunch of machines. The WJ-507A is an
example of one of these. It accepts up
to ten inputs, and automatically
switches each one to its output, pre-
sumably to be fed to a monitor, for
a period of between one and thirty se-
conds. Red LEDs indicate which line is
up at any given moment. It is possible
to switch any of the lines out of the se-
quence. If there is no video on one or
more of the inputs, the machine can
leave these lines out and skip along un-
til if finds a picture. The sequencer also
has a second, "spot", output and it is

possible to switch any line so that it
shows up continuously on this spot
monitor, as well as being included in the
switching sequence. One can also get a
version of it that has a built-in alarm.
When an external trigger switch, like a
wired door -mat or window, electric eye
or a doppler detector, is set off, the
switcher automatically goes into spasms
and locks onto the camera which is

looking at the location of the disturbed
sensor. It also starts to scream like
Jimmy at Billy. Once the trouble has
been found, the system can be reset.

Automatic switchers are usually
designed to be interfaced with a time
lapse video recorder, of which we will
speak at length presently. As such,
they also produce a trigger pulse every
time they change lines, which is used to
start the recorder.

Automation
As mentioned earlier, there is consider-
able interest in having electronics do a
lot of the monitoring in surveillance
applications. First of all, hardware is
cheaper than employees and rarely gets
involved in labour disputes. It doesn't
get sleepy and miss things and it doesn't
get lazy. It also requires considerably

less space than would a human operator.
Probably the most sophistacated

electronic monitoring device is the auto-
matic motion detector, such as the
Vicon V222MD. These systems used to
be fairly primitive, employing a photo
cell in a suction cup which stuck onto
the surface of the monitor CRT. The
photo cell was part of an adjustable bal-
anced bridge. When something moved in
the picture, presuming it was, in fact,
directly beneath the photo cell at the
time, the brightness of the image
changed, which in turn, upset the bridge
and rang an alarm. This, of course, also
happened when the suction cup lost its
vacuum and fell off the screen.

The newer detectors, such as the
Vicon, are all solid state and don't have
any suction cups at all. (No, and they
don't attach the photo cell with tape;
there isn't one of those either). The cir-
cuitry in thé detector superimposes one
or two "windows" over the image and
scans these areas continuously. The size
of the windows can be adjusted to cover
any part of the picture. The area inside
the windows must remain at a constant
brightness level, within 2%, or the thing
throws a fit.

Another problem with human opera-
tors is in having to keep track of what
they're watching, especially when the
bells and buzzers start going off. The
solution to this is the automatic time
generator, which superimposes the time,
date, and even a stop -watch function,
on the screen. This one, built by FOR -A
Manufacturing, is seen here keeping
track of a city, lest someone should
swipe a building.

This Company also builds a video
switcher which superimposes a title
on the screen, so that each line can
come with its own on -screen identifi-
cation. It might be possible to interface
this with V icon motion detector's alarm
alarm circuit so that it will display "Pv-
don me. We appear to be experiencing
a robbery, " in the event that the de-
tector is set off.

Lastly, we come to the monitors
themselves , and the video recorder.
The basic monitors are very similar to
to regular video monitors. The excep-
tion is usually in that they have a
provision for underscanning. In most
video displays, the picture actually ex-
tends beyond the edges of the tube, in
order to compensate for the possible
eventual shrinkage of the raster. In a

new set, about twenty percent of the
picture can get lost under the little
plastic escutcheon around the periphery
of the mighty orb. In a surveillance
application this would be something of
a drag if a plot was being hatched some -

For more sophisticated systems, icon
Industries offers a modular series that allows
mixing of monitors, switches, motion
detectors and more.

where in this twenty percent. Thus, the
raster is always adjustable so as to per-
mit the operator to make it smaller than
the screen itself, rendering a slightly re-
duced view, perhaps, but one which
takes in everything the camera sees.

More sophistacated, perhaps, are the
monitoring systems, such as the Vicon
920 and 931 series, which allow the op-
erator to feed back to the camera. The
monitoring console is provided with
servo controls which actuate motors
driving the camera's zoom, focus, aper-
ture and positioning.

This permits one camera to cover a
larger bit of terrain, although we do re-
turn to the weary operator difficulty
again. Fortunately, these systems also
include an "auto pan" feature, which
permits the arm chair security guard to
sit back, crack open a brew and get
peacefully seasick watching the tube.

The output of the monitor is very
often sent to a video tape recorder to
provide permanent records of what was
going on while surveillance was coming
down. This usually results in miles of
really exciting footage of the inside of
a dark, empty store. However, because,
if something does happen, the event
would usually have passed by the time
the operator managed to get the re-
corder running, the VTR is of a special
type, called a time lapse recorder.
The Panasonic NV -8030 is an example
of this type of machine.

The recorder uses reels of half -inch
tape, and lays down images in the con-
ventional EIAJ No. 1 format, just as do
most half -inch machines. However,
when switched on it only records a
single frame, and then waits to be
triggered again to lay down one more.
This can be via its internal switch or
by an external pulse, such as that from a
slow oscillator - say once every few
seconds, or the trigger pulse from an
automatic switcher, to produce one
image each time the switcher goes to a
new line. If the recorder is actuated at
twelve second intervals, a reel of tape
will last for a month.

The time lapse VTR also has an
alarm mode. When it becomes riled by
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any sort of alarm signal or wisecracks
made in its presence, it automatically
speeds up to get in more of what's
transpiring. It can be set to return to its
regular glacial crawl after a preset time
or upon receiving a "please return to
your glacial crawl" signal.

Upon playback, the recorder can be
made to just parade through the images
on the tape, to stop and display one in
still frame for closer scrutiny and nit-
picking, or to just search around until
ít comes across a bit where the alarm
mode has be actuated. This is a great
leap from the earlier systems, which
required that virtually hours of images
had to be gone through to find the one
in question, only to learn that the
building was on fire and one should
have split some time previous.

What's Off
Yes, I think that that will about do it. I

believe that the time has truly arrived to
find a proper way to put the nasty one -
eyed monster out of its misery. A num-
ber of suggestion come to mind. One
might simply place it atop thirty or

forty sticks of CI L Gold Industrial
dynamite and blow it to the moon. Or
place it deftly beneath a pile driver.
Drop it into a pit. Leave it in the middle
of the highway one night. Tie it to the
railway tracks. No, wait. Attack it with
a chain saw. Drag it behind a horse.
Ignore its piteous begging for mercy;
it derserves whatever it gets. Hang it
by the feet until all its electrons run
into the tuner and it turns red. Put it to
the rack, lock it away in the basement
and never let it see another sensible
human being for the rest of its life. No,
forget that. You do that now. Pull out
its tubes, one by one . . . well, I can't
help it if your set's transistorized. Mine
isn't. Throw it to a pack of voracious
lions. Boil it in oil. No, that's too ex-
pensive. Boil it in gasohol. Wait, wait.
I have it.

Put it in front of another set and
turn them both on until they go mad.

I'll be back next month but in a dif-
ferent guise. After lengthy consultations
with the Editors of ETI, and the official
policy making blackjack deck, it has
been decided (I think) to expand the of

column to include other area of techno-
logy. We'll still be dealing with video
from time to time but along with it will
come some of the freaky new computer,
LSI chips that do things you never
thought you'd want done and even
crazy Max, who'se become a deve-
lopment all to himself. He wants to pro-
gram his personality into a ROM chip in
case he's ever taken from among is. How
many K do you need to program for
gross over -indulgence and hairy feet,
do you suppose?

Yes, that's it. Thumb screws. We'll
use thumbscrews. Oh, but ... where're
a TV's thumbs? Hmm.

Stay tuned, y'all.

I should also offer three cheers and
tiger for Mark Salusbury at Tel Tech
electronics, who, at his own expense,
mounted a fifteen elephant safari
into the wilds of his file room to dig
out the pictures used herein.

Next month Steve Rimmer returns with
his wider brief in a column changed
from What's On to What's New.

IT FEELS GREAT!!!
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INTO
ELECTRONICS
Parti. Are you baffled by volts, and toggle switches? If so, then this new major series, by

Ian Sinclair, is for you.

ANYTHING CALLED ELECTRONIC is also electrical, so
that we need to start by understanding and being able to
use some common electrical terms. Let's start with
current. Any current is a flow of something, perhaps of
substances that can be seen, like water; sometimes of
invisible materials, like air. Electric current is a flow of
invisible particles. Luckily, they make themselves felt in
other ways. The name we give these particles is elec-
trons. .

Electrons are tiny particles, parts of the atoms that all
materials are made of. When we rip electrons away from
their atoms, we find that they are strongly attracted back
again. This is what happens when a plastic ruler is
rubbed with a piece of cloth - some electrons are
rubbed off the ruler and on to the cloth (or sometimes the
other way round). The ruler will then pick up small pieces
of paper because it is trying to get its electrons back (if it
lost them), or trying to give them back if it gained them.
This force between the electrons and the atoms which
lost them is a strong force. It has to be when a ruler can
pick up a few bits of paper which the entire Earth is
attracting downwards with its gravity. Unlike gravity,
though, the forces between particles like electrons can
act to repel particles apart as well as to attract them
together.

Electric Charge
The force of gravity that keeps the planets in their orbits
is caused by the quantity we call mass, so shouldn't
there be some quantity that causes these forces, called
electrostatic forces, between electrons and the atoms?
We call this invisible quantity 'charge'., or 'electric
charge', and careful measurements show that each'
electron carries the same amount of charge.

Two types of charge exist; we call them negative (-)
and positive (+). These two types of charge cause the
two directions of force, because a positive charge always
attracts a negative charge, but two charges of the same
sign (two positives or two negatives) repel each other.
Which type appears on an electron? It doesn't matter,
but we decided a couple of hundred years ago that we
would call the sign of the charge on the electron
negative.

When an electron, or any other charged particle,
moves, it takes its charge with it and this movement of
electron charge is what we call electric current. When
charge moves like this, the average amount of charge
passing a point per second is the quantity of current. We
could, if we liked, take the unit of current as the amount
flowing when electrons move past at the rate of one per
second. Even with the sensitive instruments we use
now, though, this would be too small a unit, so that we
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Fig.1. Currents. A water current, moved by a pump, can be kept
moving if the same water is constantly re -cycled.

use the unit called the ampere, shortened to amp. We
can measure one amp without counting electrons -
which is just as well, because a current of amp means six
and a quarter million million million electrons per
second.

Because of the strong electrostatic forces, we can't
take all these millions of electrons away from a material.
If we are to move all these millions of electrons every
second, we need to replace each electron that is
separated from an atom This can be done by using a
circuit. To understand this, think of another type of
example: Suppose we pump water from one tank to
another, higher up. The pumping and the current of
water has to stop when the lower tank is dry. We can
keep the current flowing only if the lower tank fills again,
and the easiest way is to allow water to flow back from
the higher tank. What we have now is a water circuit in
which the water can keep circulating - we use such a
circuit for central heating systems. In an electrical
circuit, electrons circulate through wires. The wires are
already full of electrons - all materials are - but to have
an electric current something has to move them. The
pumping is carried out by a battery or generator, and
electrons are pumped to a part of the circuit, a flashlight
bulb perhaps, and allowed to flow back along another wire.
In every electrical circuit, the amount of current leaving the
battery or generator must be equal to the amount of
current returning to the battery or generator. When
electrons move in a circuit, causing an electric current,
three effects can tell us that the electrons are moving.
One effect is heat - when an electric current flows
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(a)

(b)

Fig.2. EMF and PD (a) When a cell and a bulb are connected, we
measure a PD across the bulb (b) When the cell and bulb are
disconnected , we measure as EMF across the cell, but no PD
across the bulb.
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Fig.3. In a complete circuit; the PDs across each section of the
circuit, with the same current flowing, add up to the EMF.

through a material heat is given out so that the temper-
ature of the material rises. Another effect is magnetism.
When electrons move they cause magnetism which can
be detected by a compass needle. The third effect is the
chemical separation which we make use of in electrop-
lating.

Pushing It About
No current flows unless something moves it along.
Water flows because the force of gravity pulls water from
high places on Earth to lower places: air flows because
the pressure of air at one place is higher than at another.
The quantity that drives electric current is called
electro -motive force (shortened to EMF) and is measured
in units called volts (V). EMF exists wherever energy of
some sort: heat, chemical energy, light or motion is
converted into electrical energy, even if there is no flow
of current. A battery will have an EMF, 9 V for example,
whether it is connected to a circuit or not, because the
chemical action inside the battery has created the 'push'
which could move a current round a circuit. When we
use an EMF to cause a current, energy is converted and
the chemical action of the battery continues. The value
of EMF can be measured by a 'voltmeter'.

When an electric current flows, we find that we can
take 'voltage' readings with the voltmeter at parts of the
circuit other than the battery. These readings are of
'potential difference', also measured in volts. The
distinction is that these readings of potential difference
(PD) are caused by the current and will disappear when
the current stops flowing. The sequence is that EMF
causes current which causes PD. If we divide any circuit
into sections (Fig. 3) then the PD across each section can
be measured. Adding all of these PD values gives just
the amount of the EMF.

Power and more Power
When an EMF causes a current to flow, power is being
converted into its electrical form. The amount of power is
measured in units of watts (W), and the number of watts
being converted in any part of the circuit is found by
multiplying the number of volts of EMF or PD by the
number of amps of current. Power is the rate at which
energy is converted from one form to another (energy is
never created nor destroyed), so that the amount of
power equals

Amount of energy changed
Time taken

When we multiply the amount of EMF by the amount
of current flowing in a complete circuit, the figure of
power obtained is the amount of power converted into
the electrical form. This power is converted back to other
forms in the circuit: Perhaps somewhere in the circuit a
wire is heated by the current, so that power is converted
into the form of heat. The amount of power converted
into this form can be found from electrical measure-
ments. We measure the PD across the wire, and multiply
this value by the amount of current flowing through the
wire. For example, a 6V,0.3 A flashlight bulb will convert
x 0.3 W, or 1 .8 W of electrical power into heat and
light. Whenever we multiply an EMF value by a current
value, the result is power converted into the electrical
form inside a battery or generator. When a PD value is
multiplied by a current value, the result is the amount of
power converted out of the electrical form into some
other form such as heat, light, magnetism etc. in a
circuit. When the conversion is into heat, we usually
speak of the power being dissipated, because we cannot
recover the energy again.
Ohm, Sweet Ohm
These quantities, EMF or PD, current and power are all
related to each other, so that when we pick a value of
EMF to use with a circuit we also settle how much
current can flow and how much power is converted. In
any circuit or part of a circuit, the ratio of the voltage
reading across the circuit to the amount of current
flowing through it, V / I, is called resistance, symbol R,
units onms. For example, a voltage of 6V and a current
of 2A means that the resistance is 6 / 2 = 3 ohms.

The Greek capital Omega is also frequently used as a
symbol for resistance.

For circuits made using metals, carbon, and many
other conducting materials, the resistance of a conduc-
tor is constant while the temperature is constant, it does
not change when the current or the PD are changed. This
was discovered by Georg Ohm, and is called Ohm's
law. If we know that a resistance value is constant, then
we can calculate the amount of voltage across the
resistance, knowing the amount of current; or we can
calculate the amount of current, knowing the voltage. If
Ohm's law is not followed, then the calculation is not so
easy, as we shall see when we start to use semiconduc-
tors.

Multiples and Sub -Multiples
The measuring units of volts, ohms, amps and watts are
just the right size for many electrical measurements. For
electronics use, however, we often need larger units
(particularly in ohms) or smaller units (especially for
amps). This avoids having to use quantities such as
0.00016A or 1 200 000 ohms repeatedly. To cope
with this we use a standard set of prefixes (see Table 1)
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to convert the units into multiples or submultiples, all
powers of ten. For example, the prefix micro - means
10-6 (one millionth), so that 0.000 1 6A is 1 60u A, 160
microamps. Mega means one million (106) so that 1 200
000 ohms can be written as 1 .2 M (the 'R' of ohms is
often left out). By choosing our multiples or sub -
multiples, we can avoid having to use very large or very
small numbers, and we can also make calculations
easier.

Using Ohm's law in the form V= R.I, for example, we
would normally have R in units of ohms and I in units of
amps, giving V in units of volts. If we use units of k for
resistance and mA for current, the result is still in volts,
because k x m is 1000 x 1 / 1000, which is 1 . Similarly,
a value of resistance in M multiplied by a current in uA
will also give a value of V in volts. For example, 2uA
flowing through 3.3M will cause a voltage of 6.6V, and
3mA flowing through 10 k will cause 30V

For each electronic circuit, there will be a correct
value of 'supply voltage' which will cause the correct
current for the circuit. For example, a battery -operated
circuit rated at 9V might take a current of 60mA, so that
the power drawn from the battery is 9 X 0.06=0.54W.
We could not operate this circuit correctly from a 1 00V 
supply, because the higher voltage would cause the
circuit to take a higher current and dissipate much more.
power, probably enough to destroy the components.
Similarly, if we have a circuit that needs 1 50V at 0.3A
(45W), we cannot expect it to operate from a 9V battery,
because a 9V battery does not supply 1 50V, cannot
push 0.3A through the circuit, and cannot provide 45 W
to this circuit.

AC and DC
The EMF from a cell or battery has a steady value, almost
constant for the whole of its life. This is a steady EMF;

Fig. 4.

V=Ri I-V/R

Ohm's law in its three forms.

I
R V/I

Prefix Name Value Power of Ten
M mega- 1 000 000 106
k kilo- 1 000 10'
m 1 / 1 000 10'
u orp micro- 1/ 1 000 000 106
n nano- 1 / 1 000 000 000 109
p pico - 1 / 1 000 000 000 000 1012

Note do not confuse M (mega) with m (milli).

TABLE 1. Prefixes for multiples and sub -multiples.

connect it to a circuit and you have a steady current if the
circuit has a constant value of resistance. The cell gives
DC (direct current), direct meaning that the current is
steady and in one direction. This type of supply is
esseitial for most types of electronic circuits, so that we
need batteries or line -operated direct current power
supply units (PSU) to operate our electronic circuits.

That's about all we use DC for, though. In almost
every use of electronics we have voltages which are not
steady but which change voltage in a definite pattern, so
many times per second. Plotting a graph of voltage
against time gives a recognisable shape, the waveform,
so that we talk of sinewaves, squarewaves, or sawtooth
waves, depending on the way in which voltage varies.
Voltages like this are called alternating voltages, be-

Fig.5. AC and DC (a) The EMF from the a cell is steady -a graph
fo EMF plotted against time is a horizontal straight line. (b) An
alternating EMF has alternate + and - values which repeat at
definite intervals. (c) When AC and DC exist together we may

EMF

(a)
TIME +

TIME -

AVERAGE VALUE =
DC VALUE

TIME
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cause their voltage value alternates from high to low, or
positive to negative, and back again in a complete cycle.

An alternating voltage can exist alone, or along with
DC or other alternating voltage. When we have an
alternating voltage by itself, the value of voltage always
alternates between + and - values, and the average
value is zero. Because of this, a DC voltmeter connected
to an alternating supply reads zero volts. When an
alternating voltage and a steady voltage are present
together, the average value of voltage is just the value of
the steady voltage. We can, if we like, arrange the value
of the steady voltage so that no negative voltages (or, if
we like, no positive voltages) exist. This action goes by
the splendid name of 'applying a steady bias'.

The 'smoothest' form of variation of voltage is the
sinewave; which is the waveform that is generated when
a coil of wire is rotated between the poles of a magnet.
This is the waveform of the line supply (line voltage)
used in every country in the world, and generated by
alternators. A supply like this has an average voltage of
zero, but in a circuit it will cause an alternating current to
flow, and the alternating current will also have the same
waveform, the sine wave. Because of this, the average
value of current is also zero. Electrons are moving in all
parts of the circuit, though, so that power will be
converted to heat in each -resistance in the circuit.
Whatever our meter reads, power certainly isn't zero!

The disagreement is caused by the way the meter
works. A DC meter is sensitive to the direction of current
through it. A current in one direction deflects the needle
clockwise, a current in the opposite direction deflects the
needle anticlockwise. An AC (alternating current) wave,
changing direction many times per second causes no
deflection of the needle, because the DC meter simply
cannot respond fast enough, and the needle remains at
the average value of zero. A resistor will dissipate power
no matter what the direction of current may be through
it.

Since a DC meter gives no readings of AC, we need
some method of measuring the AC waves we use so
much. The best method is to measure the peak -to -peak
voltage of the wave using an instrument called the
cathode-ray oscilloscope (CRO) which can present a
graph of the waveform on a screen of a cathode-ray tube.
Peak -to -peak voltages of any waveform can be measured
in this way.

Waveforms like sinewaves have a negative peak
voltage equal to their positive peak voltage, so that we
often measure only the peak voltage (half of the peak-
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to -peak voltage). In addition, power engineers have for
many years used a measurement called RMS (root mean
square) for sinewaves. This is based on the fact that if we
multiply peak values of AC voltage and current together,
we obtain a figure for power which is exactly twice as
much as the true measured power. If, instead of using
peak values we take 0.707 times each peak value, the
power calculation comes out correctly, because 0.707 is

-_ and voltage
X

current power
2 v 2  2 2

which is what we want. The name root mean square
comes from the theory which also arrives at this figure of
0.707 for a sine wave only. For electronics purposes,
RMS values are seldom of interest, the main exception
being when the power output of an amplifier is being
measured. RMS values using the factor of 0.707 can be
used only when the waveform is a sine wave.
Transducers-The quick -change Experts
Microphones, loudspeakers, TV camera tubes, electric
light bulbs; all are transducers. A transducer converts
power from one form to another, sound, heat. light.
electricity, mechanical movement, whatever is needed. A
microphone converts the power of the sound waves
reaching it into the power of an electrical waveform. A
loudspeaker performs the opposite conversion, from
electrical signal into sound output; both are transducers.
For electronics purposes, the most interesting trans-
ducers are those which have electrical inputs or outputs.
Using transducers with electrical outputs, for example,
we can convert quantities such as temperature, sound
intensity, light intensity, distance, speed or force into
electrical quantities which may be steady or alternating
voltages or currents. We can then use these electrical
quantities, which we now call signals, in our electronic
circuits to detect, measure or control the quantities that
have been converted. This is what electronics is about,
and it is the use of transducers that makes it possible,
so that we can have electronic thermometers, sound

}
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Fig.6. Peak and RMS. For a sinewave only, RMS voltage = peak
voltage/Using RMS values in power calculations will give true
power (wrongly called RMS power) (b) Peak -to peak measurement,
often used in electronics.

intensity meters, light meters as well as the familiar
record players and tape recorders.

Transducers which work the other way round will
convert electronic signals into other forms of power:
heat, light, sound, motion and soon. Using both types of
transducers means that we can make an electronic
circuit part of any system, whether mechanical, acousti-
cal (sound), optical (light) or thermal (heat). If there's a
transducer for it, we can control it.

Most transducers have rather low efficiencies,
meaning that the amount of power output of the form we
want is pretty low compared with the amount of power at
the input. The ratio

power output in wanted form
total power input

Transducer Action Notes

Thermocouple

Thermistor

Microphone

Loudspeaker

Photocells

Accelerometer

Strain gauges

Light Emitting
Diode (LED)

Tacho -generator

Servo -motor

Temperature difference
generates a steady EMF of a
few millivolts

Change of temperature causes
change of resistance

Sound wave in gives AC wave
out

AC wave to sound wave

Light intensity converted into
EMF, or causing change of
resistance

Acceleration causes steady
EMF

Strain (stretch) causes change
of resistance

PD to light

Rotational speed to EMF, AC
or DC

AC or DC to rotation

TABLE 2. Transducers.

Two thermocouples
are needed EMF is
proportional to
temperature
difference

Can be PTC -
resistance increases
as temperature
increases, or NTC.
with opposite action.

Low efficiency, very
small output voltage

Low efficiency,
sometimes less than
1%

Photovoltaic cells
give steady EMF
output,
photo -resistive type
change resistance

Acceleration causes
force on a crystal
which generates
EMF Very high
resistance. Output
can be processed to
obtain speed and
distance readings

Metal or
semiconductor wires
change resistance as
they are stretched

Operate at low PD
and current

Used in control of
mechanical systems

Used in control of
mechanical systems

is the quantity (usually written as a percentage) which is
taken as the efficiency figure of the transducer. For many
transducers this will be less than 5%, so that less than 5
parts per hundred or 1 in 20 of the power in gives a
useful output-the rest converts t4 heat. Motors and
generators usually manage higher figures for efficiency,
up to 70% for small units, more for larger ones. Trans-
ducers for light and sound (photocells and microphones)
always have very low efficiency figures. For most
applications, the efficiency figure is not too important
because we can amplify the power of the electronic
signal to compensate for the loss in the transducers.
Resistors
Resistors are the circuit components that are used to
control the amount of current that flows in a circuit,
making use of Ohm's law. For example, if we want to
have a current of 1.5 mA flowing in a circuit, using a 9 V
supply, then (remembering that we can use units of mA,
V, and k in the formula) we need a resistance value of
9 / 1 .5mA, which is 6k, in the circuit.

Resistors are also used in 'potential divider' circuits.
As the name suggests, the potential divider gives an
output voltage which is a definite fraction of the input
voltage: half, quarter or whatever we like. Suppose we
have a 9V battery and we find we need a voltage of 1 .5V
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at some part of a circuit. One solution would be to use a
separate 1 .5V battery, but the more usual method is the
use of the potential divider arrangement as shown in Fig.
8. The circuit consists of two resistors connected in
series as shown, so that the total resistance is the sum of
the resistance values, R1+ R2. If the supply voltage is V,
then the amount of current flowing, by Ohm's law,
is V/R1 +R2. When a Current passes through a resistor
(Ohm again), there is a voltage across the resistor equal
to resistance X current. Using this principle, the voltage
across R2 must be R2XV/R1 +R2 or V.R2/R1 +R2.
For example, if R1 is 10 k and R2 Is 1 k, then for V=9 V,
the voltage across R2 will be 9 x 1/ 10 + 1= 9/ 1 1 V or
0.82V. If we make R1= R 2, whatever the values of R1
and R2, the output will be half of the input voltage. For
our earlier example in which we wanted 1 .5V from a 9V
supply, we could use the values of 6.8k and 33k for R2
and R1 respectively. This does not give exactly 1 .5 V but
is as close as we can get using 'preferred values' (see
later) of resistors. A point to remember about these
potential dividers is that the calculated voltage holds
good only íf no current is drawn from the circuit. If
current is to be taken from the divider, then the current
flowing through R1 and R2 should be at least ten times
the amount of current taken from across R2.

The potential divider acts in the same way to divide
alternating voltages. One useful application is the
'potentiometer' or volume control. A potentiometer is a
resistor fitted with a third sliding contact which can be
moved from one end of the resistor to the other. The
third contact converts the resistor into a potential divider
and because the contact can be moved, the voltage at
the contact can be varied. A potentiometer can be used
to adjust a DC or AC voltage. When the adjustment has
to be made frequently, the potentiometer will be fitted
with a control knob and will be placed where it can be
adjusted. 'Preset' potentiometers are used for adjust-
ments which have to be made only during overhaul, and
are fitted with screwdriver slots for adjustment. ,

A third use for resistors is in coverting current
signals into voltage signals. 'Active' components, such
as transistors, give, at their output terminals, alternating
currents which we often need to change to alternating
voltages. A resistor, called the load resistor does this
because of Ohm's law. For example, if a transistor gives
a current signal of 0.5 mA peak -to -peak, then passing
the current signal through a 10 k load resistor will
convert the current signal into a 5 V peak -to -peak voltage
signal (because 0.5 mAX 10 k=5 V).

Practical Points
Resistors can be made from any conducting material,
provided it can be worked into the required shapes, but
carbon is the most favoured material.- The electrical
resistance depends on the length and the.diameter of the
resistor, as well as on the material itself. For high
resistance values we need long pieces of material with a
small diameter and preferably a material with a high
comparative resistance (high resistivity). Carbon com-
position resistors use a mixture of carbon and clay (like
pencils) pressed into rods to achieve resistance values
ranging from about 1 Ohm to several million, but the
accuracy of value is not very good, usually about 20%.
We can pick out values whose percentage accuracy or
tolerance is closer, but this selection process makes the
resistors much more expensive, so that we try as far as
possible to work with 20% tolerances. More recently,
resistors have been made by evaporating carbon or
metal films on to ceramic rods and then cutting spiral

TO CURRENT

BATTERY

RESISTOR

TO
CIRCUIT

SUPPLY VOLTAGE = 9V
CURRENT NEEDED 1.5 mA

TOTAL RESISTANCE
NEEDED = 6k
(NEAREST VALUE 5k6)

Fig.7. Using a resistor to control an amount of current.

R1

BATTERY

E

R2 1 VR2

VR2 R1 RR2Fig.8. The potential divider.

SLIDING
CONTACT

FLEXIBLE
LEAD

(a)

RESISTIVE
MATERIAL

TERMINALS'

r
R2

R1

BATTERY -Ve SELECTED BATTERY .Ve

(b)
VOLTAGE

Fig,9. A volume control is a variable potential divider. (a) con-
struction, (b), use in setting a steady voltage level.

patterns on the material to achieve resistance values
with better tolerances. Such carbon or metal film
resistors are now quite common, and are reasonably
priced. For a few applications, resistors are made from
wire wound on ceramic rods. Each type of resistor is
protected by a hard plastics or ceramic casing which also
has the colour -coded value printed on it.

There is no connection between the physical size of a
resistor and its resistance value, but the physical size
greatly affects how much power can be dissipated as
heat. When a current, DC or AC (using RMS quantities)
is passed through a resistor, the amount of electrical
power converted to heat is given by R.12 (resistance
valuexsquare of current value). For example, a 10 k
resistor with 5 mA flowing through it converts
10 000x(0.005)2 watts of electrical power, which is
0.25 W, into heat which must be passed on (dissipated)
into the air about it. If the heat is not passed on, the
temperature of the resistor will rise until it melts,
breaking the circuit. Small resistors will dissipate 0.25W
or less, and the larger power ratings need larger sized
bodies. For power dissipations of 3 W or more, large
wire -wound (abbreviated to WW) resistors must be
used.

Preferred Values
Just as we buy paint in tins of definite size we buy
resistors in preferred values. These values are chosen so
that all the resistors turned out by the manufacturing
process can be used; there are no rejects. For example, if
we aim to manufacture a 10 k resistor of 20% tolerance
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(between 8 k and 12 k), then a 7 k or a 13 k resistor is not
reject, because the 7 k can be sold as a 6.8 k and the
13 k as a 15 k. In each case these values are well within
the tolerance of 20% of the stated value, and the values
in the preferred series have been chosen so that 20% up
on one value overlaps with 20% down on another. The
preferred values in the 20% range are also used for the
10% range and others, with intermediate values, as
needed. Note that we can have a 6.8k resistor in any of
the ranges, but a 5.6k resistor is not found in the 20%
range. We use the same set of numbers, each of two
figures, whether these are single ohms, tens hundreds,
thousands or higher multiples. In Europe, you
will find the decimal point replaced by a letter; R
meaning ohms, k meaning thousands or M meaning

20% 10% 20% 10%
1.0 1.0 3.3 3.3

1.2 3.9
1.5 1.5 4.7 4.7

1.8 5.6
2.2 2.2 6.8 6.8

2.7 8.2

Examples of values, 20% series 47k. 220, 3.3k. 1 50k
Examples of values, 10% series 47k, 120, 3.9k, 180k
The first line would now be written as 47k. 220R, 3k3, 1 50k using R
to represent ohms, and placing k or R (or M) in place of the decimal
point.

TABLE 3. Preferred values, used for resistors, capacitors and zener
diodes.

Colour Number
Black 0
Brown 1

Red 2

Orange 3
Yellow 4
Green 5
Blue 6 --
Purple /violet 7

Grey 8
White 9

m

TOLERANCE BAND
,Ii USED)

Examples

I II III Value
Yellow Purple Orange 47 000 (47k)
Brown Black Yellow 10 0000 (100k)
Brown Black Black 10 -- (10R)

 Black Brown Black 01 -- (1R0)
TABLE 4. Colour code, used to show values of resistance, cap -
acitance or voltage.
millions. This system (British Standard 18 52) is used so
that the disappearance of a decimal point in copying or
printing operations does not cause any confusion. The
same system can be used for capacitance values such as
4u7 and voltage readings, such as 5V6. This convention
is slowly gaining acceptance in North America.
Colour Coding
Because of the use of preferred values and multiples, we
need only three figures to specify the value of a resistor,
two figures for the preferred value and one to
indicate what multiplier is used. These are coded on to
the body of the resistor, using the colour code shown in
Table 4. The colours are arranged in bands round the
body of the resistor, starting at one end with the first
figure of the preferred value, called the first significant
figure. The second coloured band then indicates the
second figure of the preferred value (second significant
figure) and the third band shows what multiplier is being
used: the number of zeros after the second significant
figure. A fourth band, silver for 10%, gold for 5%, is
sometimes used to show the tolerance value when this is
closer then 20%, but not all manufacturers use the
tolerance band.

N
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A box
 C with knobs

and switches is by
no means a complete project.

You need ETI Panel Transfers.

ETI Panel Transfers are a really high quality system for fini-
shing off your projects. The sheets include a mass of lettering and
control scales for both rotary and linear pots.

The markings are on two sheets (a full-sized one cut in half for
easy postage) and contain sufficient lettering for dozens of projects.

Send $5.00 (postage included) to
ETI Panel Transfers

Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ont. M4H 1B1

Ontario residents add PST.
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ETI Binders keep your issues in perfect shape. $6.75 inc
postage (Ontario residents add 7% PST). Send to:
ETI Binders, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd, Toronto, Ont. M4}- 1 B1
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John Garner gives a comprehensive listing of international
news broadcasts in English.

"HERE IS THE NEWS" - A sum-
mary of English language newscasts
from around the world.

Probably the main reason most
of us tune into shortwave stations
is to hear the news from the country
where it is happening. I can recall my
first exposure to shortwave listening -
it was during World War II when I

would listen, along with my father, to
the war news over the BBC. It is also
interesting to compare the viewpoints of
various countries, through their news-
casts, regarding international events.

This month we will list times and
frequencies of English language news-
casts from countries all arourid the
world. All times are in Co-ordinated
Universal Time (UTC) which is the same
as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and
is equivalent to Eastern Daylight time
plus five hours. Frequencies are listed
in kilohertz and, as always, frequencies
are subject to change to suit propaga-
tion conditions and to avoid inter-
ference with other broadcasters.

So now "Here is the news!"
Afghanistan - Radio Afghanistan has a news
program at 1900 on 15077.
Albania - English news from Radio Tirana at
0000 on 7065 and 9750; 0130 and 0230 on
7120 and 9750; 0330 on 6200 and 7300;
0430 on 7300 and 9480; 0630 on 7080 and
9500; 0700 and 0930 on 9500 and 11985;
1230 on 9515 and 11965; 1400 on 9500 and
11985; 1630 on 7065 and 9480; 1730 on
11985 and 15440; 1830 on 7065 and 9480;
1930 on 7075 and 9500; 2030 on 7065; and
2200 on 7065 and 9480.
Algeria - English news from Radio Algiers at
2000 on 7195, 9510, 11740, 11810, 15157,
15215 and 15360.
Angola - Try for Radio Nacional Angola at
1130 on 7245, 9535 or 11955, (Mon. to
Sat.).
Argentina - Radiodiffusion Argentina al
Exterio (RAE) has news in English at 0300
and 0600 on 9690 and at 2300 on 11710.
Australia - There are a lot of news broadcasts
out of Radio Australia, mostly beamed to
Asia and the Pacific, so I will just list those
that are directed to North America. 0100 and
0200 on 17795 and 21740; 1100, 1200 and
1230 on 9580.
Austria - The ORF has news at 0130 and
0330 on 5945 and 9770; 0430 on 12015;
0830 on 6155; 1230 on 6155, 9770 and
15290; 1830 on 6155.
ETI-OCTOBER 1980
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Bangladesh - Try for news from Radio
Bangladesh at 0445 on 15400, 17890, and
21685; at 1230 on 15285 and 21670; at 1815
and 1900 on 11765 and 15285.
Belgium - BRT has newscasts at 0020 on
15175 and 15385; 1330 on 17730; 1605 on
6010 and 17730.
Bulgaria - English news on Radio Sofia at
0000 on 15330; 0430 on 15135; 1830 on
15310 and 17825; 2030 on 11735, 15310
and 17825; 2130 on 11730 and 15135.
Canada - If you are out of the country
why not take along a portable shortwave
receiver and keep in touch with the news
from Canada on Radio Canada International.
At 0000 on 5960 and 9755; 0100 on 5960,
9755 and 17820; 0200 on 5960, 9655 and
11940; 0300 on 5960, 9535, 9655, 11845
and 11940; 0400 on 5960, 9535, 9655 and
11845; 0615 and 0645 on 6140, 7155, 9590,
9760, 11775, 11825, 11960, 15440 and
17860; 1545 on 9555, 11915, 11935, 15160,
15325, 17820; 1645 on 15325 and 17820;
1800 on 15260 and 17820; 1900 on 7130,
9555, 15325, 17875; 2000 on 7295, 9555,
15325, 17820, and 17875; 2130 on 11945,
15150, 15325 17820 and 17875.

China (People's Republic of China) - Radio
Peking has news at 0000 on 15120, 17680
and 17855; 0100, 0200, 0300 and 0400 on
15120, 15230 and 17680; 0830 and 0930 on
9460, 11600, 11720, 15120 and 17635;
1200 on 15280, 15520, and 17700; 1300 on
15280 and 17700; 1400 and 1500 on 9860,
11650 and 15165; 1600 and 1700 on 9860
and 15120.
China (Taiwan) - The Voice of Free China
has English news at 0100 on 11825, 15345
and 17890; at 0300 on 11825, 15270, 15345
and 17890; at 2130 on 9610, 9765, 11860,
15225 and 17720; at 2140 on 9685, 11825,
15270 and 17890.
Cuba - Radio Habana Cuba (RHC) transmits
the news in English at 0100 and 0230 on
11725 and 11930; at 0330 on 11725, 11760
and 11930; at 0500 on 11725 and 11760; at
0630 on 9520; at 1700 on 17710; 2050 on
9770 and 17750; and at 2200 on 11705.
Czechoslovakia - News from Radio Prague at
0100 and 0300 on 5930, 7345, 9540, 9740,
and 11990; at 0730 on 11855, 17840 and
21705; at 0745 on 6055, and 9505; at 0830
on 11855, 17840 and 21705; at 0945 and
1145 on 6055 and 9505; at 1430 on 11990
and 15110;at 1530 on 6055; 7345, 9605,
11990, 15110, 17705, 17840 and 21505;
at 1730 on 5930, 7345, 9605, 11990,
17840, and 21505; at 1900 on 5930,
7245 and 7345; at 2000 on 5930 and
7345; and at 2130 on 6055.
Ecuador - News from Quito is on HCJB at
0035 on 9745 and 11915; at 0300 and 0400
on 9745, 11910 and 15155; at 0530 on 6095,

9745 and 11910; at 0800 on 11835 and
15200; at 1300 and 1400 on 11740, 15115
and 17890; at 1500 and 1555 on 15115 and
17890; and at 1915 on 15435, 17825 and
21480.
Egypt - From Radio Cairo listen to English
news at 0215 on 9475 and 12050; at 1230 on
17920; at 1645 on 15255 or 15165; at 2100
on 15375; and at 2230 on 9805.
Ethiopia - The Voice of Revolutionary
Ethiopia has the news at 1530 on 7165 and
9560.
Finland - News from Radio Finland in
English at 0330 on 15400 and 15430; at 0930
on 6120, 11755, 15265 and 21465; at 1300
on 15265 and 15400 as well as 6120 and
11755 on Sundays only; 1430 on 6120,
11755, 15400 and 21475; at 1930 on 15265
and 15430; and at 2130 on 6120, 11755 and
15270.
France - The only English language pro-
gramming from Radio France International is
the 55 -minute "Paris Calling Africa" at 1605
(1705 during Winter Time) on 11845, 15300,
17720, 17850, 21515, 21570, 21580, 21595,
21620, 25820, 25820 and 25900. Interna-
tional news along with news about France and
Africa are carried during the program. There
are many other interesting topics as well.
Germany (East) - Radio Berlin International
carries these news broadcasts: 0000 and 0130
on 9730 and 11975; 0230 on 11840, 11890
and 11975; at 0345 on 11720 and 11795;
0545 on 17700, 21465 and 21540; 1100 on
15165, 17700, 21465 and 21540; 1215 on
21485; at 1300 on 17700, 21465 and 21540;
1315 on 9730, 11700, 15240 and 15285; at
1430 on 17700, 21465 and 21540; 1315 on
9730, 11700, 15240 and 15285; at 1430 on
17700 and 21540; at 1515 on 11978; at 1645
on 6080, 6115 and 7185; 1700 on 11978,
15145 and 15170; at 1815 on 6080, 6115
and 7185; 1900 on 9665 and 15390; 1930 on
7260; and at 2030 on 6080 and 6115.
Germany (West) - From the other side
of Germany the Deutsche Welle puts out
English news at 0120 on 6040, 6085, 6100,
6145 and 9545; at 0430 on 7150, 7225,
9565, 9765 and 11765; at 0530 on 5960,
6100, 6185, 9545, 9650, 11705 and 11905;
at 0600 on 9700, 11765, 11905, 15275
and 17875; 0930 on 11850, 15225, 15275,
17780, 17800, 21540 and 21680; 1045 on
11785, 15410, 17765, 17875, 21500 and
21600; 1200 on 15410, 17765, 17875 and
21600; at 1715 on 9735, 11965, 15155 and
21600; 1720 on 9590, 11785, 15405,17825
and 21620; at 1930 on 11905, 15150 and
17795; and at 2100 on 7130 and 9765.
Ghana - Radio Ghana have English news on
6130 kilohertz at 0730, 0830, 1630, 2030
and 2130.
Greece - News from the Voice of Greece at
0140 and 0340 from Tues. to Sun. on 9515,
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9650 and 11730. The following newscasts are
aired from Mon. thru Sat. - at 0940 on
17830 and 21455; 1040 on 11845 and
15345; 1235 and 1540 on 11730,17835 and
21455; at 1840 on 11945, 15345 and 17830;
1920 on 7125, 9655 and 11860; and at 2340
on 7125 and 9615.
Hungary - From Radio Budapest, English
news at 0100 and 0200 on 6105, 9585, 9835,
11910, 15220 and 17710; at 0930 on 9835,
11910, 15220, 17710, 17785 and 21525; at
1 100 on 6025, 7155, 9585, 9835, 11910 and
15160; at 1330 on 6025, 9585, 9835, 11910,
15160 and 17710; and at 2000 on 6025,
7165, 9585, 9835, 11910 and 15160.
India - All India Radio (AIR) has the fol-
lowing English newscasts: at 0100 on 7215,
9535, 9605, 11765, 11810, 15110, and
15375; at 1000 on 11935, 15205, 15350,
17387, 17875, 21695; 1330 on 11810 and
15335; at 1800 and 1900 on 9715, 11620,
15165 and 15190; at 2000 on 9755, 9912,
11620, 11865 and 15165; at 2100 and 2200
on 9912, 11620, 11755, 15110 and 15165;
and at 2300 on 7215, 9535, 9605, 11765,
11810, 15110 and 15375.
Indonesia - There are three English news-
casts from the Voice of Indonesia - at 0100,
0800 and 1400 on 11790 and 15200.
Iran - The Voice of the Iranian Republic
transmit the news in English at 1830 on
9022 or 9033.
Iraq - Two newscasts from Radio Baghdad:
0300 on 11935 and at 2130 on 9745.
Israel - From Kol Israel - 0000 and 0100 on
11637, 15582 and 21710; at 0200 on 9815,
11637 and 15582; at 0500 on 7465, 11637,
15105, 15582, 17685 and 21675; at 1200 on
7465, 11620, 15604, 17612, 21675 and
25640; at 1600 and 1800 on 7465; at 2000
on 9009, 9815, 11610, 17685, 17815, 21600
and 21675; and at 2230 on 9815, 11637,
15582, 17685, 17710, 21675 and 21710.
Italy - Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) trans-
mits the following English news programs:
at 0100 on 9575 and 11800; at 0350 on
15330, 17795 and 21560; 0425 on 5990 and
7275; at 1935 on 7275, 9710 and 11800; at
2025 on 7235, 9575 and 11800; and at 2200
on 9710, 11800 and 15315.
Ivory Coast - The news can be heard over
Radio Abidjan at 1845 on 11920.
Japan - If there was a prize for the largest
number of English language news broad-
casts, Radio Japan would win easily. Some of
these times and frequencies will be difficult
to hear in Canada but most are heard quite
often. At 0000 on 15310, 15195 and 17755;
at 0100 on 15310, 17755 and 17880; 0130
on 15235, 17725, 17825, and 21640; 0200
and 0300 on 15310, 17755 and 17880;
0400 on 15310, 15195 and 17755; at 0500
on 15310, 15195 and 15270; 0600 on 15195,
15270 and 17810; 0700 on 15195, 15270,
15435 and 17810; 0800 and 0900 on 9505,
15195 and 17810; 0930 on 11875 and
15235; 1000and 11í)q on 9505, 15195 and
17810; 1115 on 9674 and 11875; 1200,
1300, 1400, 1500 and 1600 on 9505, 11815
and 15310; at 1630 on 11705 and 15235; at
1700 and 1800 on 9505, 11815 and 15310;
1830 on 11855 and 15420; 1900 and 2000
on 11815, 15270 and 15310; 2015 on 11855
and 15235; 2100 on 11815, 15270 and
15310; 2200 on 15180, 15195, 15310 and
17755; at 2300 on 15195, 15310 and 17755;
and at 2345 on 15270 and 17825. The 2345
broadcast is at the beginning of an hour long
English program beamed to North America.
Jordan - Radio Jordan brings you the news
at 1600 and 1700 on 9560.
Korea (North) - Newstime from Radio
Pyongyang- 0600 on 9420 and 11905;
0800 on 9977 and 11780; 1100 and 1300 on

60

9977; 1500 and 1700 on 9977 and 11885;
2000 on 6576 and 9420; and at 2300 on
9977.
Korea (South) - These newscasts come from
Radio Korea 0330 on 9640, 11620 and
15570; at 0730 on 9640, 9870, 11810 and
15570; 1000 on 6135, 7275, 9525, 9570
and 11725; 1245 on 7550, 9815 and 15570;
1600 on 6480, 9720. 9870 and 11830; at
1800 on 11830; at 2000 on 6480, 7550,
9870 and 11665; and at 2300 on 7550,
11590.15375 and 15570
Kuwait -A couple of newscasts from Radio
Kuwait - 0530 on 9650 and 21545; and at
1830 on 9650, 11665 and 15345.
Lebanon - Not too well heard here but try
for the news from Radio Lebanon at 0230 on
17890.
Libya - Radio Tripoli via Malta has English
news at 1525 on 7120.

Malawi - The Malawi Broadcasting System
(MBS) has news at 1600 on 3380 and 5995.
Malaysia - News from the Voice of Malaysia
at 0530 and 0830 on 6175, 9750 and 15295.

Malta - Radio Mediterranean has an English
newscast at 1835 on 5960.
Mozambique - Radio Mozambique has three
newscasts although these are..difficult to hear
in Canada - 0400 and 1800 on 3265 and
4855; and at 1100 on 9660 and 11815.

Netherlands - Radio Nederlands broadcast
several very good newscasts - at 0230 on
6165 and 9590; 0530 on 6165 and 9715;
0700 on 5955, 11720, 15235 apd 17605;
0730 on 9715 and 9770; 0830 on 9715; at
0930 and 1330 on 5955, 6045, 9895, 11930
and 17605; 1430 on 11735 and 21480; 1830
on 6020, 15220 and 17605; and at 2030 on
9715, 15220, 17605, 17695 and 21640.

Netherlands Antilles - Trans World Radio
broadcast the news from Bonaire at 0130 on
11925.
New Zealand - Quite a few times here but
these are rather difficult. The best time is
around 0600 - 0000, 0200, 0300, 0500 and
0600 on 15345 and 17860; 0830, 1000 and
1200 on 6105 and 11945; 1800, 1900 and
2100 on 11835 and 15485; and at 2300 on
15345 and 17860.
Nigeria - The Voice of Nigeria has English
news at the following times and frequencies:
0530 on 7255 and 15119; 0830 and 0930
on 15119; 1630 on 7255; 1830 on 11770 and
15119; 1930 on 7255; 2030 on 11770; and
at 2130 on 11770 and 15119.
Pakistan - Radio Pakistan have a number
of English news broadcasts, some of which
are read in slow English. At 0230 on 17835
and 21590; 0840 on 17644 and 21590; 1005
on 17662 and 21655; 1040 on 17641 and
21450; 1100 on 17662 and 21655; 1600 on
17660, 17910, 21485, 21635 and 21755;
1650 on 17641, 21605; at 1700 on 11675
and 15485; and at 1738 on 17660 and 21635.
Philippines - The Voice of the Philippines
have three English newscasts - at 1000,
1200 and 1700 on 9580 kilohertz.

Radio Veritas also has three English
newscasts - at 0055 on 15135, 15285 and
17790; at 1155 on 9615, 11775 and 15215;
at 1455 on 9605, 11955 and 15215.

The Far East Broadcasting Corporation
has these news programs: at 0030 on 11890,
17810 and 21515; at 0130, 0230, 0330 and
0430 on 15305, 17810 and 21515; 0830 and
0930 on 11765; 1330 and 1430 on 15440;
and at 2330 on 11890, 15450 and 21515.

The Philippine News Agency uses FEBC
facilities to present English news Mon. thru
Fri. at 0230 on 15450.
Poland - Polish Radio brings the news at
0200 and 0300 on 6095, 6135, 7145, 7270,

9525, 11815 and 15120; 1200 on 6095
and 7285; 1230 on 9525, 9675, 11840
and 15120; 1600 on 6135 and 9540; 1630
on 7125, 9525, 9675 and 11840; 1830
on 6095, and 7285; at 2000 on 7125, 7145,
9525 and 9675; at 2030 on 6095 and 7285;
and at 2230 on 5995, 6135, 7125and 7270.
Portugal - Here is the news from Radio
Portugal - at 0300 on 11925 and 15125;
0500 on 9575 and 11925; 1600 on 21530;
1800 on 17880 and 21530; and at 2030 on
6025.
Romania - News from Radio Bucharest at
0130 and 0400 on 5990, 9570, 9690, 11735,
11840 and 11940;0530 on 11840, 15340
and 17745; 0645 on 11940, 15255, 15335
and 17805; 1200 on 15345 and 17825;1300
on 11940, 15250, and 17850; 1500 on
11775, 15335 and 17805; 1730 on 11885,
15345 and 17720; 1930 on 9690 and 11940;
and at 2100 on 7195 and 9690.
Saudi Arabia - The Broadcasting Service of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has one English
newscast at 1915 on 11854.
Senegal - One newscast from this country at
1845 on 11895.
Seychelles - English news from this small is-
land in the Indian Ocean comes from the
Far East Broadcasting Association (FEBA)
at 0700 on 15160 and 17785; and at 1530
on 11855 and 15325.
Somalia - Radio Somalia has one English
newscast at 1100 on 9585.
South Africa - Radio RSA has their English
news at 0200 on 5980, 9585, 9610 and
11900; at 0300 and 0400 on 3995, 4990,
5980, 7270 and 9585; at 0600 on 15220,
17780 and 21535; at 1100, 1300, 1400 and
1500 on 15220, 21535 and 25790; and at
2100 on 9585, 11900 and 15155.
Spain - From Spanish Foreign Radio we have
news'at 0030, 0130 and 0545 on 9630 and
11880; at 2030 on 9765 and 11840; and at
2130 on 7105, 9765 and 11840.
Sri Lanka - One newscast from here over the
Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation (SLBC)
at 1755 on 11800, 15120 and 17850.
Sweden - Radio Sweden has news at 0230 on
11705 and 15290; at 1100 on 9630 and
21690; at 1230 on 21635 and 21690; at
1400 on 21514 and 21700; 1830 on 6065
and 15240; 2100 on 15240 and 15320; and
at 2300 on 11705 and 15380.
Switzerland - Swiss Radio International
(SRI) has these English newscasts: 0145 on
6135, 9725, 11715, 15305; at 0430 on 9725
and 11715; 0700 on 3985, 6165, 9535, 9560,
15305, 21520 and 21695; 0900 on 9560,
15305, 21520 and 21695; 1100 on 15430,
17795, 21520 and 21630; 1315 on 3985,
6156, 9535, 15305, 17735, 17830, 21520
and 21570; 1530 on 3985, 6165, 9535,
15125, 17700, 17830, 21540 and 21570; and
at 1815 on 3985, 6165, 9535, 15170, 17760,
17830, and 21585.
Tanzania - Radio Tanzania brings us the
news at 0400 on 5985, 6105; at 1000 on
9750; at 1600 and 1800 on 4785 and 15435;
and at 1900 on 15435.
Thailand - Radio Thailand has two news
broadcasts in English - at 0415 and 1055 on
9655 and 11905.
Turkey - Four newscasts from the Voice of
Turkey - at 1200 on 15185 and 17860; 1330
on 17860; 2030 on 11885 and 11895; and at
2200 on 7215, 9515, 15250 and 15360.
USSR - Radio Moscow transmits the news
every hour on the hour during their World
Service. Each broadcast is carried on many
frequencies and to list all of them would re-
quire the whole magazine so I will just list a
few of their North American frequencies. You
should be able to hear Radio Moscow on
Continued on page 67
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AUDIO AMP
CIRCUITS
An audio amplifier seems to be one of the most trivial design problems there is, until you need one. Here Ray
Marston describes twenty circuits to solve your audio gain blues.

AUDIO PREAMPLIFIER ICs are specifically designed to give
very low noise figures, excellent supply 'ripple' rejection, low
distortion and wide bandwidth. They give small -signal perfor-
mances that are superior to those obtainable with conventional
op -amps.

IC pre -amps usually come in the 'dual' form, with two iden-
tical but independent (apart from the supply connections)
circuits in one package. National Semiconductors produce a
range of five popular low -noise dual pre -amplifier ICs, the
LM381A, the LM382, the LM387 and the LM387A. The 'A'
suffix devices are premium versions of their type, with super-
ior low -noise figures.

All five ICs use the same basic amplifier circuit and essen-
tially differ only in minor details and in their pin -outs. All
amplifiers accept differential or single ended inputs, use
internal compensation, use internal power supply decoupler
-regulator circuitry and can provide large output voltage swings
and. wide power band widths. The LM381 and LM381A
have provisions for externally narrow -band applications. The
LM382 has a built-in resistor matrix that enables the user to
select a variety of closed loop gain options and frequency res-
ponse characteristics. The LM387 and LM387A are 9 -pin
'utility' versions of the LM381/LM381A.

In most of the practical circuits shown here, only one amp-
lifier of the IC is shown in use. Equivalent IC pin numbers
for the remaining amplifier are shown in the paranthesis.

The LM382, with its built-in resistor matrix, enables many
amplifier designs to be achieved with a minimal number of
external components.

The small physical size of the 8 -pin LM387 and LM387A
IC makes it attractive for use in many low -noise pre -amplifier
applications.

IN 111

-IN MIFF) 111
-IN WE/ 111 C

GND C

EXTCO9M r8
nl llC

OUT 111

(Va) IN 12)
IN IDIFF112) IN 111

3 - IN 15E112) -IN 111

3 EXT COMP GAIN CONTROL 111
121 GNO

V GAIN CONTROL 111

7 8 0 OUT 121 GAIN CONTROL 11)

LM 381 OUT 111
OR

LM 3810

IN 111

-IN 111

GND

OUT 1

LM 307
OR

LM 387A

IN 121

IN 121

V
OUT 121

LM 382

IN 121

-IN 121

GAIN CONTROL 121

V.
GAIN CONTROL 121

GAIN CONTROL 12)

OUT 121

Fig. 1. Outlines and pin notations of the LM381, LM381A, LM382,
LM387 and LM387A.
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LM381 LM381A LM 382 LM 387 LM307A

VSUPPL 9V - 40V 9V - 40V 9V - 40V 9V - 30V 9V -40V

Kau IESCENTITYPI 101nA 101nA 10 m 10 m 10mA

POWER BANOWID+H 75 kHz 75 kNz 75 OH: 75 kM: 75 kH:
120V ok-pkl

SUPPLY REJECTION 120dB 120 dB 120dB 110d8 110dB
RATIO AT 1 Eli:

ITYPI

EOUIVALENI
TYPNOISE INPUT 0.5 0.5 0.8 08 0.85

FIGURE
kV RMS MAX 1.0 0.7 1.2 1.2 0.9

Fig. 2. Typical performance of the five low -noise dual preamplifier ICs.

PIOW

100P

Cl

Vi.-
1

LM381
OR 2112

1.143111A

RV1
2k7
BIAS ADJUST

.24V

iik

R4
39k

cs
.1 22911

Fig. 3. A low -noise X1000 amplifier circuit. Bias is determined by R3-
RV1 and gain by R3 -R4, R1 -R2 set the amplifier to optimum minimum
noise conditions.

MAGNETIC 188
PICKUP

IN

RV1
2k7
BIAS

ADJUST
+

z C5
2lOu

Fig. 4. The circuit shown in Fig. 3. can be modified for use as an ultra
low -noise phono preamp, with RIAA equalisation given by the R5 -R6 -
C6 -C7 network. The circuit gives 42dB gain at 1kHz.
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TAPEINPUT  r 1LM39
LM3BR1 A 3213

Fig. 5. A simplified version can be used as a low -noise tape playback
amplifier, with NAB equalisation.

N TO NOV

40 dB AMPLIFIER

.9 TO NOV

66 dB AMPLIFIER

OUT

BO dB AMPLIFIER

OUT

Fig. 6. Alternative methods of connecting the LM382 to make fixed
gain non -inverting amplifiers.

Fig. 7. Fixed gain (X1000) non -inverting preamplifier. The gain is deter-
mined by the ratio of R2 and R3. Alternative values of gain can be
obtained by changing the value of R2. The circuit is biased by R1 -R3.

Fig. 8. 12V NAB tape playback preamp.

IN

Fig. 10. A high performance active tone control.

IN

Fig. 11. 10kHz scratch filter with 12dB/octave roll -off.

CHANNEL 1
OUTPUT

CHANNEL?
OUTPUT

Fig. 12. This two channel panning circuit enables a mono input to be
swept or 'panned' between two channels in any desired ratio deter-
mined by RV1. It can be used to make a sound source appear to
originate from any point between two widely spaced speakers.

MAGNETIC
PICKUP

IN

Fig. 13. RIAA equalised, single supply rail, pre -amplifier for magnetic
pick-up cartridges. Input impedance 47k, determined by R1.

Fig.9. Low noise microphone preamp with a gain of 52dB. The
circuit is intended for use with low to medium impedance micro-
phones.
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Power Amplifiers

A wide range of special-purpose single and dual ICs are
available for use as audio power amplifiers giving maximum
outputs from a few hundred milliwatts to a respectable 'seve-
ral watts'. The specific IC chosen for a given application
depends mainly on the constraints of the available power
supply voltage and on the required output power level or
levels.

In cases where supply voltages are restricted to the 6 to 12
volt range and power levels less than a few watts are needed,
the National Semiconductor LM388 range of ICs can be used.

The LM388 uses a high -impedance gain -programmable
ground -referenced differential input stage that is automatically
biased to a quiescent half -supply value, for maximum non -
clipped output swing. In the interest of power efficiency,
the output stage has no short-circuit protection network.

The output stage of the LM388 is designed for use with a
bootstrapped external bias network. The LM390 is a similar
IC but has an improved output stage which enables 1 watt to
be fed to a 4R speaker load from a 6 volt supply. The LM386
is also similar to the LM388, but has a simplified output stage
incorporating a built-in bias network. Finally, the LM389
circuit is identical to the LM386 but additionally an array of
three fully accessible NPN transistors are built in the IC
package.

OAIN

15001.511,10.1

1.1 TO

Fig. 14. The outline and equivalent c'rcuit of the LM388. 1.5 watt
device, specifically designed for low voltage applications the IC has
a built-in 'frame', which acts as a heatsink and is connected to six of the
IC pins. Power dissipation can be enhanced by soldering these pins to
a large area of copper track on a PCB, which thus serves as an additional
heatsink.

RV1
10k
VOLUME

EEO R
IR BBV
B OR 1BR @ 12V

Fig. 15. One way of using the LM388 as a 1 -watt non -inverting power
amplifier with grounded speaker. The voltage gain is internally set at
20. R1 -R2 are the output stage bias resistors, bootstrapped by C4. C3
improves supply ripple rejection and C2 provides high frequency de -
coupling. The dotted C6 -R3 components (also shown in all other prac-
tical circuits in this section) form a Zobel network that is intended
to damp parasitic oscillations from low -impedance loads and should
only be used if instability problems are experienced.

Cl
10u

RV1
106
VOLUME

VSVPPLY - BV. SPKR .480. Pour IC
Sa,PPLY - 12V. OKR  SRO. Pour - Sow

Fig. 16. Maximum available output power can be increased by bridge
connection of a pair of LM388s, so that the power loses are shared
between the two. RV1 is used to set the quiescent speaker current to
zero.

MASTS
sPKR

BR

REMOTE
'PER
Mgr

Fig. 17. A LM388 can be used as a simple intercom% circuit. The IC
voltage gain is set at 300 by the C3 -R3 decoupling network.

BYPASS-

MNPUT

GND

-INPUT

GNU 

u v.

-NC

ONO

NC

7 VOL,

LM 210
LM 3114

Fig. 18, In cases where supply voltages are not restricted to the 6 to 12
volts range and output powers of only a few watts are required, the
popular LM380 2 -watt or its identical, but uprated,LM384 5 -watt 'bro-
ther' can be used. These ICs have full output short-circuit protection
and use the same type of heatsink 'frame' as the LM388.
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NOTE; LM3711 PIN NUMBERS
SHOWN IN PARENTHESES

SPKR
BR

SPKR
SR

Fig. 19. A simple inverting stereo amplifier using the LM377, LM378 or
LM379 dual amplifier IC.

VIII

Cl
100n 470

V.  1BV, ICI - LM305, Pour - 2W
V.  22V, ICI  LM3M, POUT  SW

air CS
+I 470u

47k NS
VOLUMRVl

0,11,12  G
T 47n

e +
R1

1

C3
10u 2R7

SPKR
SR

Fig. 20. A 2 -watt or 5 -watt amplifier with simple volume control and
ripple rejection.

BIAS - V
OUTPUT 1  ___  OUTPUT

GND

INPUT 1

GND

INPUT 2

FEEDBACK1 FEEDBACK2

LM377 DUAL 2 -WATT AMPLIFIER
LM371 DUAL 4 -WATT AMPLIFIER

v.

NC a

SIGNAL GNDO

POWER CND

OUTPUT 1

INPUT 1

FEEDBACK 1 01..

O
O

14 D BIAS

D NC

D SIGNAL GND

D POWER ONO

OUTPUT 2

INPUT 2

0 FEEDBACK 2

LM379 DUAL S -WATT AMPLIFIER

Fig. 21. The outlines and pin notations of the LM377, LM378 and
LM379.

V. LM377 LM378 1.14379

MAX OUTPUT POWER
CHANNEL INTO:

8R 18R

12V

11v

18V

20V

22V

24V

30W

i
Z
iaZ

t

'

12z
Pi
I u

11:d

/

62
elr u
7 s

1.8W

2.2W

3W

3.8W

4.SW

6.4W

SW

7W4.2W

1W

1.5W

1.8W

2.4W

2.8W

3.8W

i . !! !////!

Fig. 22. The approximate performance characteristics of the three ICs.
All three ICs have similar internal circuits with ground -referenced
differential input stages and fully protected output stages.

SPKR
OR

SPKR
OR

NOT ' LM378 1111 NUMBERS
SHOWN IN PARENTHESES

Fig. 23. A non -inverting stereo amplifier using a split supply.

NOTES
01  TIP 41A
02  TIP 42A

Cl
LEFT 100P

CNANNEL..
1
1I

IN

NC

R1
100k

R2
2k2

2 407

/717!

191

81

14

M378

470n

R5
407

1131

PINS

10,11,12

R3
1004

R4C3

27k

NOTE : PIN CONNECTIONS FOR IDENTICAL RIGHT
CHANNEL SHOWN IN PARENTHESES -1 V OV

inn

LEFT
SPKR
4R0

Fig. 24. One channel of 12 -watts per channel stereo amplifier using a
split supply. The circuit produces negligible output DC offset, so the
quiescent output current is near zero.
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BABY ALA
Another Hobby Electronic project, this time for the loving parent. It's a line powered audio system that lets
you keep one ear on the kids while you do your own thing elsewhere.

HE
Baby
Alarm

NO, A BABY ALARM IS NOT a pregnancy -detecting
device. It is simply a gadget that lets the parent monitor
the sounds of the baby's room from the comfort of his or
her own living area. It consists of a simple audio
amplifier/speaker unit that is placed in the parents
room, and a microphone unit that is placed in the childs
room: the two units are interconnected via a suitable
length of 2 -core lead.

The major problem with most commercial baby alarm
units is that they are battery powered, and are thus
expensive to run if they are in regular use. Our baby
alarm, by contrast, is line powered, and thus has
near -zero running costs. It has a built-in LED (light
emitting diode) to indicate that the system is switched
on, and has a volume control to allow for varying levels
of sound. The unit is designed around an LM380 audio
power amplifier integrated circuit, which is capable of
deivering 2 watts of output power.

The 'microphone' that is used with the unit can be
any inexpensive speaker with an impedance in the range
four to forty ohms: this speaker can be housed in a
suitable case.
Construction and Use
Construction of the unit should present few problems,
providing that you follow the PCB overlay with care and
pay the usual attention to component polarities. We
suggest that you assemble the PCB components in two
distinct stages, as follows.

Start by assembling T1, FS1, D1, D2, and Cl on the
PCB, taking care to check that the centre tap of the trans-
former goes to the position indicated on the overlay.
Temporarily connect T1 to the power via FS1, and check
that a DC voltage reading of roughly 17 volts appears

across Cl. When this check is OK, remove the line
connection and proceed with the rest of the construction.
Note the positioning of volume control RV 1 on the reverse
side of the board, where three leads must be connected
from its solder tags to the circuit board track.

When construction of the PCB is complete, fit the unit
in a suitable case, together with the main speaker. Simi-
larly, fit the remote 'microphone' speaker in a suitable
case. The system is then ready for use, and the two units
can be interconnected with a suitable length of 2 -core
wire.

Inside the baby alarm. Take particular care when building line
powered equipment.
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Note when using the unit that, if the two units are
placed an insufficient distance apart (less than a few
yards), accoustic feedback or howl -round can cause the
system to oscillate when RV1 is set to a high -gain
position. This feedback can be heard as a loud howl
coming from the output speaker, and should not` be
allowed to occur for more than a few seconds.

PROBLEMS? NEED PCBs? Before you write
to us, please refer to 'Component Notations'
and 'PCB Suppliers' in the Table Of Contents.
If you still have problems, please address your
letters to 'ET/ Query', care of this magazine.
A stamped, self addressed envelope will en-
sure fastest reply. Sorry, we cannot answer
queries by telephone.

HOW IT WORKS

Parts Ti, D1 . D2 and Cl form a simple DC
power supply. Ti gives an output of 12 volts AC from
a line input. D1 and D2 rectify this to direct current
and capacitor Cl smooths the supply. This provides
an unregulated supply ie the output voltage will be
reduced with the increasing current taken from it.
However, as the rest of the circuit takes only about
25-30 mA there is no reason to suppose that the
voltage should drop enough to stop the circuit from
working correctly.

LED1 is used as an indicator to show that the
circuit is on. The input speaker is a low impedance,
transistor radio type speaker typically in the range
4-40 ohms, which acts as a microphone, picking up
the baby's cries and is therefore placed in the nursery.
The signal is amplified and matched to the input of ICI
by Q1 and its associated components, C2, 3, R2, RV 1.

ICI is an LM 380, which operates as a simple 2 watt
integrated circuit amplifier which feeds the amplified
signal to the output speaker. The sound from this
speaker is quite loud enough so that you should hear
baby's faintest cries.

According to manufacturer's specifications IC 1 can
sometimes develop high frequency oscillations at its
output which can affect its lower frequency perfor-
mance and so R4 and C8 are used to eliminate this
whilst all audio frequencies pass through C9 to the
output speaker.

C6 and 7 are decoupling capacitors, reducing mains
hum which can often occur in such circuits.

FS1 T1

D1
IN4001

C.-_ _
(ó D2

1N4001

240 / 12-0-12
CENTRE -TAPPED
SECONDARY

C1
1000u

R1
470R

\
LED1

C2
10u

SPEAKER
4-40 OHMS

RV1
10k

R3

The Baby Alarm, looks very neat in a Vero
venting tiny fingers from straying inside.

RESISTORS (All 1/4W
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

POTENTIOMETERS
RV1

CAPACITORS
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7, 8
C9

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
Q1
D1, 2
LED 1

MISCELLANEOUS
T1 12-0-12V 100mA
speaker 8 Ohms, FS1
P.C.B. Case to suit

PARTS LIST

10%)
470R
4K 7
2M2
10K
2R7

10K Log

Box, as well as pre -

1000u 25V
10u 25V
100u 25V
1u0 25V
22n Polyester
47u 25V Tantalum
100n Polyester
220u 25V

LM 380
BC109
1N4001
TIL 220 or similar

Input speaker 4-40 Ohms, Output
100mA +suitable holder.

R2
4k7

IC1 IS LM 380
01 IS BC 109
LED1 IS TIL 220

C4

1 1- °'--"niv

T13

00u
C5
22n

R4
10k -
-
-

2

7

IC1

14

8

t
C6
47u Í

-y

1
TC7

100n

C9
220u

R5
2R7

C8
T 100n SPEAKER

8 OHMS

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for the Baby Alarm, using a line power
supply enables the unit to be left on for prolonged periods.
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'the Baby Alarm with its lid removed,
using a PCB keeps inter- wiring to a
minimum.

SHORT WAVE WORLD

Continued from page 60

many frequencies throughout the day. Their
North American Service uses these fre-
quencies: North America East 2300-0400
on 7320, 7380, 9635, 11720, 11750, 11770,
11920, 11960, 12030, 12050, 15100, 15245,
15425 and 17700; North America West,
0400-0800 on 9590, 9635, 12050, 15100,
15180, 15245, 15425 and 17700.

Radiostation Peace and Progress also
transmit from Moscow with news at 1300 on
15515, 17740, 17870 and 21585; 1330 on
15140, 15435, 15500, 17775, 17795, 21585
and 21690; 1430 on 15140, 15435 and
17880; 1530 on 15140, and 15185; 1630
on 11745, 11950, 15230, 17700, 21565
and 21615.

Radio Kiev in the Ukraine have English
language news at 0030 and 0300 on 9800,
11735, 15180, 15405 and 17870; and at
2000 on 7175, 9560 and 11880.

From the Uzbek SSR, Radio Tashkent has
news at 1200 and 1400 on 9540, 9715,
11785, 15460.

Radio Vilnius in the Lithuanian SSR
transmits English news at 2230 on 6100 and
at 2300 on 11735, 15180, 15275, 15405
and 17870.
United Kingdom - No doubt the best station
for the news is the BBC which can easily be
heard at anytime, anywhere. Here are their
times and frequencies: 0000 on 5975, 6120,
6175, 7325, 9510, 9580, 11750, 12095,
15070, 17715; 0200 on 5975, 6120, 7325,
9510, 9580, 11750, 15070; 0300 on 5975,
6120, 7325, 9510, 9580, 11750, 15070,
17715; 0400 on 5975, 6175, 7185, 9580,
11750, 15070 and 17885; 0500, 0600 and
0700 on 5975, 6180, 7120, 9510, 9580,
11750, 12095, 15070 and 17785; 0800
on 5975, 9510, 11760, 15070 and 17885;
0900, 1100, 1300 and 1600 on 5975, 9410.

o

Fig.3. PCB foil pattern for the Baby Alarm, if you make your
own PCB take particular care around the transformer area.

Fig.2. Component overlay, again as in all our projects be sure all
polarised components are inserted the right way round.

I/P SPEAKER

0/P SPEAKER

NOTE: - RV1 MOUNTED UNDERNEATH THE BOARD WITH
ITS SPINDLE PROTRUDING. SOLDER 3 LEADS FROM RV1
TAGS TO BOARD!

9510, 11750, 12095, 15070, 17705 and
21550; at 1700, 1800, 2000, 2200 and 2300
on 5975, 6180, 9410, 11750, 12095, 15070;
also on 17705 at 1700, 1800 and 2000; and
on 21470 at 1700 and 1800. Many other
frequencies are also used.
USA - The Voice of America has English
news at 0000, 0100, 0200, 0300, 0400,
0500, 0600, 0700, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400,
1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2000, 2100,
2200 and 2300. See the April issue of ETI
for the frequencies used by the VoA along
with all of their programmes.

The American Forces Radio and Tele-
vision Service (AFRTS) also has relays of
most network news broadcasts throughout
the day. Best frequencies are 6030
(0200-0700), 15330 (0430-0700,
1100-0200), 15345 (1800-0200), 15430
(1100-0700) .
Vatican - The news from Vatican Radio is
on the air at 0608 and 1030 on 6210, 9645
and 11740; and at 1905 on 6190, 7250,
9625, 9645, 11700 and 15120.
Vietnam - The Voice of. Vietnam is on with
the news at 0900, 1000 and 1530 on 7470,
10040 and 12035; at 1800 and 2030 on
10040 and 15012.
Yugoslavia - Radio Yugoslavia airs English
news at 1530 on 9620, 15240 and 15300;
at 1830 on 6100, 9620 and 11735; at 2000
and 2215 on 6100, 7240 and 9620.
Zambia - Last on our list of English language
news broadcasts is from Radio Zambia in
Africa. They are on at 1600, 1800, 2000 and
2100 on 9580 kilohertz.

As you can see from the above there
is no shortage of news broadcasts
from all around the world. Good luck
and good listening.

CENTRE TAP OF
TRANSFORMER TO
THIS POSITION

SUCCESS
WITHOUT
COLLEGE

15 WAYS
ICS will prepare you at home in your spare
time for one of these top pay careers.

 Accounting E TV Servicing
E Auto Mechanics E Electrician
E Aircraft Mechanics E Interior Decoration
D Business E Electronics

Management E Engineering
E Motel/Restaurant  Drafting

Management  Secretarial
 Air Conditioning  Adult High School

and Refrigeration  Diesel Mechanics

FREE CAREER BOOKLET - FREE DEMO LESSON

NO OBLIGATION
Fill out this Coupon and Mail Today, to:

'CS
Canadian Limited

7475 Sherbrooke St, West, Montréal, P Q H4B 1S4

NAME

ADDRESS

City

P CODE APT

lttttttll

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card.
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Our Audio

Audio
Today

Editor, Wally Parsons discusses expansion and compression of dynamic range.

ANYONE WHO has ever owned a high-
powered sports car knows the frustra-
tion imposed by speed limits, especially
on the open highway with little traffic
except those multi -coloured family
sedans with red flashing roof lights. Just
staying within the speed limit can pro-
duce a charley horse in the right calf
muscle as you try to hold back on the
gas pedal.

And in town, every traffic light
seems like the starting line of a drag
race, no matter how lightly you touch
the accelerator, leaving half your tire
rubber behind you.

Something of the sort occurs when
the audiophile with a high power sound
system tries to listen at "live perfor-
mance level". Despite the logarithmic
nature of human hearing, a 300 Watt
amplifier coupled with a sensitive
speaker can produce an enormous
amount of sound.

To complicate things further, with
most programme sources in which the
dynamic range is somewhat limited,
setting levels to deliver realistic peaks
can result in quiet portions sounding
unrealistically loud.

Many people find that low level
material reproduced at unnaturally high
levels constitute a greater source of irri-
tation than actual loud music signals
reproduced at live levels.

A great deal of music can be re-
corded and reproduced with natural
dynamic range, particularly smaller
string ensembles, and solo voice, and
small choirs, thus making it possible to
set levels in such a way that peaks are
realistic, and yet pianissimos neither
sound unnaturally loud nor do they dis-
appear below audibility (except, per-
haps, the last movement of "The
Planets").

There are frequent occasions when
we find it either necessary or prudent
to lower the volume level. This may
occur at any time of the day if you live

in one of those Gyproc-walled
apartments which delight the voyeur;
and most certainly occurs if you listen
late at night in almost any apartment or
non -detached house.

Along Comes dbx
We've already discussed at great lengths
(see the previous three issues) the pro-
blems of recording and reproducing
wide dynamic range, and the dbx
solution. At last, it is possible to hear
not only the entire audio frequency
range, but the full dynamic range.

But what happens if your neighbours
don't happen to share your musical
tastes, or if they might just want to
listen to something else? After all, you
and I might agree that the Beethoven
Ninth is a great masterpiece, but the
neighbours might not agree, especially
at three in the morning.

Ordinarily, we might simply turn
it down, adding, perhaps, some loudness
compensation to restore bass tones
which would otherwise sink below audi-
bility.

But suppose that, thanks to dbx, the
dynamic range is now such that if we
turn down the level enough to satisfy
the neighbours on the crescendos, a//
the low signals disappear below
audibility. Can you imagine playing
Ravel's Bolero and only hearing the
last five minutes? It's bad enough as it
is that we might have to settle for only
the last ten minutes with restricted
dynamic range.

Of course, you might consider
switching out the dbx decoder, and
settle for losing all the lovely dynamic
range for which you paid good money,
simply out of deference to the Landlord
and Tenants Act, but that won't work.

Why not? After all, we now have a
compressed signal, don't we?

Yes, but not the compression we
wish.

Consider: when levels are lowered,

we add controlled bass boost to restore
balance. Suppose, instead, we were to
alter the playback equalization so as to
raise the turnover frequency. That
would provide bass boost, would it?
Yes, but it would actually produce a
flat response below 500 Hz, with a slope
of 6 dB/Octave above that, levelling off
somewhere according to the change
introduced. This is not what is required.

Loudness and playback equalization
are introduced for different purposes,
and the requirements are different.
Specifically, the disc playback curve
satisfies technical requirements which
pertain to the cutting and playback of
the disc, whereas the loudness curve is
intended to satisfy requirements of our
hearing.

Conventional recordings use com-
pression to satisfy technical require-
ments of the medium, as outlined in the
previous issues. It's assumed during the
recording process that no compensation
will be introduced on playback, and the
intention is to tailor compression and
limiting in such a way as to remain with-
in the limitations of the medium, yet
give the listener the impression that no
processing was used.

The analogue to this would be the
insertion of equalization to alter tona-
lity of a voice or instrument, or com-
pensate for bandwidth limitations.

In fact, with good recordings, the sig-
nal remains uncompressed over much of
its dynamic range, with peak levels re-
duced to avoid overload, and low levels
raised above the noise of the medium.

Because these low levels are "up-
wardly compressed", they don't disap-
pear below audibility when level is

reduced unless we go to extremes. But
if an expander, including a dbx decoder
is added to the system, not only will
low levels disappear, but the middle
dynamic range will be exaggerated, no
matter what the overall listening level,
with moderately quiet sections be -
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coming whisper soft, and louder sec-
tions sounding too loud, without adding
much in the way of unlimiting the
peaks. In addition, if the dbx unit is
used, there is a high frequency roll -
off added, to offset the high -frequency
boost introduced during recording, in
addition to the normal equalization.

In other words, the results can be
pretty weird.

Non -decoding
Consider the effect of attempting to
play a dbx encoded disc without de-
coding. To begin with, since the signal
is compressed in a linear manner, the
dynamic range will be Obviously re-
stricted, because even middle levels
will be compressed. Because of com-
pression very quiet sections, including
silence, will be raised in level, including
noise. In other words, quiet sections will
be quite noisy, with the noise suddenly
disappearing in the presence of any
substantial signal, much like the sound

Remember, though,
that if a volume control
preceeds a compressor,
the control action will be
reduced, while an
expander will exaggerate
it.

of some TV stations who set up their
compressors improperly. To aggravate
this situation, dbx introduces treble
boost at the cutting stage, which in-
creases the noise. It's sort of like a

pumping reversed modulation noise.
It follows, then, that any dbx en-

coded material, must be played back
through a decoder. It also follows that
such a decoder cannot be used satisfac-
torily for non -encoded material.

The obvious solution to the problem
of low level listening lies in the use of
an additional, adjustable compressor in-
serted in the system after the decoder.
This would also be suitable for use
where the speaker/amplifier cannot de-
liver adequate sound level to use the full
dynamic range. The key to successful
use of such a system lies in the adjusta-
bility of the rate of compression.

Readers interested in experimenting
with this should consider building ETI's
compressor -expander which can be

found in January 1979, ETI. It can also
be used to add some expansion to re-
gular recordings, within the limitations
discussed here.

Experimental Decoding
Since the Compressor -expander is a use-
ful device anyway, many readers may
have already built one. In that case, you
might wish to experiment on some dbx
encoded discs. For openers set the
expansion rate at near maximum, then
install a filter at the input, using a
variable roll -off point. When the expan-
sion rate and filter constants are correct,
there should be no sign of noise
"pumping".

This same device, or a duplicate unit,
will also be useful in compressing
dynamic range. Install it in the same
loop normally used for tape recording
and increase the compression rate as
you lower the listening level.

Remember, though, that if a volume
control preceeds a compressor, the
control action will be reduced, while an
expander will exaggerate it.

On the other hand, despite what you
may have seen written by people who
should know better, you cannot alter
the range of a tone control by following
it with a compressor or expander. A
compressor/expander is a variable gain
amplifier whose instantaneous gain is

controlled by the instantaneous input
signal level. It is the signal level which
controls the gain. Anomalies in fre-
quency response will result in modula-
tion of the overall level rather than the
spectral balance.

It follows, then, that inaccurate
equalization, peaks and/or dips in pick-
up response, including the effects of
pickup/preamp mismatching will result
in amplitude modulation of the signal.

Public Acceptability
Whether or not the general public is
prepared to pay for quality associated
equipment will, in my opinion, have a
marked effect on the acceptability of
dbx encoded discs.

It seems to me that a first step would
be for dbx to make available a more
complex expander, which expands
peaks and low levels, leaving the middle
alone, or better still, providing this op-
tion in the form of a switch position of
the decoder. Vigorous marketing of
such an innovation would make wider
dynamic range available to a greater per-
centage of the public, while making full
decoding available for dbx discs.

This, in turn, would encourage re-
cord manufacturers to release more
encoded discs, or perhaps encourage the

industry to adopt a standard compress/
expand curve, much as it standardized
on RIAA equalization in 1954.

This system under proper conditions
works superbly. But it seems tip me that
to survive requires public acceptance,
and this is very much a marketing pro-
blem.

It would be nice, in the future, to
see preamps and receivers routinely in-
cluding dbx decoders, along with con-
trolled curve compression, whose
characteristics can be ganged with a
level control very much as loudness
compensation is.

Over to you, dbx.

Audio
Today
Letters
I'm about two-thirds of the way to-
wards finishing my Series 4000 Amp.
But when I'm finished l won't have.
any speakers to match the amplifier's
quality.

So how about a speaker project. l
also think you should have a column on
speaker design.

G.E. Saskatoon Sask.

Although I find myself in agreement
with you in principle as the the desire -

ability of a speaker project, there are
several practical obstacles which must
be overcome, none of them technical.

To be worthwhile such a project
should satisfy specific objectives. For
example: there's little point in doing a

project simply because it uses com-
ponents which are currently glutting the
market, or because a nice general
purpose speaker would be handy
in the shop.

Instead, it should represent a high
level of performance quality for its
type, should spotlight design and con-
struction principles often overlooked by
the home builder, and, if possible,
explore innovations which are not
readily available with commercially
manufactured products.

Such a project, then, might range
from a large transmission line system,
with bi-amp capability, or sub-
woofer/satellite system, to a book
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CPU Board can be expanded into a stand
alone microcomputer system or used by
itself as a dedicated controller for OEM
applications Includes a complete step-by-
step instruction manual on 8085 operation
and architecture 8085 based CPU board is
expandable with 1K eprom. 1K read/write
memory, one serial port and three program-
mable parallel ports. 44 pin CPU edge con-

s.?; _ª
lector can be configured for any buss
structure. Area on CPU board for custom

Wirrwiap design or user denneo inter race circuitry. $249.95 Per Kit
$299 95 Assembled

shelf design. Or possibly a unit intended
specifically for use as a wall -mounted
rear or side channels.

No matter what form such a project
takes, the carpentry involved should
be within the capabilities of most
readers, or at least reasonably priced if
built by a cabinet maker. In addition,
it should use components which are
available locally or by mail order, in
any location in Canada.

Clearly, this is a tall order with
several conflicting requirements, and it
can be expensive.

If readers would care to write out-
lining what they'd like to see in such
a project, it might be useful in evalu-
ating readers' needs, and the kind
of response to be expected.

Likewise with respect to a series on
speaker design (you don't really expect
me to cover it in one column, do you?)

For my part, I'd enjoy doing both
the series and projects. However, Ye
Olde Editor is a man of conviction who
could probably extract juice from a
Mafia Don*. He is immune to threats,
and cannot be bribed. But he is a push-
over for such techniques as logic and
reason, who does not dither over
making a decision.

Need I say more?

*Editors Note. Trying to get Wally's copy for
the column on time gives you a lot of
practice.
I've been reading your magazine for a
couple of years and l have found a lot
of interesting articles.

I'm writing you because I'm looking
for an electronic crossover circuit or
information.

I'm looking for one to cover a range
of 20Hz to 100Hz and 100Hz to 20kHz.

I'm doing some D.J. work and would
use it with two separate stereo amp-
lifiers.

I would also like some information
on bass driver units, 15'; around 200W

O.C. Trenton Ontario

Without more information as to power
amplifier and final system design, I can-
not offer a specific circuit suitable for
your needs. However, I would suggest
that you obtain a copy of the Audio
Handbook, published by National Semi-
conductor, and available from any
electronics distributor who handles Na-
tional products, as well as many Radio
Shack outlets. Section 5 contains both
circuit and design procedures, as well as
the necessary math to set cross -over fre-
quencies.

Basically, an electronic crossover
consists of an active filter for each pass

band, designed for identical cut-off
points, and, usually, identical slopes.
Some circuits use a single filter and ex-
tract its complement by means of a dif-
ferential amplifier. Since you indicate
that your first language is French and
that you're more comfortable in that
language, I hesitate to suggest any
English language books other than the
National handbook. Perhaps if you can
get up to Montreal the public library
might be of help. While you're there,
check the Yellow Pages for professional
audio dealers. Several manufacturers
such as Altec Amcron offer electronic
crossovers with variable crossover
points.

For drivers, I would suggest looking
at either JBL or Altec commercial units,
especially if reliability is important,
despite the price. At a lower price, you
still might be able to acquire Marsland's
"Linear B VHP" units. These were ori-
ginally sold for use in high power Hi Fi
applications, but were never really
suitable. But they are quite efficient and
would perform quite well in portable
Disco setups.

If you wish to use them in parallel
pairs, stick with the JBL or Altec
models, and specify 15 Ohm impe-
dances, wiring them in parallel.

8085
MICROPROCESSOR KIT

.1/1085A

808SA COOKBOOK Basic concepts, system control. memory systems and
types. interfacing. 8085A--family-compatible chips. You design several completely
operational 8085A -based microcomputers. No. 21447 510.50

8080/8085 SOFTWARE DESIGN Adetailed approach to assembly language
programming for 8080 or 8085 -based computers Including complete. tested
programs No. 21541 $9.50

TRS-80 INTERFACING Use basic language to control external devices and
ter II basic and 4K available memory required

No. 21633 $8.95

PFICCOM 14905 NE 140TH. DEPT ET9.
REDMOND. WA 98052 (206 883-9200)

Add $2 50 postage and handling. f

ENCLOSED IS $ FOR EACH

KIT COOKBOOK  SOFTWARE DESIGN TRS-80 INTERFACING

NAME
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CITY. STATE, ZIP

CARD NO
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Special
Publications
from ETI
25 of the most popular projects from
our earlier issues including:Audio Limit-
er, 5W Stereo, Bass Enhancer, Modular
Disco, 50W/100W Amp modules, IB
Metal Locator, Heart Rate Monitor,
Phaser, Touch Organ, Electronic
Mastermind, Double Dice, Reaction
Tester, Sound Operated Flash, Burglar
Alarm, Injector -Tracer, Digital
Voltmeter. 100 oages.

$3.45 (inc postage)

Over 150 circuits plus articles on Circuit
Construction, Test Gear, a project on a
Digital Panel Meter, Design notes on
Speaker Crossovers, TTL pin -outs,
Design notes on Crystal Oscillators.
108 Panes.

To order, use the form on page 27 $4.95 (inc postage)
or send cheque or money order to:
ETI Magazine, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Unit 6, Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1.

Prices are In U.S. dollars
Circle No. 53 on Reader Service Card.



FEATURE

Solar Cells continued from page 42.

Pic 3. A typical solar cell. This particular
unit is actually four cells connected in series
to deliver 40 ma at 1.5V.

Want To Know More?
Readers might be interested in 'The
Solarex Guide to Solar Electricity'
which discusses the theory and applica-
tions of solar cells. This book is avail-
able for $8.50 postpaid from:

Lenbrook Industries Limited
1145 Bellamy Road,
Scarborough, Ontario M1H 1H5.

They can also provide you with infor-
mation on Solarex Products. If you wish
to buy individual Solarex solar cells,
write to:

Efston Science
3500 Bathurst Street,
Toronto, Ontario M6A 2C6.

EXPERIMENTING WITH SOLAR CELLS

There are a number of interesting
and instructive little experiments
you can perform with solar cells.
There are a number of small
hobby -type electric motors
around which require only
100mA, or less, which run quite
happily from 1%V. Four 4T206
Solarex cells, connected in series,
will power one of these motors.
Why not convert a small battery -
driven toy? Use a few Solec Super
Cells or Solarex 3" cells. 44T229

Electroplating, especially
when doing it with precious
metals, works best with low
current density, long period ope-
ration. This method gives a
beautifully smooth finish. A solar
plater set-up is illustrated in the
accompanying diagram.

The wirewound pot is adjusted
to give 5-10mA of current for
small items, three to five times
that for larger items, and the
process allowed to run for three
to four hours or longer, de-
pending on the results you
want. There's plenty of room for
experiment here.

Copper plating is quite easy,
and probably simplest to start out
with as the ingredients are readily
obtainable. The plating solution
is copper sulphate and a large
piece of copper wire (sanded until
it's bright) will serve as the
anode. Don't use a metal plating
bath - remember!

Another interesting device to
experiment with is a sun (or light)
intensity meter. The circuit and
construction details are shown
here. We mounted all the bits on

Front view of the sun intensity meter we
made as an experiment. The cell we used is a
Sensor Tech. C202, quarter of a C200.

1 mA
METER

the terminals of a small 1mA
meter. The solar cell we used was
a single Sensor Tech. This unfor-
tunately is hard to come across,
but a Solarex 6T204 will work.
The device works as follows:
When driving a low resistance
load, the current through the load
is pretty well directly propor-
tional to the insolation (energy
falling on the cell), the voltage
output varying only over a small
range.

Other cells, manufactured by Solec
International can be obtained from:

H.W. Cowan Canada Limited,
P.O. Box 268,
Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 4Y2.

Another useful reference is the People's
Solar Sourcebook. We haven't been able
to review a copy at the time of this
writing, but it sounds like a useful re-
ference/catalogue if you're into solar
energy. This 350 -page book is avail-
able for $12.95 from:

Solar Canada
4776 Wyandotte East,
Windsor, Ontario N8H 1 H7.

To use it, hold the device at
arm's length and turn your back
to the sun. Angle the unit to peak
the current reading. Calibrate it
by adjusting the trim pot to get
a full scale reading on a bright,
cloudless summer day. Full scale
then represents something close
to 100mW/cm2 insolation. The
scale is fairly linear.

Solar cells make excellent
photosensors and may be used
in such applications as light-op-
efated relays, photodensito-
meters, receiver for a light -beam
communicator etc, etc.

I! " I! ti ti"
W W W W W

ANODE
(PLATING
MATERIAL)

FOUR OR FIVE
SOLAR CELLS
IN SERIES

+ m 10 ohm W/W
CATHODE POT
(MATERIAL TO
BE PLATED)

PLATING BATH
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Traffic Light Controller
Michael Miller
This circuit is relatively simple and
gives a realistic timing sequence.
IC1 sets the timing clock pulse and
can be adjusted by RV1. IC2 is a
decade counter, whose output
pulses are mainly fed through diode
buffers (any small cheap diodes will
do), to IC3, a quad OR gate, which
sorts the consecutive decade pulses
into three groups, monitored by the
three coloured LEDs.

To couple this circuit to a similar
one, for the other intersection of the
crossroads, the pulse from pin 1 of
IC2 should be taken to pin 1 5 of the
IC2 of the other circuit. This second
circuit should have pin 1 5 biased to
OV via a 100 k resistor. When the
first circuit is showing red, the
second circuit will be showing
green.

'AMBER'

R3
1106

'RED' 'GREEN'

PROBE

NOTES:
ICI = 7400
Pin 7 = OV
Pin 14 = +5V
SW1 = PRESS TO OPEN

One Chip Logic Probe
K. D. Hedger
This circuit, although very cheap and
with a low component count, is very
effective. When logic 1 is at the input of
IC1/1 output goes low causing IC1/2

1000 LOGIC 1

OV

LOGIC 0

output to go to logic 1 lighting LED 1.
Logic 0 at the input of IC1/1 causes the
output to go high, IC1/3 goes low and
IC1/4 goes to logic 1 lighting LED 2.

SW1 takes the output of the IC1/2
back to the input of IC1/1 so locking
LED one on until the push to open
switch is released.
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COMPUTER
$149.95Information

NETWORK
. COMMUNICATION

tI É%s

for PET, APPPLEPLE,,

uR .
Wit

other ASCII

1MMUCATION

Including keyboard, 1K RAM,
terminals or computer
systems. Library available:

connection to T.V. New York Times News, UPI
Expandable to additional
RAM, super sound, BASIC

News, Airline Schedules,
Stock reports. You may also

programming. Ideal for edu- send MAIL or CHAT with
cational, Industrial control
and hobbyist.

your friends on the SOURCE
Network.

Reader Service Card No. . 45
1

Reader Service Card No.. 46

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS
I

APPLICATIONS Home Computer Centre, a
division of Computer AgeCanon Ltd., is a leading supplier

E of low cost computer systems
for home and business use.
We carry PET, APPLE, TI,
NorthStar up to 29 millionComputer, including floppy

disk drive, printer, single line bytes hard disk system. We
display and easy to use supply software for business
BASIC Language. Complete and industrial applications as
System for $5495.00 well as customized programs.

Reader Service Card No .. ..47

HOME COMPUTER CENTRE
Computers for Home & Small Business

6101 YONGE ST.
(South of Steeles)

WI LLOWDALE, ONT.
M2M 3W2

t Iii (416) 222-1165 master cl..os

t Shipping: add 5%. Excess refunded. u i

á ért 4G8D
Remote Alarm System

COMPLETE SYSTEM - $259.95
 Easily installed in your vehicle.
 4 watt, tone encoded system.
 Monitor your vehicle from up to 5 miles

(depending on antenna, terrain, etc.)
 Also useful as personal paging system.

Send mail order to:
Shuriken Distributors Inc.

5035 Timberlea Blvd., Unit 4
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 2W9

(416) 625-5787
Money Order or Visa accepted.
DEALER ENQUIRIES Invited.

...more than you've heard of SklaRON
It you've heard a lead guitar lately, ringing out a
string of clear, crisp notes - or a concert organ
thundering a thousand voices, you may have been
hearing Oaktron loudspeakers.

Oaktron has made speakers for some of the leading
names in the musical instrument field - and the
Hi -Fi field. And any field where clear sound is
important.

Over the past 25 years, you may have heard more
Oaktron speakers than any other brand. You've
heard Oaktron in studios, theaters, discos, and
homes of the Hi -Fi pros. From steel mill to ballet
stage, you've heard Oaktron. And you've liked
what you've heard.

We'd like you to get to know our
speakers. Call us for the name of
your nearest dealer or drop in and
hear them at:

Nn%e.n1eE tn CeneJenr

Oaktron's M18Y2
Lead & Rhythm
Speaker, 175
watts RMS.

Ask for Oaktron's speaker
catalogue by circling the
Reader Service Card number
or by writing to:

Lomnitronix ltd. "2"--' ,:
1

UNIT 7. 6295 SHAWSON DRIVE 2056 TRANS CANADA HWY.
MISSISSAUGA. ONT. L5T 1H4 DORVAL. QUE. H9P 2N4

.' TEL: (416) 6787170 TEL: (514) 6636993

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card.

Handbook of
IC Audio
Preamplifier 8L.
Power Amplifier
Construction

 Shows what audio IC's are, as well as
how to use them. Price $5.50
 Includes practical constructional
details of various IC and Hybrid
IC/Transistor designs of about 250mW
to 100W output.
Part I Understanding Audio IC's
Part II Preamplifiers Mixers and Tone
Controls
Part III Power Amplifiers and Supplies
Part IV Hybrid Circuits

Please use order form to order.

For further information circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card. Dealer inquires invited. 73



TECH TIPS

LED Chaser
P. Davidson
This game is a test of skill and
patience. The aim is to align a LED
chaser (under your control), with
another preset chaser.

A matching pair of outputs are fed

R1
330k

Cl
1u0

OV

o

to an AND gate (IC4a, IC3e). This gate
feeds the NAND gate IC4b, its other
output taken from the monostable
formed around IC3d. This has a dura-
tion of about 6 seconds to ensure the
display is fully counted.

When you think you've matched

+Vs 1 C2
,60n

OV

IC3a

RV1
2M2

CLK IC1
RS

6

LED1-6

NOTES:
IC1,2 ARE 4017
IC3 IS 40106
IC4 IS 4011
D1,2 ARE 1N914
01 IS 2N3904

the displays up PB1 is pressed. IC3d
output goes high and if, while this is
high, the two matching outputs both
go high, the monostable formed
around IC3f is triggered. This enables
the astable formed by IC4c,d, to
signal success. The unit can also be
automatically reset by feeding IC3f's
output to the clock inhibit pin of IC2
(or 1).
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Strobe Light
Now in complete kit form!
Active Surplus Annex's Mighty Midget Flasher

;lN Model FNN

Powerful Xenon Tube Flasher. (Complete ki
Variable rate with On/Off switch.
 115 Vac Neon Triggered.
 Including a horizontal beam reflector to concentrate

and direct light for psychedelic effect for fun & parties.
Perfect use for emergency warning lights, etc.
For serious experimenters.

We also sell electronic components.
Printed Circuit Boards for all ETI projects are available.

Sorry, no mail order.

ACTIVE SURPLUS ANNEX
345 Queen Street West

Toronto, Ontario
(416) 368-7936

SALE EXPIRES NOV. 15 80
KITS!

ALL NEW!
STEREO COLOUR ORGAN
--3 Cha nel a2

(6 channel total)
1500W total
I.C. controlled,
S. C. R.powered
built in A.G.C.

matic gain control)
1 ass, Pre -tinned

board
full instructions
complete kit with P.C.B.

$49.95
(AVAILABLE OCT. 1, 1980)
(case & lights not included)
6 channel mono colour
organ as above, (1500W)

$39.95
(AVAILABLE OCT. 1, 1980)

The X -right controller
Complete kit with P.C.B.

$69.95
(case & lights not included)

(AVAILABLE NOW!!)
YOU CAN COUNT ON

BRYAN ELECTRONICS
& UTRONIX TO BRING

YOU INNOVATIVE,
QUALITY KITS!

QUALITY & VALUE
MINI -DIP -SWITCHES
SLIDE TYPE
4080-4 SWITCH -$1.69 ea.

10/$14.99
SWITCH -$1.97 ea.

10/817.99
SWITCH -$2.49 ea.

10/$21.50

4081.6

4082-8

PIANO TYPE
4084-4 SWITCH

4085-8 SWITCH

-02.55 ea.
10/$22.50

-$3.25 ea.
10/$29.95

CHECK & COMPARE
OUR PRICE!

M INIMIN I -SWITCHES
3A-125VAC

4050-S.P.S.T. -$1.45 ea.
10/012.95

4051-S.P.O.T. -$1.50 ea.
10/$13.95

4052-D.P.D.T. -$1.90 ea.
10/017.95

PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
3A-125VAC

4005 -PUSH ON - PUSH OFF
RED $1.75 ea. 10/$15.99
4006 -Push On MOMENTARY
BLACK -$1.35 ea.

DRESS UP YOUR PROJECTS!
NEON (120VAC) PANEL

INDICATORS
BUILT IN RESISTOR

4e" PANEL HOLE
10040 RED -5.75 ea.

10/$6.50
10041 GREEN -$,75 ea.

10/86.50
10042 AMBER -$.75 ea.

10/56.50

YOU CAN USE THESE!!
PANEL MOUNT
FUSE HOLDERS

3300 -SCREW TYPE -$.89 ea.
10/07.99

3301 -NEW DESIGN -$.99 ea.
10/$8.99

NEW
HIOKI.DIGITAL POCKET

MULTIMETER MODEL 3207
3149.50 F.S.T. INCL.

WITH BUILT IN
CALCULATOR MODEL 3208

3299.95 F.S.T. INCL.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
BROCHURE TO
"HIOKI OFFER"

AT OUR ADDRESS

5A 400V 5.0.0.'s -9.59 ea.
10/37.50

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
46.200V -31.49 fig. 7
130-400V -32.49118. 10

Add 32.00 r shipping 6
aCandling. C.O.D. orders 32.00

dditional. Ontario residents
add 7% sales tan. Maslercnarge
Visa. Money Orders. Do not
end cash; be sure to sign your

order.

" BETTER BUYS" FROM BRYAN ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 2068, Bramalea, Ontario L6T 3S3
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INNOVATION!
Fanon Message Centre
-Computer controlled

answering machine q ^--
-Screen your calls
-Remote message retrieval
-Status display
-Compact size $269.95 al

COMMODORE PET COMPUTERS
SK . . . . $1195.00 1 Full keyboard.
16K. ... $1495.00 Separate numeric
32K. . . $1795.00 1 keypad - 25 lines
Cassette Deck. $99.00 É of 40 characters.
Osborne's PET and the IEEE -488 Bus
Book $19.95
Webcor ZIP phone (with memory
redial) $89.95
Sharp Metric
Converter/Calculator $25.95
BSR System X-10 Home Control System
for lighting and appliances. No special
wiring needed.
Starter Kit $139.95
(Includes 1 command module, 1 appli-
ance module, 2 lamp modules)

We also carry the APF Imagination Mac-
hine and Apple Computers, Dictograph
Phone Controller, and a vast array of other
Innovative products. Write or call for our
FREE CATALOGUE.Or come In & see us.
Send Money Order, Chargex, Master
Charge. Include expiry date, card number
bank name and signature. Add 5% for
shipping (excess refunded). Ontario resi-
dents add 7% sales tax. All prices subject
to change.

\5529 Yonge St. (just south of Finch)
Toronto, Ontario M2N 5S3

(416) 223-8400
Circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card.
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SUPER Pe

FAST

69 PATTERNS OF

ETCH RESISTANT

RUB DOWN

TRANSFERS

PADS LINES

CORNERS

C DIPS

LETTERS
FIGURES
SCHEMATIC
SYMBOL

11621 SCALE'

SOLD ON MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

into 61,,,otaeal.st,o... (F R F.S
manor 866 Bloor Street West

Toronto. Ontario
M6G 7M5

TRUST US

CERES

HOLD IT!
Anywhere you
want it.

PanaVise tilts, turns, rotates.
One quick turn of the control
knob and you securely position
your work exactly where you
want it. Holds firmly but gently
the most delicate electronic
parts and P. C. boards.

Whether you're into building
home electronics, trouble
shooting, or professional serv-
icing ... you'll wonder how
you got along without this mod-
estly priced 'extra hand.'

Model 396 Wide Opening PanaVise
shown. An ingenious variety of other
interchangeable bases, holders and
accessories also available.

See your elec ronics distributor, or write for FREE brochure.

len finkler ltd 25 Toro Road. Downsview, Ontario M3J 2A6
Telephone 14161 630-9103 Telex 065-24010

Circle No. 22 on Reader Service Card.

+KPRECISION

Accurate
in

RF fields!
B&K-PRECISION
portable and

lab DMM's
For fielc or lab applications your
DMM should stay accurate-even in
the presence of strong RF fields. Most
DMMs can't pass this test, but the
B&K-PRECISION 2830 lab DIMM and
the 2810 portable DMM easily meet the
challenge.

In addition, both of these instruments
feature 31/2 digit readout, 0.5% DC
accuracy, auto-zeroing/auto polarity,
selectable high -/low power ohms and
really complete overload protection.
Special features of each include:

Model 2830- $346.85
 AC operation, battery pack optional
 100 µV, 100nA, .01(1 resolution
 Reads to 20 amps
 Push button range and function

selection
 0.5" high efficiency LED display

Model 2810-$209.85
 Battery operation

standard
 100µV,.01()

resolution
 AC charger optional
 Bright .3" LED

display

Available for
immediate delivery at
your local B&K-PRECISION
distributor

DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

ATLAS ELECTRONICS LIMITED
50 Wingold Avenue

Toronto, Ontario M6B 1P7
Tel: 416-789-7761 Telex 065-24140

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card. 75



TECH TIPS

Solid State Tacho Circuit
P. Stephenson
The circuit is designed to give a non-
critical display for those who like
(cheap) gadgets.

IC1a/b form an oscillator
which drives decade counter IC2.
During eight tenths of each cycle of
this section, binary counter IC3 is
counted up. On count "8", the coun-
ting stops and IC4 latches the out-
puts. On count "9" IC3 is reset.

The number now on IC4 output is
decoded by IC 5/6 to light up one of
16 LEDs corresponding to rpm.

Calibration is by adjusting RV1
whilst inputing a known frequency
(eg. 60Hz line frequency).
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CALCULATOR ORDERS SHIPPED WI THIN 24 HOURS!!!

Free shipping anywhere in Canada! We take advantage
of our retail operation to offer low mail order prices.
In many cases, these are 15% below our retail prices!

Canon
LC -61T 39.95

Regular $59.95

8 digit liquid crystal
display. Features in-
dependent memory,

time, calendar, alarm,
stop watch.

Credit card size.

Q®@1Qm
p I04aaa
lacairla
0 R to ati

CASIO
FX-81

8 digit, or 6 dig .1
mantissa with 2

digit exponents.
30 scientific func-
tions. independent
memory, 6 level
parathesis true
algebraic logic.
Auto power Off

$25.45

1 X 310 S,mdar 10 FX-81 but with
50 nnr!fu fur ctions including
sl.l i,, lard dr v,rlirn and random
mnlier, $44.95

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

$143.95

TI 58C
Keystroke
Programmable
(Scientific)

59 . . Fully Programmable $332.95
PC -100C Printer for TI 58/59.. 5224.95
57 . Keystroke Programmable (Scientlhcl S 71.95
55 . Keystroke Programmable (Scientificl .S 53.95
MBA Keystroke Programmable (Scientific) $ 89.95
BA 1 . . . Preprogrammed Financial. . .$ 26.95
BA II Preprogrammed Financial. . . .$ 53.95
Business Card .Preprogrammed Financial .$ 53.95
50 . . . . Preprogrammed Scientific . S 53.95
35 . Preprogrammed Scientific 5 3595
PROGRAMMER Preprogrammed Sc,entif icS 71.95

Canon

Metric
conversion
calculator.

Independent
memory.

S 24.95

CASIO
FX-8100

$71.95

01000000000000000000®
Casio FX 8r00 a101,10, ,poet type scientific
calculator featur my scores f advanced functions such
as hyperbolic, fractions, :t ndard deviation,
rectangular to polar coordir ates and five levels of
Aarenthesis. The FX-8100 a so reveals the time. date,

M/PM and serves as a stop watch. The unit has
two countdown timer, and an hourly chime.

CASIO
MUSIC

MAKERS!

The ML -831 is an 11 note melody
calculator. 8 digit display. Independent

memory. Auto power off. Function
indicator. Long battery life.

ML -720 (Constant memory. Credit card size) $44.95
ML 71 I Clock., calrnrfar alarm, stnpwatchl - $5945

HEWLETT PACKARD

AMAZING
MACHINE,
AMAZING

PRICE!

$420.75
HP -41C

HP 41C Magnetic Card Reader
HP 41C Thermal Printer
HP 41C Memory Modules
HP 34C. Keystroke Programmable (Scientific)
HP 33C. Keystroke Programmable (Scientific)
HP 33E. Keystroke Programmable (Scientific)
HP 38C. Keystroke Programmable (Financial)
HP 38E. Keystroke Programmable (Financial)
HP 92 Preprogrammed Financial .. .

HP 37E. . . Preprogrammed Financial . .

HP 32E. . . Preprugrammed Scientific .

HP 31E. . Preprogrammed Scientific

$335.00
$625.00
$ 73.95
$224.00
$170.95
$134.95
$224.00
$179.95
$625.50
$112.50
$107.95
S 71.95

1

We accept certified cheque, money order
or Chargex/Master Charge. Include bank
name, expiry date, card no. & signature
on all card orders. Ontario residents add
7% P.S.T. All prices subject to change.

6ñSjERIES
IFIEElJREO

Village By the Grange
71 McCaul St. (Just North of Queen St.)
Toronto, Ont. M5T 2X1 (416) 596.1405

P.S. We carry Commodore PET
Computers & related products, too!

Write or call for details.
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Elements
of Electronics

3

Book 1 (BP 62) introduces the reader to the
nature of electricity, it's sources and simple
electronic circuitry. Additionally there
are chapters on components, electrical
safety and electronic math.

Book 2 (BP63) delves into the secrets of
AC current theory. Attention is paid to
resonance and Q -factors, impedance, phasor
diagrams and transformers. Includes
ample mathematical appendices.

Book 3 (BP64) centres on semiconuctor
theory. Chapter 1 starts at the physics and
applications theory of semiconductors.
Other subjects include diodes, transistors
and FETs. Applications studied include
rectifiers, amplifiers, oscillators, switching
and IC techniques.

To order please use the card facing page48
or send to:

ETI Magazine,
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H1 81

Your Toolbox Test Bench

_ilikij"°°.°11#°1('-'11;1,)

Model 216 Transistor Tester
with fast, automatic switching
for instant good -bad analysis of
NPN's, PNP's, FET's, diodes and
SCR's in or out of circuit.
$150.00

Model 240 Video Generator with
10 step gray scale staircase for
VTR, CCTV monitor and TV
applications. $175.00

LX304 digital multimeter with
automatic decimal point, built in
low battery indicator and
transistor testing capability.
$117.00

LX303 digital multimeter with
easy -to -read LCD display.
Only $99.95

FOR THOSE ON THE GO
FROM...

th v I i 44.
®ROG E R S electronic Initrumenti ltd.

P.O. Box 310, 595 Mackenzie Ave. Units 1&2
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5. Tel. (416) 683-4211
Duty and FST included. Chargex (Visa) accepted.
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax. Shipping
extra.

HICKOK

5¢¢
the logic
of it all

with
B&K PRECISION

logic and pulser
probes

DP -50 $89.95 DP -100 $139.95

Armed with only two portable instru-
ments, you can now trace logic levels
through the most popular types of
logic circuitry... TTL, MOS, CMOS,
even HTL and HiNIL.

The new B&K-PRECISION DP -100
is a digital pulser probe that's a great
aid to fast analysis and debugging of
integrated circuit logic systems.
Simple to operate, the DP -100 can be
used alone or with a logic probe or
oscilloscope. It generates a "one
shot" pulse train at a 5 Hz rate and
senses circuit conditions to pull an
existing high state to a low or a low
state to a high.

The B&K-PRECISION DP -50 is the
digital probe that offers more than
logic. In addition to logic status, it ac-
tually displays pulse presence to 50
MHz. The intensity of its PULSE LED
reveals the duty cycle of the signal
observed.

Both the DP -50 and DP -100 are
well protected against overload and
accidental polarity reversal. You can
see the logic of it all today! Contact
your B&K-PRECISION distributor for
immediate delivery.

PKPRfCIS/ON

DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

ATLAS ELECTRONICS LIMITED
50 Wingold Avenue

Toronto, Ontario M6B 1P7
Tel: 416-789-7761 Telex 065-24140
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

ETI's classified advertising section allows
you to reach 30,000 Canadian readers
nation-wide. For as little as $15 (there's
a 20 word min.) you can promote your
business from coast to coast.
WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly printed
words, your permanent address and tele-
phone number, and your money (no cash
please). Make your cheque or money
order payable to `ETI Magazine', We're

at Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto,
Ontario. M4H 1B1
WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the first
word and your company name in BOLD
capital letters). If we get your message
by the 14th of the month, it will appear
in ETI 1' months later. For example
if we receive it by October 14th you (and
thousands more) will see it in the December
issue.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS for ETI
projects. Touch Switch - $2.00; 455 -

$5.35; Siren - $1.65; HSU - $3.70; Baby
Alarm - $3.70; 561 - $3.25; 152 - $2.30;
Brute - $11.95; Hebot I $10.60; Hebot II -
$9.80; Hebot loop drive - $3.35. Boards
from Feb. 1977 still available. Full list free.
Send Cheque, Money Order, or C.O.D.. Post
and Pack 50¢ . B & R ELECTRONICS, Box
6326F, Hamilton, Ontario. L9C 6L9.

HIGH quality amplifier kits and power
supply kit. Lowest price in Canada. For free
information, please write AUDIO CON-
CEPT P.O. Box 2653, Thunder Bay,
Ontario.

J&J ELECTRONICS LTD., P.O. Box
1437E, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4.
Surplus Semiconductor Specialists. Do you
get our bargain flyer? Send $1.00 to receive
the current literature and specials and to be:
placed on the mailing list for future pub-
lications.

SPECIAL! Surprise box containing 1000
electronic pieces for $10 or 3000 for
$25, including capacitor - transistor -

switch - wire - resistor - relay - hardware -
etc. All new parts, first quality. Money
back guarantee. Flyer & sample on request.
SURPLUS ELECTRO QUEBEC, 2264
Montee Gagnon, Blainville, Quebec, J7E
4H5.

COMPLETE Electronic Hobby Services.
Custom kits, circuits, technical writing,
special parts, original designs. Free infor-
mation. TEKNIKIT ASSOCIATES, 301
Flora Street, Carleton Place, Ontario K7C
3M8.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham radios
18 Sheldon Avenue North, Kitchener,
Ontario N2H 3M2. Tel. (519) 579-0536.
Write for giant catalogue, free of course!!
(VE3EHC).

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your
sketch or artwork. Affordable prices. Also
fun kit projects. Free details. DANOCINTHS
INC. Dept. ETI, Box 261, Westland MI.
48185. U.S.A.

NEW STORE! Hobbyist. Parts. Speakers.
Kits. Equipment. GENERAL
ELECTRONICS, 5511 Yonge St., Willow -
dale, Ont. M2N 5S3, 221-6174. Please
write for free catalogue. Monday, Friday,
Saturday: 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM. Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM

PASSIONMETER . . .$10.95. Transistor
Tester $15.95. ETI kits and parts!
Request FREE flyer today! NOTHERN
BEAR ELECTRONICS, Box 7260, Saska-
toon, Saskatchewan S7K 4J2.

ORGAN MUSIC on Hi -Fi Cassettes. Twenty
half-hour, live recordings. None are record
copies! $10.00 per year.SFORZANDO 5411
Bocage St., Montreal, H4J 1A2.

Now Available!

r

OUR ALL NEW
LENLINE
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE.

60 pages contain
ing more than
400 items, all
fully illustrated
and described.

SEND FOR
YOUR FREE
COPY TODAY!

Please send me your LENLINE Electronic Components
Catalogue and the name of my nearest LENLINE Dealer.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PROV CODE

len finkler ltd
25 Toro Road, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2A6 

8 Circle No. 21 on Reader Service Card.

630-9103

/ NEW JMC CATALOGUE `
It contains a broad spectrum
of Electronics Parts
Accessories and Components
Audio Accessories....

SEND $1.00
FOR YOUR
COPY OF
"JMC"
CATALOGUE &
WHOLESALE
PRICE LIST

r
Please rush your "JMC" Catalogue
and Price List
NAME

L

(Please Print)
ADDRESS
CITY

PROV. CODE

Distribution JMC Distribution Inc.
C.P. 142 88 Ave., Laval
Mont -Jolt, P.Q. G5H 3K9

ETI-OCTOBER 1980
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ANNOUNCING THE A-1 KIT LINE

Colour Organ Kit 3 channels, 400 Watts/channel) .. $15.95
Colour Organ Kit 3 channels, 1500 Watts/channel) . $25.95
Video Modulator Kit $7.95
12V Power Supply, 3 Amps $24.95
12V Power Supply, 2 Amps $19.95

A P PRODUCTS

STOCK UP ON SAM'S BOOKS!
LOGIC & MEMORY EXPERIMENTS USING TTL IC'S
These books have been written as self -instructional texts designed to introduce the reader to digital
electronics through progressive experiments.

No. 21542 Book 1 introduces you to the concepts of logic switches, lamp monitors, pursers, and
displays $12.95
No. 21543 Book 2 Introduces you to the concepts of light -emitting diodes and displays, Dusing - tn-
state and open collector outputs, flip -Slops and monostable muitivibralors, semiconductor memories,
registers, counters, arithmetic elements, and Schmitt triggers. $12.95
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH MICROCOMPUTERS
If you work In one Of the many fields where microcomputers are coming Into widespread use, this
book will help you learn more about microcomputers and their applications. This book will also prove
Invaluable for those who want to know more about hobby and personal computing.
No. 21486 $11.95
INTRODUCTORY EXPERIMENTS IN DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AND 8080A
MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING
These books have been written as self -instructional texts designed to introduce the reader to digital
electronics and microcomputers. They Integrate the SUblects of digital electronics, microcomputer
Interfacing and microcomputer programming Into a single unified course. $16.95No. 21550 Book 1
No. 21551 Book 2 14.50
TTL COOKBOOK
by Donald Lancaster. A complete and detailed guide to transistor -transistor logic Explains
what TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses practical applications. such as a digital counter
and display system, events counter, electronic stopwatch. digital voltmeter, and a digital tachometer.
336 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21035-5) © 1974
No. 21035 $12.75
SOLAR CELLS AND PHOTOCELLS
by Rufus P. Turner. An explanation of photocells and solar cells, and a selented collection of practical
applications, such as a light -beam communicator, light -powered tone telegraph. and kght-actuated
ren ote control Addressed primarily to experimenters, technicians, and science fair entrants; as-
sumes that the reader is already familiar with general electronics. 96 pages; 51/2 x 81/2: softbound.
No. 21175

CMOS COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. Tells all you need to know to understand and profitably use this inexpensive and
genuinely fun to work with digital logic family. First an explanation of what CMOS is. how it works, and
how to power It, plus usage rules, state testing, breadboarding. interface, and other basics is given.
Then a minicatalog of over 100 devices. including pinouts and use descriptions is given. Subjects
covered include gale fundamentals. tri-state logic, redundant logic design techniques, multivibrators,
nonvolatile memory techniques, clocked Jk and D flip-flop, counter and register techniques, op amps,
analog switches, phase -locked loops and much more. A must for the student, hobbyist, teacher,
technician, or engineer who wants to learn about CMOS. Filled with practical applications. 416 pages;
514 x Bye; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21398-2) © 1977
No. 21398 $13.95

TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. An in-depth coverage of tv typewriters (M's) -the only truly low-cost microcompu-
ter and small -systems display interface. Covers Ivt terminology, principles of operation, M configura-
tions, memories, system design, cursor and update circuitry and techniques, hard copy, color
graphics, and keyboards and encoders. 256 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound.(ISBN: 0-672-21313) © 1978
No. 21313 512.95

555 TIMER APPLICATIONS SOURCEBOOK, WITH EXPERIMENTS
by Howard M. Berlin. Deals with the many applications of the popular 555 timer "chip." Uses for
voltage regulation, control, sequencing are covered as well as the more usual timing and signal
generating functions. With many useful circuits and 15 detailed experiments: 160 pages; 51/2 x Bt';
softbound. (ISBN: 0.872-21538-1) © 1976
No. 2153« $7.95
Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK
by William Barden, Jr. The Zilog Model Z-80 represents a microprocessor that is extremely sophisti-
cated and attractive to many computer users. This handbook will provide the current user and the
prospective user with essential information on the technology of the Z-80. Organized into three
sections, the first section concentrates on hardware; the second on software; and the third on
microcomputers built around the Z-80. 304 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound.
No. 21500 $11.95
THE CHEAP VIDEO COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. A complete guide to super low cost alphanumeric and graphic microprocessor.
based video displays. Contains complete construction details on a seven IC circuit that dramatically
slashes the cost of getting words. op -code. and graphics out of a microcomputer and into a television
set. Includes thoroughly documented and debugged software Enables you to produce virtually any
alphanumeric format. including scrolling 24 lines by 80 characters, and virtually any graphics format,
including high resolution 256 x 256 mode and four-color graphics. Also contains complete details on
transparency techniques that let you compute and display at the same time with high throughput 288
pages; 51/2 x 9t/ softbound (ISBN. 0-672.21524-1) c; 1978
No. 21524

HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS (3rd Edition)
by Donald E. Herrington. Explains the various types of electronic diagrams, shows the schematic
symbols for the various components in a circuit, and explains their operation. Tells how they are
connected into circuits and gives the symbols for these connections. Variations likely to be
encountered in both symbols and designations are treated at length. Review questions at end of each
chapter. 192 pages; 5v1 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21127-0) © 1975
141. 21127

5% discount for two. 10% discount for three.
Discounts available until November 15/1980

57.98

$7.25

$25.60 -.
AC E 208
Pan No IIIII2

$39.05
A -C -E 201-K

INCORPO
ALL -CIRCUIT
EVALUATORS

/.,:.,.... e. ,............

072 000X NU. Pl110 MPOINIS

"Jr

$33.70\
SOLOOtte SS ROOA -C -E 212 va uva o,o./21401N oil.

Pan No M.

$47.2\

RATED

- COPPER CLAD BOARDS
Approximately 30 different sizes.
Each minimum 35 square inches.
Sizes up to 50 sq. inches. 754
per board.
Note: PC Borads are now avai-
able for ETI projects. Write for
price list.

Seven ACE': for fast, soldarless
circuit building and testing!
.:uvrIn attERaEE DMw,..

EUa TO -S'. AND DieCNFTEa WrtN EERDe lD

A -C E ®216

AC-E 236
ran WI MI.

$107.95

BURGLAR ALARM PARTS -
We carry Ademco professional
equipment and parts. Write for
catalogue and price list.

SURPLUS
TRANSFORMERS

120V Pri. ISV Sec., 2A . $4.50
DPST, 12V, top quality, brand 120V Pri., 38V Sec., 1,5A
new. $2.00 6V Sec., 2A . . $5.50

PLASTIC LED INSTRUMENT CASE
Perfect for clocks and many other digital projects
Complete with bracket for mounting on auto dashes, table tops, etc
 Made of sturdy gray ABS plastic
LED red screen (high heat styrene) with silver edge trim
 Moulded inside standoffs to accept a 31% in. x 3 in. P.C. card with

LED board.
Width 4 inches; Length 4 inches; Height 112 - FAN MOTORS

inches front tapering to 1 inch rear; Textured 12o o.4
Amp Electricfinish. Fan Motor

$3.50

4.00
LOTS MORE

We carry a very wide variety of electronic
components and related products. See our catalogue
In ETI's September, 1980 Issue. Or write to us for a
copy. Or come In and see our store!!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Clearly print out order. Ont. residents add 7% PST. Add 5% ship-
ping charge on orders less than $75. Excess refunded. Pay by
certified cheque, Chargex or Mastercharge (include signature, expiry
date and card number.)
All orders shipped within 24 hours. All prices subject to change
w) .hout notice.

A-1 ELECTRONICS
5062 Dundas St. W., Islington, Ontario. M9A 1B9 (416) 231-4331r,

Circle No. 24 on Reader Service Card.
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Z8001 5253.50 16 Bit CPU with segmented address spaceziloy

lo 8 Megabytes
Z8002 5195.00 16 Bit CPU with non segmented address

space to 646 bytes.

All Products Stocked in Depth
Largest Zilog Inventory

180 -CPU 2.5 MHz 13.52 Z80-510/0 2 5 MHz 39.65
Z80Á -CPU 4 0 MHz 14.46 190A-510/0 4 0 MHz 47.71
Z80-PI0 2.5 MHz 7.98 Z80-SI0/1 2.5 MHz 46.80
Z80A-PIG 4 0 MHz 10.40 Z80A-S10/1 4.0 MHz 57.33
Z60-CTC 25 MHz 7.98 280-SID/2 2.5 MHz 46.80
Z80A-CTC 4 0 MHz 10.40 ZBOA-S10/2 4.0 MHz 57.33
Z80 -DMA 2 5 MHz 29.06
280A -DMA MHz 36.40

É111 g %Se

1980 IC MASTER
over 2700 PAGES

Complete integrated circuit data selector.
Master guide to the latest I.0 's including
microprocessors and consumer circuits.
45,000 device types listed. 5,000 new
device types added. Complete new
section on MPU boards & Systems.

"VERY SPECIAL $49.95"

LM301AN-8
LM304CH
LM307N-8
LM308N-8
LM308CH
LM309K
LM310HC
LM31iN-8
LM317T
ITO.22p1
LM318N-B
LM318CH

LINEAR I.C.'s
.44 LM324N .77 LM741CN-8 .51

1.16 LM339N .77 LM747CN-14 .77
.38 LM348N-14 1.29 LM748CN-8 .51

1.16 LM358N-8 1.03 LM1458N-8 .64
1.24 LM555N-8 .51 LM1488N-14 .90
1.68 LM556N-14 .64 LM1489N-14 .90
1.94 1M723CH 1.16 LM3046N-14 1.29

.77 LM723CN-14 .64 LM3302N-14 .72
1.94 LM725CN-8 2.28 LM3403N-14 1.16

LM733CN-14 2.07 LM3900N .64
1.89 1M739CN-14 1.68 LM4136N-14 1.29
2.28 LM741CH .85 ULN2003AN 1.29

i

UP NOW FOR
SCHOOL AND WINTER PROJECTS.

"ACTIVE IS AGGRESSIVE"

DUAL -IN -LINE - LOW PROFILE - I.C. SOCKETS
CONTACTS PRICE CONTACTS PRICE

8 PIN .11 22 PIN .33
14 PIN .17 24 PIN .36
16.PIN .20 28 PIN .42
18 PIN .27 40 PIN .61
20 PIN .30

 LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE FOR THE HIGHEST DUALITY. AN
UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

CD4000BE
CD4001BE
CD4002BE
CD4006BE
CD4007BE
CD4008BE
CD4009BE
CD4010BE
CD40118E
CD4p12BE
CD4D13BE
CD4o14BE
CD4015BE
CD4016BE
CD40t7BE
CD4o18BE
CD4019BE
CD4020BE

.38

.51

.30
1.55

.51
1.09

.70

.77

.44

.38

.64

.90

.98
.57
.94
.77

1.63
1.29

CD4021BE
CD4022BE
CD4023BE
CD4024BE
CD4025BE
CD4028BE
C04027BE
CD4028BE
CD4029BE
CD403oBE
CD4033BE
CD4034BE
CD4035BE
CD404oBE
CD4041BE
CD4042BE
CD4043BE
CD4044BE

.96
1.55

.48

.68

.38
2.33

.64

.74
1.22

.59
2.33
3.63
1.48
1.29
2.03

.87
1.29
1.03

CMOS
CD4046BE
CD4047BE
CD4049BE
CD405oBE
C04051BE
CD4052BE
CD4053BE
CD4060BE
C04066BE
CD4068BE
CD4069BE
CD40708E
CD4072BE
CD4073BE
CD4075BE
CD4076BE
CD4078BE
CD4081BE

1.16
1.09

.85
.57

1.07
1.55
1.55
2.59
1.29

38
.35
.51
.30
.51
.44

1.09
.44
.35

CD4082BE
CD4085BE
CD4086BE
CD4093BE
CD4099BE
CD4104BE
CD4508BE
CD4510BE
CD4511 BE
CD4512BE
CD4514BE
CD4515BE
CD45I6BE
CD45t8BE
CD4519BE
CD4520BE
CD4522BE
CD4526BE

.30

.81
1.03
1.22
2.57
2.59
2.46
1.09
.96

1.14
3.06
2.73
1.68
1.16
.77

1.00
1.29
1.29

CD4527BE 1.91
CD4528BE 1.22
CD4531BE 1.16
C04532BE 1.50
CD4539BE 1.09
CD4543BE 1.94
CD4553BE 3.87
CD4555BE .96
CD4556BE .90
C04581 BE 2.54
C04502BE 1.14
CD4584BE .70

CD4585BE 1.29
CD4702BE 11.56

PLASTIC POWER
TRANSISTORS

TIP29 .51 NPN 1 AMP 100V
TIP30 .51 PNP t AMP 100V
TIP3I .55 NPN 3 AMP 100V
TIP32 .56 PNP 3AMP 100V
TIP41 .77 NPN 6 AMP 100V
TIP42 .83 PNP 6AMP 100V
TIP115 .77 PNP 2AMP 60V
TIPI20 .83 NPN 5AMP 60V
TIP122 .96 NPN 5 AMP 100V
TIP125 .96 PNP 5AMP 60V
TIP127 1.11 PNP 5 AMP 100V
TIP2955 1.08 PNP 15 AMP 60V
TIP3055 .91 NPN 15 AMP 60V
FT3055 .77 NPN 10 AMP 60V

O STOP
O COMPARE
OSAYE

OPTO SALE

L.E.D. LAMPS
LED209 T-1 2 mm Red
LED211 Ti - 3 mm Green
1E0212 T-1 3 mm Yellow

1E0220 T -1'/a 5 mm Red
1E0222 T -1'u 5 mm Green
LED224 T-1?'d 5 mm Yellow

.12

.25

.18

.14

.31

.21

DISPLAYS
FND357 375' Common Cathode 1.29
FNO500 500" Common Cathode 1.29
FND507 .500- Common Anode 1.29
DL704 300 Common Cathode 1.68
DL707 300" Common Anode 1.68
DL747 .630- Common Anode 2.98
DL1416 38.94
4 digit. 16 segment alphanumeric display 16" hl

ILD74
11074
ILCT6
TIL111
4N26
4N33

ISOLATORS
Dual Opto Isolator
Quad Opto Isolator
Dual Opto Isolator
Opto Coupler
Opto Isolator
Opto Isolator

1500V
1500V
1500V
1500V
2500V
1500V

1.68
5.14
1.68

.70

.70

.85

TTL ALL CIRCUITS IN STOCK FOR GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
74LSOON .33 74LS20N .35 74LS55N .38 74LS95N .90
74LS01N .29 74LS21N .35 74LS73N .55 74LS96N 1.01
74LS02N .35 74LS26N .73 74LS74N .90 74LS107N .59
74LS03N .35 74LS27N .42 74LS75N .62 74LS109N .62
74LSO4N .38 74L530N .31 74LS76N .90 74LS112N .59
74LSO5N .38 74LS32N .57 74L578N .49 74LSt22N .73
74LS08N .35 74LS38N .44 74LS83N 1.09 74LS123N 1.12
74L509N .38 74LS40N .31 74LS85N 1.25 74LS124N 1.25
74LS1ON .35 74LS42N .70 74LS86N .86 74LS125N 1.77
74LS11N .38 74LS47N 1.09 74LS9ON .64 74LS126N 1.25
74LS12N .29 74LS48N 1.09 74LS91N 1.03 74LS132N .59
74LS13N .47 74LS51N .35 74LS92N 1.25 74LS133N 3.71
74LS14N .73 74LS54N .35 74LS93N .51 74LS136N .88

74LS137N 1.16
74LS138N 1.03
74LS139N 1.03
74LS145N 1.63
74LS147N 2.93
74LS148N 2.93
74LS151N .70
74LS153N .59
74LS1 5514 1.09
74LS156N 1.27
74LS157N .90
74LS158N 1.01
74LS160N 1.56

74LS161N
74LS162N
74LS163N
74LS164N
74LS15514
74LS16614
74LS169N
74LS17ON
74LS173N
74LS174N
74LS175N
74LS181N
74LS190N

1.68
1.68
1.68
1.27
1.89
4.60

11.34
3.58
1.01

.70

.70
3.33
1.68

7415191N 1.68
74LS192N 1.01
74LS193N 1.68
7415194N 2.46
7415195N .90
74LS196N 2.43
74LS197N 1.27
74LS221N 1.50
7415240N 1.81
74LS241N 1.55
74LS242N 1.55
74LS243N 1.55
74LS244N 1.81

74LS24 N 4.16
74L$247N .90
74LS24 N 2.00
74LS249N 1.29
74LS25 N 1.77
74LS253N 1.03
74LS25 N .88
741525 N .83
74LS25 N 5.14
74LS260N 1.25
74LS26 N .90
74LS273N 1.98
74LS275N 9.01

74LS279N 1.03
74LS280N 4.63
74L5283N 1.25
74LS290N 1.16
74LS293N .51
74LS295N 1.81
74LS298N 1.66
74LS299N 4.68
74LS320N 6.44
74LS321N 6.44
74LS322N 6.44
74L5323N 6.44
74LS324N 1.91

74LS348N 3.84 74LS379N 2.86
74LS352N 1.76 74LS390N 3.30
74LS353N 243 74LS393N 3.19
74LS362N 15.54 74LS395N 2.54
74LS365N 3.71 74LS447N .48
74LS366N .1.56 74LS490N 3.19
74LS367N 2.00 74LS630N 143.00
741S368N 2.00 74LS631N 143.00
74LS373N 2.13 74LS669N 3.19
74LS374N 2.13 74LS670N 4.75
74LS375N 3.84
74LS377N 1.87
74LS378N 2.20

MICROPROCESSOR
CHIP SETS

Part No. Price
.80804 $ 7.35
8085 15.54

'I

1I

8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8238
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259

3.58
5.14
3.84
4.49
3.84
6.47
6.47

9.04
14.24

9.04
14.24
16.84

Part No. Price Part No. Price
6800 $ 8.45 6502 $12.94
6802 15.54 6504 12.94

6505 12.94
6810
6820
6821
6850
6582

4.88
6.44
4.88
5.14
4.88

6520
6522
6532
6551

9.04
12.95
18.14
18.19

RETURN
AND

THIS AD WITH YOUR

DOUBLED SIDED COPPERER I "MemorySpecials"I

SCR's and TRIAC's
C106D .44 SCR 5 amp 400V TO -220
TICI16B 1.26 SCR 8 amp 200V TO.220
TIC126B 1.42 SCR 12 amp 200V TO -220
TIC216B 1.29 Triac 6 amp 200V TO -220
TIC226D 1.24 Trlac B amp 400V TO -220
TIC236D 1.89 Tnac 12 amp 400V TO -220
TIC246D 1.89 Tnac 16 amp 400V TO -220

Bi-Fet OP AMPS
TL064CN 3.58 Quad low power TL081CP .64 J-FET input
TL071CP .77 Low noise TLOB2CP 1.29 Dual J-FET input
TL072CP 1.55 Dual low noise TL0B4CN 2.54 Quad J-FET input
TL074CN 3.06 Quad low noise

raBONUS!!

RECEIVE FREE SAMPLE -

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD. / EPROM'S
$

$16K MOS DYNAMIC RAM'S (16 PIN)
416-3 (200ns) Ceramic 7.74
416-5 (300NS) Ceramic 6.44
4K MOS DYNAMIC RAM'S
TMS4060.30 Special 3.84
4K (4K x 1) 300NS 22 PIN
TMS4060-20 5.14
4K (4K x 1) 200NS 22 PIN

C2708
1K x8450ns
TMS2532
32K (4096 x 8) 450 ns
TMS2716
16K (2K x 8) 450 ns
(3 power supplies) T.I. Version
C2716/TMS2516
16K (2K x 8) 450 ns
(Single 5V supply - Similar to Intel version)
TMS2564 $513.50
64K (8K x 8) 450 ns

9.04

90.94

25.94 1

19.44 I

MOS MEMORIES
MOS Static RAM's

Part No.
2102-25
IK (IK x 1) 250NS 16 PIN
P2111-35
IK (256 x 4) 350NS 18 PIN
P2112-35
1K (256 x 4) 35ONS 18 PIN
2114L
Low Power 4K (1024 x 4) 300NS
2147
4K (410 x 1) 55N5
2147
4K (46 0 1) 70N5

UART's
AY5-1013A
0 to 40K BAUD 40 PIN
COM8017
40 Khz Single 5V Supply

1K CMOS RAM
5101
1 K (256 x 4) 450NS 22 PIN Low Power

4K CMOS RAM
P6504
46 (46 1) 550NS 18 PIN 110MW
P6514
46 (1 6 x 4) 450NS 18 PIN 110MW

SHIFT REGISTERS
3341APC FIFO 1 MHz
3342PC 64 Bit Shift Register
3347PC 80 Bit Shift Register

ECL RAM
10410ADC/HM2106
256 x 1 Bit Fully Decoded 15NS 16 PIN

Price
2.28

5.14

4.49

9.04

25.94

19.44

5.14

Special 5.14

7.74

16.84

20.74

7.15
5.79
5.14

Special 9.04

IN CANADA VISIT OUR NEW CALGARY LOCATION

tléegintso,
MINIMUM MAIL ORDER 510.00
Add 53.00 to cover postage and handling.

PRICES ARE IN CDN. FUNDS, FOB. CANADA
Federal Sales Tax net.
Provincial Sales Tax Extra

5651 FERRIER ST.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
H4P 2K5
Tel.: (514) 731-7441

BAXTER CENTRE
1050 BAXTER ROAD
OTTAWA. ONTARIO
K2C 3P2
Tel.: (6131 820-9471

LARGE INVENTORY AT ALL LOCATIONS

STORE HOURS:
Monday to Wednesday 9:00 are - 6:00 pm
Thursday and Friday 9:00 am - 9:00 per
Saturday 9:00 ant - 5:00 per

4800 DUFFERIN ST.
DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO
M3H 5S9
Tel (4161 661-1115

VISA AND
MASTER CHARGE
ACCEPTED

5809 MacLEOD TRAIL S.
UNIT 109
CALGARY, ALBERTA
T2H 0J9
Tel.: (403) 259-6408

3070 KINGSWAY
VANCOUVER. B.C.
V5R 537
Tel.: 16041 438-3321

Circle No. 35 on Reader Service Card


